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19 (cont'dl. Major losses were observed in adequacy of TLA hotel list, accuracy

and adequacy of housing referral services, quality of maintenance, and adequacy

of facilities. Expanded demographics in the 1987 survey also allowed for compari-

sons with a survey conducted in 1986 of civilian housing residents. Military

family housing residents were more likely to have spouses who were unemployed
by choice and to have three or more dependents in the household. Slightly more

residents of civilian housing report being satisfied with their housing units

and report a positive-effect of living conditions on job performance and career

intentions. The effect of spouse influence on service member responses was also

measured.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

Management of the approximately While the 1987 study used a popula-
18,850 military family housing units in Hawaii tion survey, the 1985 survey was performed on
was consolidated under the Department of the a stratified random sample of military housing
Army on 1 October 1983. The Oahu Consoli- residents. However, the obtained samples in
dated Family Housing Office (OCFHO) sets local both surveys were virtually identical with respect
policy and oversees five area housing offices to demographic characteristics of the respon-
that serve 38 individual military housing sites. dents (e.g., service, pay grade group, and cur-
Area offices implement policy and deal directly rent housing area). Also in both cases, the ob-
with military families. Services to families in- tained samples were representative of the pop-
clude housing assignment and management of ulations from which they were drawn. This
the loaner furniture and appliance, self-help strongly suggests that sampling is the preferable
maintenance, and emergency maintenance pro- method for large scale surveys, given the
grams. Additional services are support for the greater time and costs involved to canvass en-
Temporary Living Allowance (TLA) program, tire populations. The final usable sample in
provision of major household appliances, stor- 1987 was 6,917, for an adjusted return rate of
age of excess furniture, and pest control. 38.8 percent. While this rate is lower than de-

sired, similarity of the sample demographics to
Purpose, Method, and Obtained those of the population, as well as to the 1985
Sample sample and population, strongly suggests that

most of the subsamples are good representa-
This study is a reexamination of the tions of the population.

day-to-day concerns and perceived needs of
military family housing residents, following up a Analysis
baseline survey of satisfaction conducted in
1985 (Lawson & Murphy, 1985). Since 1985, Data analyses included frequencies,
OCFHO has implemented a number of new pro- cross-tabulations, analysis of variance
cedures to improve living conditions and needed (ANOVA), correlations, and factor and regres-
follow-up information to determine if they were sion analyses. Variables used for major analy-
still on track in meeting the needs of military ses were housing area, pay grade group, who
families. answered the survey (i.e., service member,

spouse, or both), and date of first assignment to
Topics covered in the current study housing. These were chosen to maximize the

were the same as in the 1985 survey, and in a value of the results for management decision
study conducted in 1986 of satisfaction among making. All like items from the 1985 and 1987
military families living off-post (Lawson, Murphy, military family housing surveys were compared
& Magnusson, 1987). This allowed attitude and reported in a section separate from the cur-
comparisons over time and between popula- rent results. An additional comparison section
tions. Some items in the 1985 baseline survey was also prepared for like items on the current
were dropped in the 1987 survey because they survey and the 1986 off-post survey.
were no longer relevant or because they failed
to show meaningful differences in the earlier Results
survey. Additional demographic and experiential
items were Included in 1987 to allow more anal- 1. Forty-two percent of respondents to
yses and enhance the meaning of the results. the current survey reported a preference for
To increase responses, a population survey was military rather than civilian housing. This
conducted and spouses were invited to partici- proportion was nearly identical to that found in
pate. Surveys were mailed to the military hous- 1985. Military housing was most preferred by
ing addresses between 15 and 30 April 1987 Fort Shafter residents and least preferred by
and returns were accepted through June. residents of Pearl Harbor and Barbers Point. In
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1985, preference for military housing was day situations and ongoing services. The less
slightly higher at Fort Shafter and Kaneohe positive spouse attitudes apparently prevailed,
compared to all other areas. for example, on manner of delivery of housing

office services, enforcement of yard mainte-
2. In both surveys, preference for the nance, inspector standards, housing facilities

current housing area was highest among Fort (especially playgrounds), maintenance comple-
Shatter, Hickam, and Kaneohe residents, with tion, and time frames for repairs.
Schofield, Pearl Harbor, and Barbers Point resi-
dents less enthusiastic. No change was found 7. In the present study respondents
between 1985 and 1987 in preference for the did not appear to differentiate between housing
current housing area for the total sample. office services and the manner in which they

were delivered. This suggests that housing of-
3. Overall, more than 70 percent of fice services are judged primarily in terms of the

service members and just over two-thirds of quality of the interaction between client and ser-
spouses were reported to be satisfied with their vice provider. However, they did differentiate
housing units. These percentages were up between interaction with maintenance and repair
slightly from 1985. As in 1985, residents of Fort personnel (especially in terms of responsive-
Shatter and Kaneohe housing areas were most ness) and the quality of their work. The impor-
satisfied: those living in Schofield and Hickam tance of these differences is shown by their in-
areas were least satisfied. fluence on satisfaction. Attitudes toward hous-

ing office services and the manner of their deliv-
4. In the present study, considerable ery, as well as the quality of mainterance work,

increases were found in the perception of posi- were associated with preference for military
tive effects of living conditions on job perfor- housing, satisfaction with the current unit, and
mance and career intention compared to re- satisfaction with services by housing in general.
spondents in 1985 (approximately 10 percent- Maintenance responsiveness was associated
age points higher). The same pattern by area with perceived effects of living conditions on job
that was found in 1985 prevailed, with Fort performance and career intention.
Shatter and Kaneohe residents most positive.

8. Results of the 1987 data show the
5. As in the 1986 off-post survey, the least positive responses to be with the item

perception of having choices also influenced about receiving information on free storage of
satisfaction in the current study. Respondents excess furniture. This finding was true across all
who indicated a clear preference for military Services and housing areas. Other items con-
housing were considerably more satisfied than sistently showing negative responses across
those who perceived they had no choice of categories included playground maintenance
housing type due to high civilian housing costs. and inspection, wait time for fencing approval,
The influence of choice was also shown clearly consistent rule enforcement, and adequacy of
in the overwhelmingly positive evaluations of oc- teen recreational facilities.
cupant-requested programs and policies imple-
mented by OCFHO since the housing consoli- 9. Analysis of written comments indi-
dation (e.g., government quarters cleaning, yard cated a strongly favorable reaction to the resi-
fencing through the self-help program). dent-requested programs and to the provision of

a mechanism (such as the survey) to provide in-
6. Spouses were invited to respond to put to decision-making. Often comments re-

the questionnaire in the current study and re- flected anticipition of better conditions based
suits showed strong indications that they often upon respondent input. This would suggest that
influence responses with respect to housing OCFHO has achieved credibility with the re-
satisfaction. This has implications for defining spondent population by instituting programs and
the client population OCFHO actually serves. policies suggested by the occupants.
The typical pattern was for service member re-
spondents to be more positive than spouse or 10. Major gains in proportions of re-
couple respondents when queried about day-to- spondents who were satisfied (i.e., by 10 or
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more percentage points) between 1985 and the housing area;
1987 were found in the following areas: o maintenance and repair (i.e., repairs

being done before move-in, quality of
o housing office processing time; repairs); and
o government quarters cleaning policy; o TLA having a good hotel list.
o time to get loaner furniture;
o having enough all-age recreational 13. Minor losses in satisfaction (i.e., 5-

facilities*; 10 percentage points) between 1985 and 1987
o enough patrols in the housing areas were found with:

(with an accompanying decrease in
desire for greater security, e.g. o housing office services (e.g.,
protective fencing around housing informativeness, office efficiency);
areas); o quick repair of poor contractor work;

o the TLA program in general; o housing is always improving;
o responsiveness of maintenance and o maintenance of common ground

repair personnel (i.e., time frames areas;
given, routine and emergency o and helpfulness of the Housing
response time); Hotline.

o and self-help (i.e., stocking of items
needed, service, and overall 14. Respondents were strongly in
evaluation of the program). favor of most changes suggested in the "What

Should Be" section of the questionnaire. In
11. Minor gains in proportions of satis- particular, they supported more and better

fled occupants (i.e., by 5-10 percentage points) communication between residents and the
between 1985 and 1987 were found with: housing offices, housing for E1 to E3 families,

required registration and proof of placement of
0 housing office services (i.e., proper pets, enclosed outside storage, more support of

rule enforcement, availability of the sponsor program, a "special" phone line to
housing rules); report playground problems, treating of all units

o mixing of Services in housing areas; in multi-unit buildings for pests at the same time,
o some housing features (i.e., increased maintenance services, and more

sufficiency of kitchen cabinet space, flexibility and "how-to" materials at self-help.
working condition of appliances, Responses were mixed, however, on required
adequacy of screening material); housing briefings, need for neighborhood coor-

o work order numbers speeding dinators, and most of the security and safety
response time; suggestions.

o having regular fire inspections;
o and self-help hours. 15. Comparisons of responses on like

items between the 1986 off-post and 1987 on-
12. Major losses in satisfaction (i.e., 10 post surveys showed differences. Residents of

or more percentage points) between 1985 and military housing were more positive than those
1987 were found on the following: in civilian housing about most aspects of hous-

ing office services. Military housing residents
o good service at the housing office; were also more satisfied than their civilian
o wait time for approval of yard fencing; housing counterparts with all aspects of the
o housing referral (i.e., accuracy of loaner furniture and appliance program, and with

housing lists and having been given the security of their housing units. On the other
information on buying, leasing, etc.); hand, civilian housing residents were more sat-

0 having enough general facilities- in isfied than those in military housing with effi-
ciency of the housing office, accuracy of housing

" 4perent choges may be awtift of diffaences in lists, most housing features and facilities, main-
question waving on te two Msrveys. tenance and repair, and TLA hotel lists.
* A g eh e may be atifact of diferences in

question wordng on te Iwo marveys.
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Conclusions

1. Comparing 1985 and 1987 re- because decreases in satisfaction were found
sponses, today's military housing residents ap- between 1985 and 1987, an intervention should
pear to be more satisfied with their living condi- be considered to teach housing personnel
tions and more likely to perceive positive effects improved customer relations and proactive
on job performance and career intention, guidance techniques.

2. Spouse influence on responses to 7. Problems related to pet and child
questions regarding day-to-day living situations supervision continue to be major concerns ex-
suggests that they may actually be the primary pressed in written comments. Required pet
clients of housing offices when dealing with fam- registration and proof of placement before PCS
ilies. may help reduce pet problems. Occupant sug-

gestions regarding child supervision problems
3. Continued involvement of family (e.g., adult-only housing areas, provision of

housing residents in the policy-making process more facilities for children ) seem worthy of con-
seems to be an effective method for increasing sideration.
housing office credibility, as well as an efficient
medium to aid in decisions about resource allo- 8. Rather than imposition of more
cation. rules or rule changes within housing areas, re-

spondents generally seem to want better and
4. Choice is central to satisfaction. more consistent enforcement of those already in

Offering military families more choices, more effect (e.g., yard maintenance and speed limits).
autonomy, and more control over their environ-
ment capitalizes on the influence of choice on 9. While satisfaction with maintenance
satisfaction levels, and repair responsiveness increased between

1985 and 1987, quality of work is a continuing
5. With less than half of the respon- concern. Need for upgrading and standardiza-

dents preferring military housing and with de- tion of quality is strongly indicated.
creases in satisfaction with housing referral be-
tween 1985 and 1987, some families may be 10. Besides being seen by
need more help in making housing decisions, respondents as a needed supplement to
Enhancement of referral services to include maintenance and repair services, the self-help
counseling by personnel knowledgeable about program also allows occupants greater
advantages and disadvantages in both military autonomy, choice, and control over their living
and civilian housing may be desirable. environments, especially through its expanded

inventories (e.g., plants, yard fencing). Approval
6. Because housing office services of the program was high in 1985 and even

appear to be judged primarily on the quality of higher in 1987.
the client-service provider interaction and
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Management of the approximately study paralleled those in the 1985 on-post study
18,850 military family housing units for Army, and results of the two studies were compared in
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast the 1986 report (Lawson, Murphy, & Magnus-
Guard personnel stationed in Hawaii was con- son, 1987).
solidated under the Department of the Army on
1 October 1963. The Oahu Consolidated Family Topics covered in the 1987 question-
Housing Office (OCFHO), located at Fort naire were the same as in the 1985 survey so
Shatter, sets local policy and oversees five area that comparisons could be made on these items
housing offices that serve the 38 individual mili-
tary housing sites. 1. Housing satisfaction, preference. and

perceived effects,
Area housing offices implement proce- 2 Housing office services, policies and

dures and policies and deal directly with the mil- procedures, and operations (including
itary families. In addition to family housing ;- loaner furniture and appliances;.
signment, services of the housing offices include 3. Housing features and facilities:
management of the loaner furniture program, the 4 Maintenance and repair:
self-help maintenance program, and the emer- 5. Security and safety:
gency maintenance desks; support at some of- 6 Communications:
fices for the temporary living allowance (TLA) 7. Self-Hr.!p: and
program: provision of major household appli- 8. Housing referral ano TLA
ances (e.g., washers and dryers): storage of ex-
cess furniture and household goods; and pest
control. APPROACH

Purpose Questionnaire Development

The present study was a Development of the questionnaire to
reexamination of day-to-day concerns of families be used in the follow-up survey was based on
in military housing, following up on the baseline information gathered from many sources Con-
survey of military family housing residents tent was drawn from results and written com-
conducted in 1985 (Lawson & Murphy, 1985). ments of the 1985 survey, findings from the an-
Like the 1985 survey, the purpose was to obtain nual All-Services Family Housing Conferences
detailed information about the desires, perceived conducted by OCFHO, review of OCFHO policy
needs, concerns, and satisfaction levels of and procedure changes since the consolidation,
military families with respect to their housing, and discussions with members of the OCFHO
housing management, and related support Review and Analysis staff. Based on previous
services. Having already implemented a research, consideration was given to item
number of new procedures to improve living wording and item grade reading level (KIare.
conditions in military housing, OCFHO needed 1974-1975: Schuman & Presser. 1981: Lawson
follow-up information to determine if they were & Murphy, 1985; Schleifer. 1986; Lawson &
still on track in meeting the needs of military Murphy, 1q87; Lawson, Murphy, & Magnusson.
families. Additionally, because a considerable 1987). Final reading level of the questionnaire
percentage of the target population would have was approximately eighth grade (Kincaid, Fish-
changed between 1985 and 1987, the attitudes burne, Rodgers, & Chisson. 1975; Cherry &
and opinions of the newer arrivals also needed Vesterman, 1981; Lawson & Murphy, 1987).
to be measured. The draft questionnaire was reviewed and ap-

proved by the Installation Family Housing
In 1986, a related survey of military Working Group (IFHWG. commonly called the

families living in the civilian sector in Hawaii was 0-6 Board) and by the Survey Division of the
also conducted. Questionnaire topics in that U.S. Army Soldier Support Center



The questionnaire was organized in represented the views of only 25 percent of the
four parts. In Part 1 (the background section), population. To counter this criticism, all
respondents were asked to provide somewhat residents were included in the survey. The
more demographic information than in the earlier mailing was to 18,387 residents, using the label-,
survey. The additions of note were items asking provided by OCFHO. Based on the twa prey-
about who filled out the questionnaire (e.g., ser- ous surveys in Hawaii. a 20 percent return rate
vice member, spouse, or both), dependents was anticipated.
other than spouses and children, previous expe-
rience living in civilian housing in Hawaii, and Data Collection
whether the respondents had participated in the
1985 survey. Many of the additional demo- Survey materials (cover letter
graphic items were included for companson pur- questionnaire with answer sheet, and a postage
poses with the 1986 off-post survey results. paid return envelope) were mailed to the mriitarv
Part 2 asked re,,oondents about their current family housing addresses during the period 15 lo
living conditions and measured their satisfaction 30 April 1987 This period was chosen to
with new policies and procedures. Part 3 ad- ensure that Army personnel would be back from
dressed desires for change in housing and their Team Spirit exercises. Respondents were
housing operations. Part 4 invited respondents requested to return the answer sheet and ',er
to provide written comments on any topic. In the written comments within 5 days of receipt.
prior surveys, these comments have proved in-
,aluable in explaining why residents are dissat- Survey response rates among mrni;tnr-
isfied and in identifying problems or concerns personnel in Hawaii have t1aadticnally been low
not covered in the body of the questionnaire, due to problems of access Lawson et al. 198 -

Therefore, in an efforl to ,crease the return rate
With the exception of the demographic in the present study, ,.-o additional measures

items. all questions were answered using a sim- were taken. First. the rnailrg envelope vas
pie 5-point Likert scale (from 1. strongly dis- overprinted with statemerts ind.:.ating that the
agree to 5. strongly agree with a neutral mid- OCFHO h 'using survey was enc'osed arid thait
point of 3.). To simplify analysis. all items were either the service member or the spouse couo
worded in the same direction. Therefore, low respond Second, returns were accepted for a
scores in Part 2 inoicate dissatisfaction and high longer than normal period of time until 30 Ju,e
scores indicate satisfaction. In Part 3. low 1987) As a reslit. only 24 as'swer sheets ' r,,re
scores indicate disapproval of the proposed returned after the cut-off date
change while high scores indicate approval.
The questionnaire consisted of 166 items. A Obtained Sample
copy is provided in Appendix A.

Of the 18,387 questionnaires manied
Sampling Strategy 473 were returned undelivered, 24 were re-

turned too late to be counted, and 38 were re-
In the previous two surveys in Hawaii, turned in unusable condition (e.g blank) The

50 percent samples were used. However, ir the overall adjusted return rate was 38 8 percent
present survey, two factors contributed to the with a fi3 usable sample of 6,917 Adjusted
decision to do a population study. First, due to a return rates are determined by dividing the nurjm
change in contractors in Hawaii, the mailing la- her of returns by the total mailed out after sub-
bels available for questionnaire distribution tracting those not delivered, returned unusable,
contained only the military housing addresses, and returned too late to be counted While an
without names or identification by rank, thereby adjusted return rate of less than 50 percent is
making selection of a stratified random sample less than desirable, the group responses may be
impossible. Second, in the past some critics of considered represent.tive of the populations"
the surveys have felt that a 50 percent sample according to the limitations shown in Table 1
with (for example) a 50 percent return actually

Populations based on OCFHO fig..res as of 31 October
1986
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Table 1

Obtained Sample Confidence Levels (CL) and Confidence Intervals (CI)

for Projection of Results to the Population

El-E3* E4-E6 E7-E9 Wit-03 C4-06+. Total

Army
n /1051 357 230 214 1959
CL't - 99%-05O 95/o+i.05 95%+.05 90%10+ 05 99- 5

Navy
n 9 1533 559 298 264 266'J
CLCI -99%+.05S 990/0+05 99%-."05 95%+.05 99'rl- (-'5

Air Force
n 15 546 333 131 171 11946
CLd - 99%+ 05 990/±+05 90,'o- 10 95%.i. 06 991- 2_5

Marine Corps
n 3 439 200 143 58** 842
CL/Cl 99%-05 90%0+ 05 90%4 '^5 - 990,- 2

TOTAL
n 30 3569 1449 902 707, 6657
COLC - 99"0+.05 990/- 05 99%- 05 99%/+±C5 95%- '

i~ur~rn obtained sample,.- means the sample is too small to .orl'pie cotl1,delce level 3r nterval The C. C; -o~avons are ! to

*ec'eted as follows For exampie 95%. 05 means 95% cr i'dent that ' a re5.si,: represent the -opoation ov ,n itn Wrrr ate
ofS . - or -

P ojeclons based on formula reported n Cochrarl. 1963

confidence nte'vall too small to cl'nuate However, the obtained samoies in ail o-ases were equal to at least 50. 0: thL Pcp !at::-S

Table 2 shows the unadjusted return Figure 1 shows that the pay grade
rates for the four Department of Defense Ser- distribution of the obtained sample was propor-
vices. it is not possible to adjust return rates by tionally similar to the prpulation. Note that in nl
Service because the questionnaire was anony- tigures showing pay grade groups the number
mous. of El to E3s is too small relativQ 1o the other pay

Table 2grade groups to register on th- scale

Greatest corfidence that the results
Unadjusted Return Rates by Service are representative of the populations should be

held for respondent groups shown in Table I
Army 34.4% (Service by pay grade group) in which confi-
Navy 39.3% dence intervals are the highest and the error
Air Force 42.1% rates the lowest (e.g ,Table 1, 99% +,,- .05) and
Marine Corps 37.1% in the Services with the highest return rates

(e.g., Air Force and Navy)
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Figure 1. Comparison of population and
obtained sample by pay grade group

60

40, Populaton

pe~cenO 30 3 ,tained
Samroiej

El,-E3 E4-E6 E7-E9 Wl-03 04-06+
Pay Grade GrouD

7able 3 shows the distribution of the whr- 'ailed to answer both questic:.s, e.. bvti
obtained sample by service and pay grade service affiliaticn and pay grade). However, in-
group. The difference between the overall ob- dividuals who did no? answer both items were
tained sample (6,9171, and the sample size in retained in the final sample and their resp)onses
Table 3 (6.689) represents the 228 respondents were included in overall statistics

Table 3

Obtained Sample by Service anc Pay Grade Group"

Pay Grade Air Marine Coast
Group Army Navy Force Corps Guard Total

n %l n % n n n % n

E1-E3 7 .4 6 2 15 1 3 2 .2 1 3 1 31 5

E4-E6 1051 53.6 1533 576 546 457 439 52 1 20 62,5 3589 53 7

E7-F~j 357 182 559 21 0 333 278 200 238 4 125 1453 21 7

WI -03 330 16.8 298 11,2 131 10.9 143 17 0 6 188 908 136

04-06+ 214 109 264 9.9 171 14.3 58 6.9 1 3.1 708 106

Total 1959 99,9 2660 99,9 1196 100.0 842 1000 32 1000 6689 iOc

'n this taoie as in~ others i th~is repot, percentages may not always add to 1000/ dust to rouno,-i
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Data Analysis

The primary methods used for data Statistical Packare for the Social Sciences
analysis were analysis of variance (ANOVA), (SPSS, 1983).
chi-square, factor analysis, and regression
analysis. The major group comparisons were by Statistical tests of significance ,such
housing areas igrouped under the housing office as ANOVA) provide evidence for conclud&:;g,
managing that area), pay grade group. Service, within some specified risk of error, that there are
who answered the questionnaire, and date or are not real differences between the
assigned to housing. Housing area was responses of groups. These tests are
considered the major unit of analysis because it influenced by several factors, including sample
reflected both location and service differences, size. The large sample size of the present stucy
as well as. to some extent, pay grade. Items produced many significant differences,
were grouped into meaningful factors within particularly by housing area and pay grade
topic areas through creation of unit-weighted group However, since not all statistically
scales based on factor analysis These scales significant differences are meaningful in praclical
'factors) were also used in regression analyses terms, differences reported in this document are
to show the strength of association between those that were judged to have some practical
individuai items and overall measures of value to management and policy makers.
satisfaction. All analyses were performed on the
IBM 4341, a mainframe computer, using the
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DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

Who Responded to the Questionnaire

In an efort to increase esponse rate, Wl-W4, 04-0r+) than Junior personnel (31-33%
particularly among those families in which the of E4-E6 and 01 -03).
service member may be deployed, spouses
were encouraged to participate. Figure 2 shows Service, Pay Grade Group, Time in
that nearly equal percentages of seice mem- Service, and Housing Area
bers alone, spouses alone, and couples were
the respondents. By Service, Army and Coast The obtained sample of 6.917 respcn-
Guard distributions by who responded were dents represented military housing residents in
nearly equal across the categories. Navy and Hawaii in the proportions shown below by Ser-
Marine Corps respondents were somewhat vice (Fig. 3), pay grade group (Fig. 4) and
more likely to be spouses (i.e., 38-43% versus housing area (Fig. 5). The breakdown by Ser-
20-32% in other Services), probably because of vice includes a category for the Army experi-
service member deployments. But the greatest mental Cohort program as well as Non-Cohort.
Service difference was in the Air Force. Over It also includes the Coast Guard. However. the
halt (55.7%) of the Air Force respondents were number is too small relative to the other services
service members alone, compared to the same to register on the sca;e. In Figure 5. housing
group in the other Services (28-36%) By pay area refers to those groups of mitary housing
grace group, service members responding were units managed under the five area housin g of-
more often senior personnel (42-44% of E7-E9, fices and one large suboffice, Barbers Point.

Fgure 2. Who answered the q,.estionr'aie

* Service
Memboer

QSouse

B Both

Figure 3. Sample distribution by service
50-

40t

30
Percent

20 ______

10

Army Army Navy Air Marine Coast
Non- Cohort Force Corps Guard

Cohort
Service
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Figure 4. Sample distribution by pay grade
group

60

Percent 30 ,- ,

10

E1-E3 E4-E6 E7-E9 W1-03 04-06-
Pay Grace Grouo

Figure 5. Sample dist:.bution oy housing area
30

25-,-

2-4 -

Percent 1 :-:5

Fort Sciofield Baroers Pearl H o,am Kareore
Shatter Point Haroor

Hous,ng Area

Table 3 in the preceding section 5.5 percent of the Army. 12.1 percent of the
showed that pay grade group distributions were Navy. less than 1 percent ot the Air Force and
similar within Services. However, there were nearly a quarter (23.6%) of the Marine Corps re-
somewhat higher percentages of senior spondents were living in areas other than those
personnel (i.e., E7-E9 and 04-06+) in the Air traditionally for their own Service branch. The
Force sample (42%) than in the other three individual housing area showing the greatest
major Services (29%-30%) mixing of Services was at Aliamanu. Among'

Army respondents who identiied themselves a,-
Crossing Service by housing area, just members of a cohort group, over halt were living

over 7 percent of the sample were living in at Schofield Barracks, and 21 9 perent at Alia-
housing areas other than those occupied pri- manu.
marily by their branch of service. By Service,

8
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in terms of time in service, most of the
respondents (89.4%) had been in the military for 09: Does service member have othc;,
four or more years. dependent relatives?

04: Time in Service 3.3% Yes, living with us
10.8% Yes, living elsewhere

0.4% Less than 1 year 85.99o No
1.0% 1-2 years 20.,6% 8-12 years
3.8% 2-3 years 18.7% 12-16 years Including those with other dependent

5.4% 3-4 years 14.8% 16-20 years relatives living in, nearly two-thirds of the

24.4% 4-8 years 10.7% Over 20 years famies consisted of three or tour persons. with
over nail having four or more family members.

Sex, Marital Status, Family Size and
Membership

010: Family Size (including service member)

Overall, most of the service members
in the sample were male (92.2%.;, most were 18.8% Two
married (96.6%), and most spouses were living 25 6% Three
with the service member (95.8%). Most also 36 60. Foujr

had chidren living with them ,81.6%). However. 14 1?O Five

beyond the traditional family, many had chidreri 4 9% S ix or more
living elsewhere (3.9%) and just over 14 percent
(14.1%) had deoendents other than spouses or Crcssirg -ay grade group by family
children. size showed that senior personnel (i.e.. E7-E9.

Wl -W4, and 04-06,) nave laroer families

08: Are children living with service However. the anerence between iunior and

member? senicr personnei is not as great as might be
expected. Three and four person families were

14 4% No chidren common for almost all groups see Fgure 6)
81 6% Yus Note that the El to E3 group represents a much

3 9% No smaller number of res ondents

Fig,.re 6. Family size (inc:uaing service mer-cer by
pay grade group

50--

40 .. - -1T *
i !~ ~ 0 [ I ree

Percent

10 i -More

EI-E3 E4-E6 E7-F9 WI-W4 01-03 04-06,
Pay Grade Group
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Spouse Employment Status

Over half of the respondents reported
that their spouses were not employed outside the previous section In this sect;, n, responses
the home. to these items are reported relative to the

demographic items, as well as to each other
011: Spouse Employment

4.5% Spouse military Q12: How long were you on the waiting list
18.6% Employed Part Time before your first offer of quarters?
20.5% Employed Full Time
46.7% Unemployed by Choice 69.9', Less than 2 months

9.7%'o Can't Find a Job 13.5% 2 to 6 months
9.9% 6 to 12 months

Table 4 shows that by pay grade 1.7% Over 12 months
group, spouses of Els to E3s and
commissioned officers were most often not 013: When did the service member first
employed outside the home. These same move into family housing in Hawaii?
groups also were more often unemployed by
choice 10 5% Before Dec 1983

174% Jan-Dec 1984
27 4% Jan-Dec 1985

Additional Background 44 7% Since Jan 1986

The remaining questionnaire items n 014: Has the service merober ever lived
Part 1. wh ie part of the description of the sam- in civilian housing in Haw Jii?
pie. also had potential to influence respondent
attitudes toward their current living Conditions. 6 3 3% No
These items (frequec,es followl added an ex- 1 7% Yes less than 6 m_ r.1.,s
periential comconent to the genera demo- 13 S"o Yes. 6-12 mrun!,s
qraphic oronie of the sample reported in 9 4% Ye-_ Cver 12 mcnths

Table 4

Spouse Employment by Pay Grade Group

0 0" % 00

Spouse PT F T Unemployed Cant
Find

Military Civilian C.. ilan by Choice a Jot

El-E3' 6.7 13.3 10.0 567 133
E4-E6 5.8 16.J 209 42.8 12.2
E7-E9 3.1 21 8 242 41 0 92
Wt-W4 2.1 18.0 23.8 47.6 8 5
01-03 2.3 15.0 15.7 61 7 52
04-06+ 2.3 18.0 14.3 63.1 2 3

Represents a much smaller number of respondents than other pay grade grcups



percentage was stable across housing areas.
015: Are you living in quarters primarily Finally, approximately 17 percent of the respgn-
because of the high cost of civilian housing? dents also had participated in the 1985 survey

The highest rate of repeat participation came
78.6% Yes from Barbers Point residents ,21 6%), the lowg-t
2 .40. No from Schofield (15.2%).

016: Did you respond to the last attitude Figure 7 shows that Barbers Point
survey for military family housing residents residents waited the shortest period of time for
(Spring 1985)? their first offer of quarters, followed by residents

of Pearl Harbor and Hickam. The longest wa,ts
17 30O Yes were at Kaneohe, primarily, followed by Ft.
62 7% No Shatter. By pay grade group. warrant ano C1 1-

03 officers waited the shortest length of time
and E4 to E6 personnel waied the longest

In general, most of the respondents
had short waits before their first offer of quarters, Most housing areas had aoproxima:e:y
with nearly half 49 5%o) waiting less than one the same distribution of respondents with re-
month. Most (72 1 %) also moved into housing spect to the date of tneir first move irtni hous,g.
within the last two years Although two-thirds Oniy Schofield and Kaneohe showed scme.,,rat
had never hved in civilian housing in Hawaii, fewer residents who had moved in ,rior to 1 ,4
over three-quarters (78 6%) reported living in (4-6o) than other areas 12-14 )
military housing primarily because of oosts This

Figure 7 Wait time for first offer of military nousing by
area

90-

80 _____:0

70 - - - 2 -- c-s

60- [E 2-6 "'crs
Percent 50f- iPo t r r..

40 .. . .
30- __ ] Oe 2

10 Ti:i :iii

Ft. Scho- Barbers Pearl Hickam KaneoheShatter field Point Harbor

Housing Area
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Figure 8 shows that Barbers Point and Enlisted pe'sinnel at all levels and
Pearl Harbor respondents were most likely to warrant officers (77-84%) were most likely to
have always lived in military housing in Hawaii report being in military quarters because of the
(75-78%). In contrast, over half of the Kaneohe high costs in the civilian sector. Comrr.,ssioned
respondents had lived in civilian housing for officers were less likely to have been influenced
some period of time (40.1% for 6 months or by costs (62-72%).
longer).

Repeat participation in the attitude
By pay grade, the group most experi- surveys (1985 and 1987) was highest among E7

enced with living in civilian housing in Hawaii to E9 personnei (25%) and lowest among El to
was the E1 to E3s (48.4% for 6 months or E6 personnel (10%).
longer). The least experienced groups were
warrant and 01 to 03 officers (only 20-22% with
any experience at all living in civilian housing).

Figure 8. Respondent experience living in civilian
housing in Hawaii by military housing area

100,

90--
80 ,,e

70I
i DQ Less :ar

60- " rr,

Percent 50, _ _ -
4 0 - n C ,"t S

20-t1 - ,

Ft. Schofield Barbers Pearl Hickam Kaneohe
Shatter Point Harbor

Housing Area
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RESULTS

Present Conditions

In Part 2 of the questionnaire, service analysis was performed. ANOVAs were used to
personnel or their spouses were asked to determine it statistically significant differences
indicate if they agreed or disagreed with existed by housing area, pay grade group, who
statements grouped under the following topic answered the questionnaire, and date of first
areas: housing office services, policies and assignment to housing Figures are used to
procedures, loaner furniture and appliances, illustrate the percentage of respondents
operations, housing referral, (housing) features agreeing and disagreeing with individual
and facilities, maintenance and repair, security questionnaire items within each topic area.
and safety, communications, self-help, TLA, and aggregated across housing areas and pay grade
general satisfaction. groups.

In the following sections, mean scores Figure 9 compares the mean response
are used to report the results when question- scores for the overall item(s) at the end of each
naire items are grouped into factors and when topic area in Part 2 of the questionnaire.
an ANOVA, factor analysis, or regression

Figure 9. Overview of topic areas

HousingT 'I
Service " " '

Poncy

LoanerIProgram ia ""
"  

: ; ?

Ocerations

Housing .
Referral
HousingFeatures

Housing
Topic Facilities
Area Maintenance

Security

Corn munication

Self-Help

S.M. Sat.

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 .45 5

Mean
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Based on the data aggregated across of each service. Figures 1 C and 11 show that
Services, housing areas, and pay grades, mean the percentage agreeing with the statements
responses were positive for 13 of the 14 topic (i.e., indicating they were satisfied) was greater
areas. Communication was the single topic area than the percentage disagreeing (i.e., dissatis-
on which the overall mean response was nega- fied) with 11 of the 14 specific statements on the
tive. However, as will be discussed in the sec- topic. This was also true for the overall evalua-
tion on this topic, several of these items did not tion.
apply to a large percentage of the respondents.
The most positive responses were found on the Evaluated most positively (i.e., with
following topics, in this order: self-help, loaner many more respondents satisfied than dissaii-
furniture and appliances, TLA, service member tied) were the following: availability of housing
satisfaction, policies and procedures, housing rules and waiting lists, processing time through
features. and spouse satisfaction, the housing office, politeness of personnel, ac-

curate estimates of housing availability, full ex-
Still on the positive side, but closer to planations of housing rules, informativeness of

the middle of the 5-point response scale, were housing personnel, concern shown for military
operations, housing office services, mainte- families by housing staff, and the overall evalua-
nance and repair, housing referral, housing fa- tion of housing office services. Also on the posi-
cilities, and security and safety. tive side, but with dissatisfied respondents found

in higher proportions, were uniformity of housing
Particularly in those cases where topic assignment and efficiency of housing offices

response means were close to the middle of the e.g., fast, reliable). On the negative side, mo'e
scale, response variations were found by hous- respondents were dissatisfied than satisfied with
ing area or pay grade group. Analyses of indi- enforcement of rules being the same across
vidual questionnaire items were performed on housing areas and Services, proper enforce-
both of these variables, but reporting of results is ment of housing rules, quality of service during
limited to those that suggested some practical peak periods, and service to family members
use for the information. As mentioned earlier, when service members are away.
housing area was used as the major unit of
analysis because of its diiect relevance to Differences by Housing Area. A
housing management. very definite pattern of respondent satisfaction

appeared in the analysis of housing office
The following sections present and dis- services by housing area. Of the 11 individual

cuss the results by individual questionnaire services items and the overall satisfaction item
items within topic area. Responses to all items that showed statistically significant differences
were crossed by housing area, pay grade group, by area, Hickam residents, Barbers Point
who answered the questionnaire, and date of residents, or both groups w.re most often less
first move into housing. Significant differences satisfied than residents of a.1 other areas. Table
reported by housing area and pay grade group 5 illustrates these results.
should be considered together because with the
housing areas grouped, the individual housing The only exceptiorb to the pattern
sites include both enlisted and officer housing. shown in Table 5 were that (1) residents of both
Regarding who answered the questionnaire, Schofield and Ft. Shatter were also less satisfied
patterns were found suggesting that some as- than others with housing office processing time,
pects of the living environment are more salient (2) Pearl Harbor area residents were less satis-
to spouses and others to service members, with fled than others with the availability of housing
responses influenced accordingly. rules, and (3) Kaneohe residents were less sat-

isfied than others with the accuracy of estimates
Housing Office Services of when military housing would be available.

This last exception might be expected based on
Respondents were asked to agree or Kaneohe residents having waited longest for an

disagree with 15 statements regarding the type offer of quarters and also having the most expe-
and manner of service they received from area rience living in civilian housing.
housing offices, plus to give their overall opinion

1
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Figure 10. Responses to housing office
services items
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Q18 Q19 Q20 021 022 023 024
Housing Office Services Items

018: Housing office people show concern 022: The housing office explained housing
for military families, rules fully.

019: Housing office people are polite. 023: Housing office people work with family members
Q20: Housing office people are Informative. when the service member is away.
021: Family housing is assigned In a uniform manner 024: Housing office service is good even during

peak periods.

Figure 11. Responses to housing office services
items
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025 Q26 027 028 029 Q30 Q31 Q32
Housing Office Service Items

025: The housing office seems to be well run. 029: Copies of housing rules are available
026: The time It look to process through the at area housing offices.

housing office was not a problem. 030: Copies of waiting lists are available
027: Family housing rules are properly enforced. at area housing offices.
028: Family housing rules are enforced the same 031: The housing office estimate of when quarters

In all housing areas and Services,. would be available was accurate.
032: Overall, we are satisfied with housing office

services.
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Table 5

Differences* on Housing Office Services Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

018: Concern shown for military families Ft Shatter Barbers Pt

Hickam

019: Politeness of staff Pearl Barbers Pt

Q20: Informativeness of staff Ft Shatter Hickarn

021: Uniformity of assignments Ft Shatter Hickam
Schofield Barbers P1
Kaneohe

022: Explanation of housing rules Schofield Barbers Pt
Ft Shatter
Hickam

023: Service to family members Pearl Hickam

026: Processing time Pearl Schofield
Barbers Pt Ft Shatter

Hickam

027: Proper rule enforcement Hickam Barbers Pt

029: Availability of housing rules Kaneohe Barbers Pt
Ft Shatter Hickam

Pearl Harbor

030: Availability of waiting lists Kaneohe Barbers Pt

Q31: Accurate estimates of
housing availability All others Hickam

This table, as well as those that follow showing response differences by area, shouid be read in the following way

1 Responses from the housing areas under the heading 'Most Satisfied' (Col. a were "und to be significantly higher
than those from the areas under the heading 'Least Satisfied' (Col 2).

2. For each question, the housing areas under the two columns are listed in the order of their mean response scores

Column I shows the area with the hiohest satisfaction score first, Column 2 shows the area with the lowest satisfaction score first
For example. on 029, in Col. 1, responses from Kaneohe were the highest, followed by those from Ft Shatter In contrast, Co, 2
shows that responses from Barbers Point residents were the lowest, followed by thoe from Hickam and Pearl Harbor

I
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Differences by Pay Grade Group. before about rule enforcement being the same in
Analyses by pay grade group showed statisti- all housing areas and about copies of housing
cally significant differences on 8 of the 14 spe- rules being available at the housing offices.
cific services items. On 6 of these 8 dimen- Breaking the assignment date categories down
sions, senior officers (04-06+) were the least more finely (assigned up through Dec 1983,
satisfied. These dimensions were informative- during 1984, during 1985, and since Jan 1986),
ness of the housing office staff, uniformity in the most recent assignees were the most posi-
housing assignment. efficiency of housing of- tive respondents on the following items: staff
fices, availability ot waiting lists, accuracy of es- politeness, explanation of rules, service to family
timates of housing availability, and overall sat- members, efficiency of the housing offices,
isfaction with housing office services. E7 to E9 proper rule enforcement, enforcement of rules
personnel were least satisfied with rule en- being the same in all areas, copies of rules be-
forcement and E4 to E6 respondents were least ing available, and overall evaluation cf services
satisfied with service to their family members by the housing offices.
while they are away (e.g., TDY, deployed).

Policies and Procedures
Differences by Who Responded and

When First Assigned to Housing. As dis- Respondents were asked if they
cussed in the Background section, respondents agreed or disagreed with 7 specific statements
to the questionnaire were service members, about current policies and procedures, plus an
spouses, or both responding together. In gen- overall evaluation statement. Figure 12 shows
eral, service members answering alone were the percentages who agreed and disagreed with
more positive than spouses answering alone or each statement. This figure shows clearly that
together with the service member. This re- most respondents were very much in agreement
sponse pattern was found on items about con- with the policies regarding plants, occupant im-
cern shown by housing office staff, politeness, provements, enclosed lanais, and yard fencing,
informativeness, and efficiency of service. This as well as with the overall statement about
suggests that spouses may be more sensitive to OCFHO policies and procedures meeting the
the manner of delivery of services than service needs of family housing residents. Less agree-
members, and also that they may have influ- ment was found with mixing of Services in
enced the responses toward the negative housing areas, enforcement of yard mainte-
among couples answering together. Responses nance, and the time they had to wait fo, ip-
to items regarding availability of housing rule proval to fence their yards.
and waiting lists were more positive among ser-
vice members answering alone or together with Differences by Housing Area. Differ-
their spouses than among spouses answering ences by area were found for 7 of the 8 state-
alone. This may reflect the greater likelihood of ments. Table 6 shows that Kaneohe residents
service members actually visiting the housing were the least satisfied with plant policy,
offices. Responses by service members alone occupant improvements, lanai enclosures and
and spouses alone were not different on unifor- approval time for yard fencing. Least sa stied
mity of housing assignment, housing office staff with the mixing of Services and overal: approval
working with spouses, and proper and consis- of policies and procedures were the residents of
tent rule enforcement. However, on the overall Hickam housing areas
evaluation of housing office services. service
members were significantly more positive when Differences by Pay Grade Group.
they answered alone than when they answered Of the 7 items showing pay grade differences.
with their spouses. E4 to E6 respondents were less satisfied than

others with plant policy, occupant improvements,
Responses to only two items were sig- and lanai enclosures. Senior officers were most

nificantly different by assignment date to hous- likely to oppose the mixing of Services in
ig when the assignment date categones were housing areas and the policy allowing yard

combined into pre- and post-consolidation. In fencing through self-help. Senior enlisted
both cases. those assigned after the consolida- personnel again expressed disappointment in
tion were more positive than those assigned rule enforcement, in this case regarding yard
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Figure 12. Responses to policy and procedure items
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033 034 035 036 037 Q38 039 040
Policy, Proced ire l~ems

033: We like the idea of mixing Services 037: We like the policy that aIiows approved lariats
In housing areas, to be covered and screened.

034: The rule that yards be kept mowed and free 038: We like the policy that allows yard fencing
of debris is strictly enforced, through Self-Help.

035: We like the policy that allows plants put In 039: Wait time for approval of yard fencing
by occupants to remain when they move out. Is not a problem.

036: We like the policy that allows some occupant 040: Overall, OCFHO policies and procedure' meet the
Improvements to remain at move out, needs and wants of family housing residents,

Table 6

Differences on Policy and Procedure Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfiedi

033: Mixing of Services in housing areas All others Hickam

034: Enforcement of yard maintenance Hickarn ea-bers Pt
Schofield Pearl Harbor
Ft Sh~atter

035: Plants put in by occupants can remain Schofield Kaneohe
Ft Shatter
Pearl Harbor

036: Occupant improvements can remain Barbers P't Kaneohe
Hickam
Pearl Harbor
Schofield

------------------------------------------ --------- ------------ ---------------



Table 6 (Cont)

Differences on Policy and Procedure Items by Area

Most Least
Cuestionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

037: Enclosed lanais allowed Hickam Kaneohe
Schofield
Barbers Pt.
Pearl Harbor

039 Time to get yard fencing approval Ft. Shatter Kaneohe
Pearl Harbor
Barbers Pt
Schofield

040: Overall approval of policies and procedures Pearl Harbor Hickam
Ft Shatter

maintenance. Finally. 01 to 03 officers, more nr! one pcicy and procedure item
often than others, were dissatisfied with the time showed a signilcant response difference be-
required to obtain yard fencing approval. tween those who moved into housing before and

after the consolidation. Those assigned since
Differences by Who Responded and the consolidation were more positive than those

When First Assigned to Housing. Responses assigned before about the mixing of Services
Nithin the policy and procedure section were within housing areas. With the assignment date
mixed when examining who answered the ndi- categories broken into years. greater satisfaction
viduai items Mixing of Services within iousing was found with the mixing of Services among
areas met with greater approval when spouses residents assigned since January 1985 than
answered alone or couples answered together among those assigned before December 1983
than when service members answered alone. Further, entorcement of yard maintenance was
suggesting a positive spouse influence on re- least positive for those assigned in 1984 than for
sponses On enforcement of yard maintenance ail other gro,.ps On the other hand. greater
and approval time for yard fencing, service agreement Mth occupant plants and improve-
members answering alone were more positive ments being ailowed to remain was found
than spouses alone or couples answering to- among resderils assigned in 1984 and 1985
gether, suggesting that spouses may have influ- than among !cse assi jned sinc3 January lz;86
enced responses toward the negative The item
about being allowed to have yard fencing Loaner Furniture and
through self-help showed spouses alone to be App;iances
more positive than either service members alone
or couples. It may be that spouses want yard Respondents were asked to evaluate 9
fencing more and that service members influ- aspects of the loaner furniture and appliance
enced responses toward the negative when they program, give an overall evaluation of the
answered as couples. On the overall evaluation program, and indicate their usage of government
of policies and procedures, spouse responders appliances Figure 13 shows that positive re-
were significantly more positive than couples. sponses outweighed the negative on all of the 9
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aspects of the program measured and on the pattern. In general, senior personnel (E7-E9,
overall evaluation of the program. Least agree- 04-06+) were less satisfied than others with the
ment among those who responded was found condition of appliances, with the requirement of
with the item asking it they had been told about a 5-day notice for pick-up, and with overall
the availability of washers and dryers at the operation of the program. More junior personnel
housing office. (E4-E6, 01-03) tended to be less satisfied with

the length of time they were able to keep the
Usage of government appliances was furniture and with information about the

high. Washers and dryers were being used by availability of government appliances at the
75 percent of the respondents, and dishwashers housing office.
by 79.7 percent.

Differences by Who Responded and
Differences by Housing Area. When First Assigned to Housing. Only one ci

Statistically significant differences by 3rea were the individual items in this section showed re-
found for all 10 of the evaluation items, with sponse differences by who responded Service
Barbers Pt. and Schofield being the two areas members answering alone evaluated the condi
most often showing up on the less satisfied side tion cf the furniture more posfively than those
of the scale. Table 7 illustrates these who res;)onded as couples On 'he ov',ral
differences. loaner program evaluation item. spouses

answering alone and Couples answerinq
Differences by Pay Grade Group. together wure more postive than sPrvce

Cfferences by pay group were found on only 6 members who answered alore . e :he spouse
of the items in this category. Further, these influence was positive,
differences were vared, showing no definite

Figure 13. Responses to oaner furn:,re ara
appliance items
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Loaner Furniture and Appiance Items

041 The time It took us to get loaner furniture 046: We had loaner furniture long enough tO meet
was not a problem, our needs.

042: The processlng time ii took us to get appliances 047: The loaner furniture program was fully
was niot a problem, explained to us.

043: The loaner furnlture we used wee In good shape. 048: The 5-day notice for furniture pick-up was
044: The appliances we used were In good shape. not e problem for us.
045: We had enough loaner furniture 049: Notified of availability of washers and

to meet our needs, dryers for both military and civilian housing.
053: The loaner furniture and appliance

program Is good.
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Table 7

Differences on Loaner Furniture and Appliances items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

Q41 i Time required to get furniture Ft. Shatter Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor

042: Time required to get appliances Ft Shafter Barbers Pt

043. Condition of loaner furniture Ft. Shatter Barbers Pt
Hickam
Kaneohe
Schofield

044: Condition of loaner appliances Kaneohe Scnofield
Pearl Harbor Ft Shatter
Barbers Pt

045 Got enough furniture to meet needs All others Schofield

046 Had furniture long enough Pearl Harbor SchoTield
Barbers P1
Ft Shatter

047 Loaner program was fully explained All others Kaneohe

C48 No problem with 5-day notice for-pick up Ft Shatter Hickam
Schofeld

049 Notified of availability of washers and
dryers for both military and civilian Hickam Barbers Pt

Pearl Harbor
Schofield

053. Overall evaluation of the program Kaneohe Hickam
Schofield

Only one item within the furniture and down more finely, the most recent assignees
appliances group showed a response difference tsince Jan 1986) gave more positive responses
as a function of assignment before or after the than earlier assignees on the following: waiting
consolidation. Those assigned after were more time to get appliances, condition of appliances.
likely than those assigned before to agree that having received enough furniture, having had
the waiting time for appliances was not a prob- the program fully explained, and their overall
tem With the assignment categories broken evaluation of the program



Housing Operations

Nine items on the questionnaire senior officers (04-06+), or both. Senior per-
addressed aspects of housing operations and a sonnel tended to be less satisfied than others
tenth related to overall evaluation of satisfaction with the following: prompt repairs of poor con-
with the way housing operations are conducted. tractor work, uniformity of inspection standards
Figure 14 shows that approval was high on the and rules, and having received phone stickers.
following: politeness and timeliness of housing Senior officers gave the least positive evaluation
inspectors, government cleaning of quarters, of housing operations in general. On the other
trash pick-up, and the overall evaluation of hand, E4 to E6 respondents were more likely
housing operations. However, the percentage than other pay groups to be dissatisfied with the
who disagreed with the remaining items was politeness of inspectors and with their trash pick-
considerably higher. up service.

Differences by Housing Area. Differences by Who Responded and
Statistically significant differences by area were When First Assigned to Housing. Six of the
found on all items within the operations section. specific items on housing operations showed re-
but no definite pattern was found. Table 8 sponse differences by who responded. Service
illustrates the area differences. members alone were more positive than

spouses alone and couples on inspectors using
Differences by Pay Grade Group. the same standards trash pick-up service, and

Significant differences by pay grade group were having been given phone stickers. A negative
found for8 of the 10 items in housing opera- influence on responses seems to have come
tions. With few exceptions, the most negative from spouses. Also, service members were
respondents were either senior enlisted lE7-Eg), more satisfied than spouses with inspectors

Figure 14. Responses to hcusng operaticns te-:s
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Housing Operations Items

Q54: Housing inspectors are polite. 059: Housing Inspection rules are the same for all,
055: Housing Inspectors are on time. 060: Housing inspectors follow up on promised repairs.
056: Government quarters cleaning will make move-out easier. 061: Our trash pick up is good and on schedule.
067: Poor work by contractors Is usually fixed quickly. 062: We were given phooe slickers at check-in.
058: Housing Inspectors use the same standards for all. 063: Overall, housing operations we have observed

seem to run smoothly.



Table 8

Differences on Housing Operations Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

054: Politeness of housing inspectors All Others Barbers Pt

055: Housing inspectors on time Hickam All Others
Schofield

Q56: Government quarters cleaning Hickam Barbers Pt

057: Poor contractor work fixed quickly All Others Pearl Harbor

058: Inspectors use the same standards Pearl Harbor Barbers Pt
Kaneohe
Schofield

059: Inspection rules are the same for all Kaneohe Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor

Q60: Inspectors follow up for repairs Schofield Pearl Harbor
Kaneohe Hickam
Ft Shatter

061: Trash pick-up is good and on schedule Kaneohe Schofieid
Hickam
Ft Shatter
Pearl Harbor

062: Phone stickers were received from the
inspectors during check-in Hickam Ft Shatter

Pearl Harbor Kaneohe

Schofield
Barbers Pt

Q63: Overall evaluation of housing operations Schofield Barbers Pt
Hickam Pearl Harbor

being on time, perhaps reflecting a greater likeli- were more positive than spouse respondents or
hood of spouses being the ones who wait for in- couples. Again, this reflects the pattern of
spectors to arnve. In the same direction, but spouse influence toward the negative that was
showing a different pattern, service member re- found on most of the individual items.
spondents were more satisfied than couples re-
spondents with prompt repair of poor contractor All eight of the operations items that
work and housing inspection rules being the were applicable to both the pre- and post-
same for all. On the overall evaluation of hous- consolidation groups showed significant
ing operations, service member respondents response differences by assignment date
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(Items not applying before the consolidation Differences by Housing Area. Re-
were the new government quarters cleaning sponses to all four items on housing referral
policy and the phone stickers.) In all cases, showed statistically significant differences by
positive responses were more prevalent among area, and all differences were among the same
those assigned since than those before the con- areas (see Table 9).
solidation. Looking at responses with the as-
signment dates broken down more finely, the Differences by Pay Grade Group.
most recent assignees (since Jan 1986) were Responses to only 2 of the 4 housing referral
again significantly more positive than those as- items were significantly different by pay grade
signed earlier on the same eight items. group. Senior enlisted personnel (E7-E9) and

senior officers (04-06+) were more satisfied
Housing Referral than warrant officers and junior officers (01-03)

with the recentness and accuracy of housing
Only four items on housing referral lists. Senior enlisted and senior officers were

were included in the questionnaire. Figure 15 also more satisfied than E4-E6 personnel with
shows that among those who used the service having received information on buying.
or had an opinion about it, evaluations were
more positive than negative for recentness and Differences by Who Responded and
accuracy of housing lists, equally positive and When First Assigned to Housing. On all three
negative for having been given maps and school of the specific items under housing referral, the
information, and more negative than positive on same pattern of spouse influence toward the
being given information on buying. The overall negative was found (ie., service member
housing referral evaluation was on the positive responders more positive than spouse or
side, with the remaining percentage split evenly couples responders.) On the overall evaluation
between disagree and neutral. of housing referral, the pattern was the same.

Figure 15. Responses to housing referral items
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64: We were given up-to-date, accurate lisle 066: The housing office offered us information

of civilian housing. on buying, leasing and contracts housing.

068: We were given maps and school information. 067: The housing referral program seems to work well.
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Table 9

Differences on Housing Referral Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

064: Recentness and accuracy of housing lists All Others Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor

065: Having been given maps and schorl info All Others Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor

Q66: Having been given information on buying All Others Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor

067: Overall evaluation of housing referral All Others Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor

work, having enough sidewalks, and overall
By pre- and post-consolidation assign- satisfaction with housing features. Features and

ment to housing, those assigned since the con- facilities garnering more negative than positive
soldation were significantly more positive about responses were no need for kitchen or bathroom
the recentness and accuracy of the housing lists remodeling, playground maintenance, play-
tney received With assignment date categories ground inspections, and recreational facilities fcr
broken down more finely, the most recent as- teenagers. All others drew mixed responses
skgnees again were the most satisfied group that are partial!y explained by housing area dil-
with recentness and accuracy of civilian hous- ferences.

ing lists, having been given maps and school
infcrrnation. and in their overall evaluation of the Differences by Housing Area. All ct
housing referral program) the housing features and facilities items showed

significant differences by area. Like the ques-
Features and Facilities tionnaire items on housing office services, resi-

dents of Hickam and Barbers Point areas tended
Respondents were asked to evaluate to fall on the less satisfied side of the scale more

23 aspects of their housing features and than residents of the other four areas Overall,
facilities and to respond to two items that asked Hickam residents were least satisfied with
for their overall satisfaction level with features housing features and most satisfied with housing
and with facilities. Figures 16 through 19 show facilities. In contrast, Barbers Point residents
the percentages agreeing and disagreeing with were generally satisfied with housing facilities.
all of these questionnaire items Other housing areas that showed greater dis-

satisfaction than the others were Ft. Shatter
The greatest percentages of positive residents with working condition of their appli-

responses (60% or higher) were found with the ances, Schofield residents with hot water supply
following: unit size, bedroom size(s). number of and with noise between units, and Pearl Harbor
bathrooms, floor plan, kitchen cabinet space, residents with location of playgrounds. Signifi-
working condition of kitchen appliances, hot cant differences by area are shown in Table 10.
water supply, the unit being located close to



Figure 16. Responses to housing features and
facilities items
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068: Family housing In our area is always being improved. 071: We have enough bathrooms.

069: Our housing unit is large enough for us. 072: Our housing unit is well built.

070: Our bedrooms are large enough. 073: Our floor plan is good.

Figure 1 7. Responses to housing features and
facilites items
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074: Our unit does not need kitchen or bath remodeling. 077: Our kitchen appliances work well.

075: We have enough kitchen cabinet space. 078 Our hot water supply is adequate.

076: The plumbing in our unit is not a problem. 079: Window and door screen material is OK.



Figure 18. Responses to housing features and
facilities items
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086: Our playgrounds are inspected often enough. 090: We have enough recreajltonal facilities for
087: Our playgrounds are far enough from roads, teenagers.
088: We have enough child care and FSC facilties. 091: Overall, we are Satisfied with most features of our

In this area. housing unit.
089: We have enough all-age re facilities available. 092: Overall, we are Satistied with facilities in our area.



Table 10

Differences on Housing Features and Facilities
Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

068: Our family housing is always improving Kaneohe All Others

Ft Shatter

069: Our housing unit is large enough All Others Hickam

070 Our bedrooms are large enough All Others Hickam

Q71 We have enough bathrooms Kaneohe Pearl Harbor
Barbers Pt Hickarn
Ft Shatter

072: Our housing is well built All Others Barbers Pt

Q73. Our floor plan is good Ft Shatter Hickam
Kaneohe
Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor

074 Our unit does not need remodeling All Others Hickarn

075 We have enough kitchen cabinet space Barbers Pt Hickam
Pearl Harbor

Schofield
Kaneohe

076 Plumbing is not a problem Schofield Hickam
Kaneohe
Shatter
Barbers Pt

077 Appliances work well Kaneohe Ft Shatter
Pearl Harbor
Schofield
Hickam

078 Hot water supply is adequate Ft Shatter Schotie!d
Barber Pt
Pearl Harbor
Hickam

079: Window and door screening is ok Kaneohe Hickam
Ft Shatter Barbers Pt

2-
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Table 10 (Cont)

Differences on Housing Features and Facilities
Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

080: Unit was clean at move-in All Others Hickam

081: Noise between units not a problem All Others Schofield

082: Unit is located close to work All Others Barbers Pt

083: We have enough sidewalks Hickam Barbers Pt
Schofield
Ft Shafter

084: We have enough tot lots and playgrounds Pearl Harbor All Others

085: Playgrounds are well maintained Hickam Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor
Ft Shafter
Kaneohe

Q86: Playgrounds are inspected often enough Hickam All Others

087: Playgrounds are far enough from roads Kaneohe Pearl Harbor
Scholield
Hickam

088: We have enough child care and FSCs Hickam All Others
Ft Shatter

089: We have enough all-age recreational facilities Ft Shatter Barbers Pt
Hickam
Kaneohe
Schofield

090: We have enough recreation for teens Ft Shatter Barbers Pt
Hickam Pearl Harbor
Schofield
Kaneohe

091: Overall we are satisfied with our
housing features All Others Hickam

092: Overall we are satisfied with our
housing facilities Hickam Barbers Pt

Ft Shafter Schofield
Pearl Harbor
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Differences by Pay Grade Group. On the overall evaluation of housing
Sixteen of the 25 items on housing features and features, spouse respondents were significancy
facilities showed response differences by pay more positive than couples. The reverse was
grade group. Senior personnel (i e., E7 to E9 seen on facilities evaluation, where service
and 04 to 06+) tended to be less satisfied than members were more positive than spouses or
their more junior counterparts with the following: couples.
housing size, bedroom size(s), kitchen cabinet
space, adequacy of plumbing, cleanliness of the Responses to 17 of the 25 items under
unit at move-in, and recreational facilities for this topic were significantly different by assign-
teenage children. E7 to E9 personnel also were ment date. Those assigned to housing before
less satisfied overall with features of t'eir hous- the consolidation were more likely than those
ing. Responses of the more junior personnel assigned after to agree that housing was always
(especially E4 to E6s) showed them to be less improving. Respondents assigned after the
satisfied than other groups with the following: consolidation were more positive than those as-
having enough bathrooms. noise levels between signed before on all of the following: bedroom
units, location of housing close to work, having size(s), quality of construction, having enough
enough tot lots and playgrounds. and p,ay- kitchen cabinet space, adequacy of plumbing,
ground inspections On other items, both malor working condition of appliances hot water sup-
groups of enlisted personnel (E4-E9) were less ply, door and window screen material, unit
satisfied than others with their floor plans, hot cleanliness at move-in, noise between units not
water supply, playground maintenance, and being a problem, having enough sidewalks,
overall evaluation of facilities. playground mainenance, distance of play-

grounds from roads, having enough community
Differences by Who Responded and facilities and recreational facilities for teens, and

When First Assigned to Housing. Thirteen of their overall evaluations of both housing features
the specific items on housing features and facili- and facilities. When the assignment date cate-
ties showed significant response differences de- gories were broken more finely, the most recent
pending on who responded. The most frequent assignees (since Jan 1986) were the most posi-

pattern found was that service member respon- tive ot all the groups on all of the same items
dents were more positive than spouse or couple named above, but least positive of all the groups
respondents. This pattern was found on the that housing was improving.
following items: the unit being built well: having
enough sidewalks, tot lots and playgrounds, Maintenance and Repair
area facilities, and recreational facilities for
teenagers: and playground maintenance aid in- Thirteen items on the questionnaire
spections. Since over half of all spouses in all addressed aspects of maintenance ard repair.
service member pay grade groups were not em- Figures 20 and 21 show that agreement was
ployed outside the home, the greater salience of considerably higher than disagreement with ad-
these aspects of the living environment to vance notice of contractor work, being given
spouses would be expected, as would their time frames for repairs, politeness of mainte-
greater influence on service member responses nance people, work order numbers resulting in
when they answered as couples. A second faster service, emergency calls getting through
pattern found was for service member and promptly, and good response to emergency
spouse respondents to disagree. Regarding calls. Items with agreement still higher than dis-
bedroom size(s), spouses were more satisfied agreement, but with more mixed responses in-
that service members, but on convenience of the cluded prompt appliance repair, good response
unit to work, service members were more satis- to routine calls, quality of maintenance work,
fied than spouses. The third pattern was con- common ground maintenance, and the overall
currence of service member and spouse re- evaluation of maintenance and repair. More
spondents on desirability of the unit floor plan, disagreement than agreement was found on re-
cleanliness of the unit at move-in, and whether pairs being done before move-in and housing
or not noise between units was a problem. units getting regular preventive maintenance.
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Differences by Housing Area. All of from which responses were most often negative
the responses to maintenance and repair items were Pearl Harbor and Kaneohe. Area re-
were significantly different by area. The areas sponse differences are illustrated in Table 11.

Figure 20. Responses to maintenance and repair
items

100-
90.

80- % Agreeing

60-O % Disagree-
Percent 50" ing

3 % Neutral
(Not Stown)

20"

10"

Q93 Q94 095 096 097 098
Maintenance and Repair Items

093: Repairs to our quarters were done before move-In. 096: Our common ground areas are well maintained.
094: Quality of maintenance work Is good. 097: We are told In advance of contractor work in our
095: Housing unite get regular preventive maintenance, area.

098: We are usually given a time frame for repairs.

Figure 21. Responses to maintenance and repair
items
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80 - % Agreeing
70-
60 [ % Disagree-

Percent 50 M ing
40" % Neutral

(Not Shown)
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099 0100 0101 0102 0103 0104 0105
Maintenance and Repair Items

09: Appliance repair Is prompt, even on weekends. 0103: Emergency phone calls get through promptly.
0100: Maintenance people are polIte. 0104: Response It emergency calls for service is good.
0101: Responee to routine calls for ervice Is good. 0105: Overall, we are satisfied with maintenance and
0102: Work order numbers when we call result in fester service, repair in our unit and housing area.
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Table 11

Differences on Maintenance and Repair Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

093: Repairs were done before move-in Schofield Pearl Harbor

Hickam

Q94: Quality of maintenance work All Others Pearl Harbor

095: Regular preventive maintenance on units Ft Shatter Barbers Pt
Schofield Pearl Harbor
Kaneohe

096: Common ground maintenance Hickam Barbers Pt
;t Shafter Pearl Harbor
Schofield
Kaneohe

Q97: Advance notice of contractor work Kaneohe Pearl Harbor
Schofield
Ft Shatter
Hickam

Q98: Given time frames when repairs will be made Hickam Pearl Harbor
Barbers Point
Schofield

099: Prompt appliance repair Hickam Kaneohe
Barbers Pt
Schofield
Pearl Harbor

Q100: Maintenance people are polite Hickam Pearl Harbor
Barbers Pt

Q101: Good response to routine service calls Hickam Kaneohe
Schofield Pearl Harbor
Ft Shafter

Q102: Work order numbers speed service All Others Kaneohe

0103: Emergency calls get through promptly All Others Kaneohe

Q104: Good response to emergency calls All Others Kaneohe

Q105: Overall evaluation of maintenance and repair Hickam Kaneohe
Schofield
Ft Shatter
Barbers Pt
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Differences by Pay Grade Group (since Jan 1986) were the most satisfied group
Responses to maintenance and repair items by with common ground maintenance. response to
personnel in different pay groups were generally routine calls, and work order numbers resulting
mixed. Officers [especially 04-06+) reported in faster service. However, the most recent as-
more agreement than enlisted personnel with signees were also the least satisfied group with
promptness of appliance repair, politeness ot advance notice of contractor work.
maintenance workers, emergency calls getting
through quickly. and with good service on emer-
gency calls. On the other hand, senior officers Security and Safety
tended to be more negative than other pay
groups about the quality of maintenance work, Six items asked respondents to report
regular preventive maintenance, and advance their satisfaction with security and safety. Figure
notice of contractor work. No pay grade differ- 22 shows that there was not the high concensus
ence was found on the overall evaluation of ot oDinion on security and safety that was founa
maintenance and repair on other topics.

Differences by Who Responded and Differences by Housing Area.
When First Moved in to Housing. Ct the Sgi.:!cant difterences on all of the security and
seven items showing response differences by safety items were found by area. As illustrated
who responded. the most common pattern was in Tatle 12. no clear pattern was evident
for service member respondents to be more
positive than spouse or couples. This pattern. Differences by Pay Grade Group.
which suggests that spouses influenced the re- All but the item on self-heip security devices
sponses in the negative direction, was found on showed response differences by pay grade
repairs being completed before move-in, having group. Both major enlisted groups (E4-E6 and
advance notice of contractor work, being given E7-E9) were significantly less satisfied than oth
time frames for repairs, and promptness of ap- cers 01 -06) with patrols in the housing areas.
piiance repairs. Again, since the majority of security of housing units, and with security and
spouses were not employed outside the home. safety overall. In addition, E4 to E6 personnel
their greater likelihood of dealing directy with were the least satisfied of ail groups with fire in-
these s;tuations probably increased the salience specteo:'s and E7 to E9 ,ersonnel were the least
of the items to them. Service member and s~tished group with enforcement of speed limit.
spouse respondents disagreed Iwith service
r v tmbers being more positive) on the quality at Differences by Who Responded and
maJintenance work and that emergency calls for When First Assigned to Housing. All of the
service get through quickly Service member specific items on security and safety also
and spouse responders concurred on the item showed response differences by who re-
about maintenance of common ground areas sponded. On having enough patrols, having
On the overall evaluation ter, service member regular fire inspections, and enforcement of
responders were significantly more satisfied speed limits, service member respondents were
than couples responders, but there was no dif- more satisfied than spouse or couples respon-
ference between service member and spouse dents The question of safety appears to be
responses more salient to spouses and this pattern sug-

gests that spouses influenced responses of
By move-in date, the quality of mainte- couples answering together. Service member

nance work, preventive maintenance, and com- and spouse respondents concurred on the item
mon ground maintenance were more satisfac- about unit security, with couples less satisfied.
tory to those who moved in since than those Similarly. service members were more positive
before the housing consolidation. But those who about the self-help security devices they in-
moved in before the consolidation were more stalled than were couples responding together
satisfied than those who moved in after with ad- On the overall evaluation of security and safety
vance notice of contractor work. With move-in in the housing unit and housing area, both ser-
date groups broken down more finely trends vice member and spouse responders were more
were more variable The most recent assignees positive than couples responders.



Figure 22. Responses to security and safety items
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0106 Q107 Q108 0109 Ql'0 Q111

Security arc Safety Items

0106: There are enough patrols in our housing area. 0109: Speed limits are enforced in our housing area.
0107: We have regular fire inspections in our housing area. 0110: We feel safe with self-help security devices

0108: We feel that our housing unit is secure, installed.

0111: Overall, we are satisfied with security and safety

In our unit and housing area.

Table 12

Differences on Security and Safety Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Items Satisfied Satisfied

Q106. Enough patrols in the area All Others Schofield

0107 Regular fire inspections Hickarn Barbers Pt
Kaneohe Pearl Harbor
Schofield
Ft Shatter

0108 Security of housing unit Hickam Pearl Harbor
Kaneohe Schofield
Ft Shatter
Barbers Pt

0109: Enforcement of speed limits Barbers Pt All Others
Ft Shatter

0110: Feel safe with self-help devices installed All Others Pearl Harbor

0111: Overall evaluation of security and safety All Others Pearl Harbor
Schofield
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By ass,gnment date to housing, there ha!f (.8,4-) of the respondents answered the
,Nere no difterences when the categories were questicn on usage of the Housing Hot:,ne and
grouped into pre- and post-consolidation. only a little over one-quarler (25.5%) evaluated
However, with assignment date categories its effectiveness. Nearly half of the responses to
broken more finely, the most recent assignees the evaluation of the Hotline fell into the "ne;ther
(since Jan 1986) were more satisfied than those disagree nor agree" category (48.6%). How-
assigned in 1984 and 1985 with enforcement of ever, of the small number who both -,_ed it and
speed limits and with overall security and safety evaluated it, the majority did not agree that !t
Also, those assigned in 1985 were significantly was helpful. "The Military Family Preview" is a
more satisfied with self-help security devices relatively new publication that could not have
installed than those assigned prior to 1984 been received by personnel arriving in Hawaii

prior to late 1986 (e.g., approximately 29% of
the obtained sample). Of those who could have

Communication received it, just over 20 percent reported that
they did. Additionally, free storage of excess

Seven items on the questionnaire ad- furniture (0112) may also be a service added
dressed aspects of communications The per- too recently to have been available to a large
centages agreeing and disagreeing with these percentage of the sampie.
items as srown :n Figure 23 must be interpreted
with caution At !irst glance, these results ap- Of the items on this topic that did apply
pear to show unusually high percentages of to most of the survey respondents, just over hall
negative responses. However, Q114 asks about who responded to the item agreed that they
usage of the Housing Hotline and 0117 about were comfortable asking questions of housing
"The Military Family Preview." Overall, less than personnel and over 60 percent reported that the

Figure 23. Responses to communication items
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0112 0113 Q114 0115 0116 Q117 Q118

Communication Items

0112: The housing office told us about free storage 0116: The "Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper is
of excess furniture. informative.

0113: We feel comfortable asking questions of 0117: We got a copy of "The Military Family Preview"
housing office people any time, through our sponsor.

0114: We have used the Housing Hotllne. 0118: Overall, communication between housing
011S: The Housing Hotline was helpful when we had offices and housing residents is good.

a problem.
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"Aloha Ohana" was informative However, re- gories broken down more finely, the most recerit

sponses to the overall item showed nearly equal assignees since Jan 1986) reporled mcre often

percentages agreeing and disagreeing that being told about storage of excess turriture than
communication between residents and housing all other groups, being more comfola tle asking
offices is good, with 36 percent neither dis- questions at the housing office than :hose as-
agreeing nor agreeing. signed in 1984 and 1985, and evaluated overall

communications more positively than !hose as-
Differences by Housing Area. Only signed in 1984.

three items in the section were significantly dif-
ferent by area. Hickam respondents reported
being told about tree furniture storage more of- Self-Help
ten than respondents from all other areas and
more often reported having received "The Miii- Respondents were asked to agree or

tary Family Preview" than residents of Kaneohe disagree with 8 statements on aspects of the
and Pearl Harbor. Residents of Ft Shatter, self-he!p program, including an overall evalua-
Schofield. Pearl Harbor, and Kaneohe housing tion. Figure 24 shows clearly that, overall, 70
areas were much more likely than Hickam resi- percent or more were satisfied with all aspects
dents to agree that the "Alona Ohana" was in- measured, and .!8 percent evaluated the pro-

formative There was no difference by area on gram positively. The ievel of ossaisfactcn
the overall evaluation of communication seen on Items 118 and 122 resu:ts prmarily

from area ditterences.
Differences by Pay Grade Group.

By pay group, again responses to three items Differences by Housing Area.
were significantly different. Senior officers more Seven of the 8 items showed significant

often than all other groups reporled havir.g been differences ny area. as illustrated in Table 13

told about storage of excess furniture. E4 to E6
personnel were more rkeiy than unior officers to Differences by Pay Grade Group.
have used the Housing hotine Born malor on- Cnly 4 tems showed diterence, by pay grade
listed groups more often than senior officers re- group Dissatsfaction with store hours was

ported that the "Aloha Ohana" was informative most prevalen among senior officers and E4 to
E6pc rscnie Senior enlisted personnel {E-

Differences by Who Responded and E9) were less jikey thn others to agree with

When First Assigned to Housing. Ot the stocking ot pesticides and shrubs Overall sat-
items under the communication topic that ap- isfaction %th it,e program was highest among
plied to most of the sample, only two showed E4 to E- personnel and lowest -imong senor ot-

differences by who responded. Service member ficers
respondents more often than spouse or couples
reported feeling comfortable asking questions at Differences by Who Responded anc

the housing offices This suggests that spouses When First Assigned to Housing. Only two of
find asking questions more uncomfortable and the spec'tic tems under sel1-help weie different

that they influence responses in the negative di- depending on who responded and these differ-
rection when answering as couples. On the in- ences were exactly opposite Service member

formativeness of the "Aloha Ohana." spouses respondents were more positive than spouse re-
and couples were more positive than service spondents in their eva:uation regarding service
members. It may be that spouses are more at the stores, but spouses showed higher ap-
likely to read the newspaper. On the overall proval than service members with the availabili,

evaluation of communication between residents of shrubs No response difference on overall
and housing offices, both service members and evaluation of the program was found as a tunc-
spouses were more positive if they answered tion of who answered the queationnaire
alone than if they answered together

Response differences between pre-
By assignment date, no differences and post-consolidation groups showed that

were found between pre- and post-consolidation those assigned since the consolidation were
assignees. However, with the assignment cafe-
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Figure 24. Responses to self-help items
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Se f-Hep Items

0119: The hours that our self-help store is open are OK. 0123: We like having pesticides at the self-help stores.
0120: Our self-help store has the Items we need. 0124: We like having shrubs at the self-help stores.
0121: Service is good at our self-help store. 0125: We like having security items at self-help stores.
0122: We were told about the self-help program at check-in. 0126: Overall, we are satisfied with the self-help

program.

Table 13

Differences on Self-Help Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satistied Satisfied

0119 Hours that Self-Heip stores are open Ail Others Hickam

0120 Our S-H store has the items we need Kaneohe Hickam
Pearl Hartor Barbers Pt
Ft Shatter Schofield

0121 Service is good All Others Barbers Pt

0122: We were told about S-H at check-in All Kaneohe

0123 Like having pesticides stocked Ft Shatter Hickam
Kaneohe
Schofield

0125 Like having security devices stocked Ft Shatter Hickam
Schofield
Pearl Harbor

0126: Overall evaluation All Others Hickam
Barbers Pt
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significantly more satisfied than those assigned Differences by Pay Grade Group.before with the hours the stores were open, Responses to three items showed significantstocking of needed items, and having been told differences by pay grade group. In ail cases.

about the program at check-in, as well as more officers and senior enlisted personnel were mcr."
positive in their overall evaluation of the satisfied than E4 to E6 personnel with the --A
program. With the assignment date categories briefing, the hotel lists, and the TLA otels in
broken down more finely, respondents assigned which they stayed
between January 1985 and the present were
also more satisfied than those assigned earlier Differences by Who Responded and
on the same three aspects above hours, items. When First Assigned to Housing. Differences
being told about the program). The most recent were found by who responded on ai :hree spe-
assignees (since Jan 1986) gave the program a citic TLA items Service member and soouse
significantly higher evaluation than did those respondents concurred that they were orefed on
assigned prior to January 1985 TLA, but those ,no answered as couoes ,,ere

less likely to report positiveiy. Service mn,t2r
Temporary Living Allowance respondents were more pos~tive than both
(TLA) spouse and couples respondents on how gocd

their hotel list was As on many other tems !n
Five questionraire items addressed the quest:onnaire, the perceived "goodness" cl

aspects of the TLA program Figure 25 shows tne hotel list appears to have been influenced
that 60 percent or more were satisfied with ail toward the negative by spouses. Regarding ir;-
aspects measured and with the orogram overall accuracy of estimates of TLA stays during major

repairs, service members answering alone were
Differences by Housing Area. Four more positive than those who answered w!h

of the five TLA items showed significant ther spouses This same pattern was found on
,esponse differences by area. No pattern was the overail evaluation of the TLA program
evident, as shown in Table 14.

Figure 25. Responses to TLA items
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TLA Items

0127: We were briefed on TLA at the housing office. 0130: Estimates of TLA slays during major repairs on
0128: Our housing office had a good hotel list. our housing have been accurate.
0129: The TLA hotel we stayed In was OK. 0131: Overall, we were satisfied with the TLA program



Table 14

Differences on TLA Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisfied

0127: Briefed on TLA at the housing office Hickam All Others

Kaneohe

0128: Our housing office had a good hotel list All Others Barbers Pt

0130. Estimates of TLA stays during repairs
were accurate Hickam Ft Shatter

0131: Overall satisfaction with the program Hickam Schofield
Pearl Harbor Barbers Pt

Ft Shatter

By pre- and post-consolidation assign- surveys (Lawson, Molof, Magnusson, Daven-
ment dates, respondents assigned before tne port, & Feher, 1985: Lawson & Murphy, 1985;
consolidation reported greater satisfaction with Lawson, Murphy, & Magnusson, 1987), service
the hotel lists provided them and more accurate members reported themselves as more satisfied
estimates of TLA stays during repairs than those with their housing unit than their spouses. Over
who were assigned after the consolidation halt of the respondents indicated their living
Specifically, with assignment categories broken conditions were having a positive effect on the
more finely, those assigned in Hawaii before service member's job performance and just un-
January 1984 were more satisfied with their der halt on military career intentions Close to
hotel lists than the most recent assignees .s~nce 70 percent reported being generally satisfied
Jan 1986) with most services provided by housing.

General Satisfaction Differences by Housing Area Re
sponses to all of the general satisfaction items

The final section in Part 2 of the ques- were significantly different by housing area. As
tionnaire contained seven items that attempted shown in Table 15, residents of Ft. Shatter and
to relate attitudes toward the present living con- Kaneohe housing were the most satisfied over-
ditions to overail satisfaction, and perceived ef all. Barbers Point and Pearl Harbor housing
fect on job performance (i e , one measure of residents were more likely than others to be in
readiness) and career intention (i e.. one mea- military housing because of the cost factor in the
sure of retention), civilian sector. Residents of these same areas.

along with those from Schofield, also would be
Figure 26 shows the overall responses more likely than others to prefer to live else-

to these general items Preference for military where within the total military housing commu-
over civilian housing was dependent on the cost nity in Hawaii. Results of preceding question-
factor in civilian housing for about 40 percent of naire items and topics showed Barbers Point
the respondents, and independent from the cost and Pearl Harbor residents more dissatisfied
factor for about the same percentage. About 60 than others with housing operations and with
percent reported preferring their current housing aspects of maintenance and repair
area. Similar to results found in previous
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Figure 26. Responses to general satisfaction items
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General Sa sfaction Items

0132: We would prefer military over civilian housing 0136: Our living conditions are having a positive effect

even if costs were not a factor, on the service member's job performance.

0133: We prefer our current housing area over any 0137: Our living conditions are having a positive effect

other in Hawaii. on service member's military career intentions.
0134: Overall, the service member is satisfied with Q138: Overall, we are satisfied with most services

our housing unit. provided by housing.

0135: Overall, the spouse is satisfied with our housing unit.

On the service member and spouse dissatisfaction responses may be the key to ex
satisfaction items, residents of Schotield and plaining their general posticn
Hickam housing areas were more likely than
others to be generally negative. Responses of From the point of view of the rcspcn
Hickam residents on previously reported topics dents to this survey, Ft. Shater and Kaneche
support their position on these general items. housing areas appear to be the "best" in which
They were very frequently less satisfied than to live. But this conclusion should be tempered
residents of other areas with housing office ser- with consideration of those residents' greater
vices, with their self-help store, and with features experience Iiving in civilian housing Indviduaat-.
of their present housing units. Their preference with greater experience living n civi,n icus r.
for their current housing area also fits with their tended to be more satsfied with ther i.ing
greater disagreement with the mixing of Ser- conditions in military family housing
vices in housing areas. However, the position of
Schofield respondents on general satisfaction Differences by Pay Grade Group.
items is not clearly supported by their responses Only two of the general satisfaction items
to items in the preceding topic sections. For ex- showed significant response differences by pay
ample. relative to other areas, negative re- grade group. Preference for military versus
sponses from Schofield residents were more civilian housing, even if costs were not a factor.
often found on topics somewhat peripheral to was greater among E4 to E6 personnel than
the housing unit itself (such as the loaner furni- among the senior enlisted. Preference for the
ture program). However, the diversity of their current military housing area versus any other in
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Table 15

Differences on General Satisfaction Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item Satisfied Satisied

0132: Prefer military housing over civilian
even if costs were not a factor Ft Shatter Barbers Pt

Pearl Harbor
Q133: Prefer current military housing area over

any other in Hawaii Ft Shatter Schofield
Kaneohe Barbers Pt
Hickam Pearl Harbor

Q134; Service member satisfaction with
the housing unit Ft Shatter Schofield

Kaneohe Hickam
0135: Spouse satisfaction with the

housing unit Ft Shatter Schofield
Kaneohe Hickam

0136: Effect of living conditions on
service member job performance Ft Shatter Barbers Pt

Kaneohe Scnofield
0137 Effect of living condition on

serNice member career fltenlons Ft Shatter Barbers P1
Kaneohe Pearl Harbor

Schofield
Hickam

0138 Overall satisfacton with most ot
serovces provided by housing Ft Shatter Barbers Pt

Hickam
Pearl Harbor
Schofield

Hawaii was greatest among senior officers and current housing unit and evaluation of the ser-
senior enlisted and lowest among E4 to E6 vice member's satisfaction with the unit were not
personnel. different between service members and

spouses. but were lower if they answered to-
Differences by Who Responded and gether. The differences in responses to ttle

When First Assigned to Housing. Response above four items are worthy of note because of
differences were found on all of the general sat- what they suggest. It appears that for some
isfaction items as a function of who filled out the families, the spouse may be influential in the de-
questionnaire. In all cases, responses of cision to live in military housing, with service
spouses answering alone were most positive or members less inclined It is also interesting that
satisfied. Specifically, preference for military service members may underestimate the level of
over civilian housing and spouse satisfaction their Spouse's satisfaction with the housing unit,
with the current housing unit was higher among while spouse estimates of service member sat-
spouse responders than either service member istaction, on the other hand. are more accurate
or couples responders. Preference for the The implication of lower service member
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satisfaction when couples answered together, Cn the remaining :hreL item,; showir-)
when considered with greater spouse prefer- si.niicatnt _ fferences oy assignment date re-
ence for military housing, is that service mem- spcnses ci the most recent assignees isince
hers may be influencing the spouses toward the Jan 1986) were more positive than those as-
negative when they answer as couples. signed in 1985 on spouse satisfaction. !he eff,_t

of living conditions on job performance, and
The perceived effects of living most services provided by housing.

conditions on 'cb performance and career
intentions as well as general satisfaction with Differences by Preference or Non-
housing services were more positive when the preference for Military Housing. The first item
spouse answered alone than when spouse and in the general satisfaction section asked re-
service member answered together. soondents to agree or disagree that they wouid

prefer military over civilian housing even if costs
By assgnment date. responderts as- were not a factor Responses to this item were

signed before the consolidation showed greczer analyzed against all others in the section to de-
preference for t:neir current housing area than termine if there was a difference in attitude by
those who were acsigned after. Srpeclic"' v. re- hcusing prelerence. In all cases, those who
spondents ass gned housing before Decent:er preferred m,[itary over civilian housing, even if
1983 Showed the strongest preference and costs were not a factor, were significantly more
those assigned since January 1986 shovell !te positive or satisfied on the remaining items in
lowest preference. Service member saxistaction the section compared to those who did not pre-
with the housing unit was also higher among fer military housing (see Table 16). This sug-
pre-consolidation assignees than among those gests that the perception of not having a choice
assigned after. However, with the assignmerit of housing type (due to costs) may influence at-
date categories broken down further. satistac: cn titudes toward the current military housing.
was higher among those ass:gned :efore De-
cember 1983 and since January 1986 than
among those assigned in 1985

Table 16

General Satisfaction as a Function of Preference for Housing Type

Prefurring Not Preferring
Questonnaire Item Miltary Military

0133: Prefer current housing area

% Agreeing 748 457
% Disagreeing 16.7 45.5

0134: Service member satisfied with housing unit

% Agreeing 85 2 54.4
% Disagreeing 8.1 30.6
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Table 16 (Cont)

General Satisfaction as a Function of Preference for Housing Type

Preferring Not Preferring
Questionnaire Item Military Military

0135: Spouse satisfied with housing unit

% Agreeing 82.4 49.9
% Disagreeing 11.2 36.2

0136: Living conditions having a positive effect
on service member job performance

% Agreeing 74.3 37.9
% Disagreeing 6.4 26.9

0137: Living conditions having a positive effect
on service member career intentions

% Agreeing 66.2 30.7

% Disagreeing 9.3 32.3

Q138: Overall satisfied with most services provided
by housing

% Agreeing 85.0 54.2
% Disagreeing 5.3 21.7

Major Problems

To determine the major problem and inspection followed by the need for
areas, an analysis was performed to find the kitchen/bath remodeling.
items in Part 2 with the lowest means. These
items would then be considered the major Examining the differences at another
problem areas because of the relative lack of level, the same analysis was done by area
satisfaction. Items pertaining to a limited housing office. Table 18 shows major problems
number of individuals, e.g., the use of the by housing area. These findings mimic that ob-
housing hotline, were not included. It should be served by Service. However, differences were
noted that this procedure does not take into found between the two primarily Army areas and
consideration the contribution of those items to the two Navy sites. For example, wait time for
overall satisfaction. fencing approval was as a problem at Schofield,

but not at Ft. Shatter, while regular preventive
Table 17 shows the biggest individual maintenance was a greater problem at Pearl

problem areas broken down by Service. Mem- Harbor than at Barbers Point. Complete fre-
bers of all services reported least satisfaction quencies of responses by Service and housing
with receiving information on free storage of ex- area for all items may be found in the supple-
cess furniture. Also observed as a problem in ment to this report.
several Services was playground maintenance
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Table 17

Major Problems by Service

Army Navy Air Force Marine Corps Coast Guard

1. Receiving info 1. Receiving info 1 Receiving into 1. Receiving into 1 Receiving into
regarding free regarding tree regarding free regarding free regarding free

storage of storage of storage of storage of storage of

excess excess excess excess excess

furniture furniture furniture furniture furniture

2 Playground 2 Playground 2 Kitchenbath 2 Playground 2. Receiving
inspections & inspections & remodeing inspections & maps and school

maintenance maintenance maintenance information

3 Regular fire 3 Recening into 3 Mixing of 3 ','ait time 3 Playground

inspections on buying or Serices in for ,approval of inspections &
leasng civan housing areas yard fenc:ng maintenance
housing

4. Kitchen/bath 4 Recreation 4 Wait time 4 Rules enforced 4 Receiving info
remodeling facilities for for approvai of the same in on buying or

teens yard fencing in ail areas leasing civilian

housing

5. Repairs done 5 Regular 5 Regular 5 Regular 5 Kitchenbath
before move-in preventive preventive preventive remodeling

maintenance maintenance maintenance
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Table 18

Major Problems by Housing Area

Ft. Shafter Schofield Barbers Pt

I Receiving info 1 Receiving ;nto 1. Receiving into
regarding free regaro:ng free regarding free
storage of excess storage of excess storage of excess
furniture furniture furniture

2. Playground 2. Plary.;round 2 Playground
inspections &inspections &inspections&

maintenance maintenan~ce maintenance

3 Rules en forced 3 V/ait time for 3 Recre,,tion
the same in approval Of !iro facilities for
ail areas !enc-ng .eens

4 Regular tire 4 Rules enforced 4 Receiving info on
inspections mne same in all buyingdleasing
areas civiilan nousing

5 Receiving nto on 5 r( tcen bamn 5 Rules enforced
ouying leasing reol gthe same in
civilian iiousng all ateas

Peart Harbor Hickam Kaneohe

1 Receiving info 1 Feceiving rIo 1 Re~ceiving into
regarding tree regarding free regarding free

storage of excess storage Of excess storage of iuvc&ss
furniture furniture furniture

2 Recreation 2 Kitchervbath 2 Playground nspsec!,cns
facilities for remooe:ing & maintenance

3 Playground 3 Mixing of 3 Walt time for
inspections Services in approvai of

housing areas yard fencing

4 Reguiar preventive 4 Vat time for * 4 Playground
maintenance approval Of maintenance

yard fencing

5. Receiving info 5 Regular preventive 5 Rules enforced
on buying/teasing maintenance the same in
civilian housing all areas
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Summary Statistics

Factor analyses were performed on the cases, the tactor listed first on the ists was the cne
questionnaire items subsumed under each topic in that was most influential by a wide margn. The
Part 2. The factors that emerged were then used to strength of association should Ce interpreted as
create factor-based scales with unit-weighting to moderate it it fell between .40 and 59 arid stro!'g I
determine the strength of their association with the between .60 and .79. Maximum associatron possi-
items under the general satisfaction topic. Factor ble is 1 .00.
analysis was used in this case to reduce the number
of questionnaire items into groups of items that Several of the factors associated with the
could be used in regression analysis. Items that overall satisfaction items are of interest because of
failed to load on a factor were dropped and all fac- the items on which they did or did not have an rnflu-
tors were tested and kept only it their reliabittity met ence. Housing unit size and space was the prmany
or exceeded 70 ;out of a possible 1.00). Additional influence on general satisfaction 'or all iterms ecept

tests were performed to determine if the factor rela- the one on services provided by housing Scth sur-

bilities varied as a function cf who responded to the vice merer and spouse satisfac:;cn Nith the 1cus-

questionnaire. No differences were found. ing unit ,tse!f , as more tied to immediate or daily
nt,.?ds .e ng met icr example, the work r,,:1orm"

The factors used and the questionnaire 'y maintenarce and repair personnel.) On te ot r

items included in them were services and manner of hand, marintenance responsiveness and access to
deivery of service at housing offices iQ18-021 ,_223- -cod pla,,grounds was perceived to have more lar

026,0211) housing rule enforcement and rule exia- reaching impacts ie.g., on service member oh, per-
nation (C22, 027-Q28); policies ,03.5-Q038) loaner formance and career intentior; This associaticn
furniture and appliances (Q41-042,045-047). seems to suggest that the more satisfactory the s~t-
housing operations (054-060.C62;: housing referral -aiion in whcn service members leave their farr,,ius
0C64-066); housing unit size and space (069-Q72 . every day, h:e more they focus on their jobs and the
number, location, and condition of playgrounds more likely they may be to continue considering the

C84-087); facilities in housing areas (Q S-09C. mtar'y as a career. Regarding satisfaction .t ;n -
performanc and quality of maintenance .-ork r3- z. c.s g0,,a ed ty ,ousing, it is m orlant to note trnot
0981 maintenance responsiveness 0:99-0104). respondents od rot separate the services prc,.ct
safety and security ;Q106-0110': communication from the manner 'n Ahich they were provded. in

between housing offices and housing residents contrast, thel, di make a distinction between per-
(Q112-0117); self-help items stocked (0123-0124;: formance and quality of maintenance repair work
and TLA (0127-0130). and how respon_,ve maintenance personnel were t-

their Calls for serv,:Ce
Table 19 shows the factors that were most

strongly associated with responses to each of the
items in the general satisfaction section. In all
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Table 19

Factors (Groups of Questionnaire Items) Most Associated
With Overall Satisfaction

Strength of
Questionnaire item Contributing Factors Association

0132: Preference for military versus Housing unit space and size
c~vilian housing Performance and quality of maintenance work

Communication between housing offices
and housing residents 46

0122 Prefer rze for the present housing area Housing unit space and size
Self-help items stocked
Number. location and condition of playgrounds 51

C134 Ser':ce member satisfaction with Housing unit space and size
t!"e nousng unit Services and manner of delivery of services

at housing offices
Policies allowing occupant and

other improvements
Performance and quality of maintenance work 66

CI 35 Spouse satisfaction with the Housing unit space and size
housing urt Performance and quality of maintenance worTk

Services and manner of delivery of services
at housing offices .64

C136 Perceived effect of living conditions Housing unit space and size
on the service member's lob performance Housing referral

Maintenance responsiveness
Number, location and condition of playgrounds
Self-help items stocked 57

0137 Perceived effect of living conditions Housing unit space and size
on the service member's career intentions Number, location and condition of playgrounds

Maintenance responsiveness
Housing rule enforcement and explanation 55

C138 Satisfaction with services provided Services and manner of delivery of services
by housing at housing offices

Housing unit space and size
Performance and quality of maintenance work
TLA
Policies allowing occupant and

other improvements 69

Note The reacer s cau!.oned that only respondents who answered all items in the factors were included in the analysis As -

result these 'ndrgs are based on a subsample of responses

4-
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What Should Be

In Part 3 of the questionnaire, respon- Somewhat less popular, but stll supported by
dents were asked to what extent they agreed the malority, were need for better pet control and
with statements about perceived needs or child supervision in the housing areas. Re-
wants. Items in this section were grouped un- sponses were mixed toward the idea of required
der the topics housing office service, policies attendance at housing briefings.
and procedures, housing operations, mainte-
nance and repair, security and safety, and self- Differences by Housing Area. Re-
help. sponses to four of the five housing service items

were significantly different by housing area.
Agreement in Part 3 was generally Residents of Barbers Point were most likely to

high. Figure 27 shows the mean response report needing better pet control. Those in Ft.
scores across all !cpics covered. The means Shatter and Schofield areas most often per-
were calculated using alt statements in each ceived a need for more child supervision and
section. Overall, perceived needs and wants were most often in favor of required housing
were highest on items dealing with housing op- briefings. Newcomer question and answer ses-
erations and lowest on items dealing with secu- sions were most popular among Kaneohe. Ft.
rity and safety Shatter, and Pearl Harbor residents (see Table

20).

Housing Office Services Differences by Pay Grade Group.
Responses to all of the items in this section

Figure 28 shows that of the five hous- were significantly different by pay grade group
ing office service items, greatest agreement was and showed the same trend. For all items, the
found with need for more feedback after a corn- two major enlisted groups (E4-E6 and E7-E9)
plaint has been made and wirt regular questicn perceived greater need for the service or were
and answer sessions for newcomers. more in favor of the service than were officers

Figure 27. Overview of topic areas

Housing ____________________

Services ~j,' '

Policies& .

Procedure

Operations i

Ma ntenance .& Repair ,,; i;. !~ : ::;i 4 :

Security ' ,':.Y; r.

& Safety . - , .- , .

Self-Help ..,c.t.. .

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 45 5
Mean Response
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Figure 28. Responses to housing office
services items

1001
90i

80, -- % Agreeng

60-o % Disagree-

Percent 50- ng
40- % Neutral
30"i  (Not Shown)
20-

101-

Q139 Q140 0141 Q142 Q143
Housing Office Services Items

0139: Housing office people should give more feedback C142: Service members and spouses should

on complaints, be required to attend briefings on family

housing.

0140: Better pet control Is needed In our housing area. 0143: Newcomer question and answer sessions on
0141: Children In our area need more supervision, family housing should be held regularly.

Table 20

Differences on Housing Office Services Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire item in Favor in Favor

0140. Better pet control is needed in our area Barbers Pt Kaneohe
Pearl Harbor
Hickam
Ft Shatter

0141 Children in our area need more supervision Ft Shafter Hickam
Schofield Pearl Harbor

Q142 Service members and spouses should be required
to attend briefings on family housing Schofield Pearl Harbor

Ft Shatter

0143: Newcomer question and answer sessions
on housing should be held regularly. Kaneohe Htckam

Ft ShatterPearl Harbor



Differences by Who Responded and respondents were in favor of having housing set
When First Assigned to Housing. All of the aside for El to E3 tamilies, registration of pets,
items under housing office services showed re- proof of disposition or placement of pets before
sponse differences by who responded, Overall. PCS, more frequent information regarding rule
when spouses answered alone or with the ser- changes, being allowed to have enclosed out-
vice members, response scores were signifi- side storage, and better command support tor
cantly higher on all items. Clearly, the issues the sponsor program. Still favored by the major-
raised in this section had greater salience to ity, but somewhat less popular, was priority be-
spouses than to service members, with spouses ing given to El to E3 families for housing, Fi-
most likely influencing the service members' re- nally, need for a neighborhood coordinator re-
sponses when they answered together. ceived mixed responses.

Responses to only one item were Differences by Housing Area. Re-
different as a function of assignment date to sponse differences by area were found on all of
housing. Those who had been assigned prior to the policy and procedure items. Table 21 shows
1986 perceived greater need for increased pet these differences. Kaneohe area residents were
control than the most recent assignees (since most in favor of housing for El to E3 families, as
Jan 1986). well as with being allowed enclosed outside

storage and better command support for the
Policies and Procedures sponsor program. Ft. Shatter and Schofield

residents were most in favor of proof of disposi-

Eight items were listed under the topic tion or placement of pets prior to PCS and with
of policies and procedures. Figure 29 shows more frequent information regarding housing
that the majority of respondents agreed with all rule changes.
but one. In particular, 70 percent or more of the

Figure 29. Responses to policies and procedures
items

100.

90_

8 % Agreeing70-'
60 % Disagree-

Percent 50 •ing

40 %Neutral
30r- (Not Shown)
20O

Q144 Q145 0146 Q147 0148 0149 0150 0151

Policies and Procedures Items

0144: Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator. 0148. Pet owners should prove placement before PCs.

0145: Some existing housing should be set aside 0149: Family housing residents need to be told of
for El to E3 families, housing rule changes more often.

0146: Higher Priority should be given El to E3 families 0150: Residents should be allowed to have enclosed
for future housing units. outside storage.

0147: Pet owners should be required to register their pets. 0151: Commands should support the sponsor program
more.



Table 21

Differences on Policy and Procedure Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item in Favor in Favor

Q144: Our area needs a neighborhood coordinator Ft Shatter Hickam
Pearl Harbor Kaneohe
Schofield
Barbers Pt

0145; Some existing housing should be set
aside for El to E3 families Kaneohe Pearl Harbor

Schofield

Q146: Higher priority should be given to El-E3
families for future family housing units Kaneohe Pearl Harbor

Barbers Pt

0147, Pet owners should be required to register
their pets Schofield Pearl Harbor

Kaneohe Hickam
Ft Shatter

0148: Pet owners should be required to prove
placement of pets before PCS Schofield Hickam

Ft Shatter

C149 Family housing residents need nformation
about rule changes more often Scnofield Pearl Harbor

Ft Shatter Barbers Pt
Kaneohe

0150. Residents should be allowed enclosed
outside storage Kaneohe Ft Shatter

015' Commands should support the sponsor program more Kaneohe Hickam
Schofield Pearl Harbor

Barbers Pt

Differences by Pay Grade Group. dents niost oten reported needing a neigr-cor-
Responses to all of the policy and procedure hood coordinator. All enlisted groups and the
items were significantly different by pay grade 01 to C3 officers supported having hous:ng set
group The general trend was for greater per- as-de for E Ito E3 families more than senor oft
ceived need or greater percentages in favor ct cers c_, Support was higher among El to E6
new policies or changes in policy among enlisted ;'ersorne than among E7 to E9 personnel for
personnel compared to officers (especially se- housing priority for the junior enlisted families.
nior officers). In particular. E4 to E6 respon



E4 to E9 respondents signiticantly more than of- Respondents wno moved into housing
ficers supported pet placement, need for more prior to tlhe consolidation were more in favor of
information on rule changes. and more support being allowed to have enclosed outside storage
for the sponsor program. E7 to E9 personnel than those assigned since. Respondents as-
were more in favor of enclosed outside storage signed to housing during 1984 were more in fa-
than officers were. vor of both pet registration and placement pcii-

cles than the most recent assignees (since Jan
Differences by Who Responded and 1986)

When First Assigned to Housing. All but one
of the items on policies and procedures showed Housing Operations
significant response differences as a function of
who responded. Again, spouses answering Only two items were listed under hous-
alone or together with the service members ing operations and both were very popular
were more in favor of having neighborhood co- among the respondents (see Figure 30).
ordinators. nousing for El to E3 families, re-
quired proof of pet placement prior to PCS, more Differences by Housing Area. Re-
information on rule changes, and greater sup- sponses to both operations items also were s:g-
port for the sponsor program. On required pet nicantly different by area. Schofield res;dents
registration service member and spouse re- were most in favor of a special playground
sponses did not differ but when they answered phone number and residents of nearly all areas
together, their responses were more in favor of supported treatment of all units at the same time
this policy being implemented. The only item on when one in a multi-unit complex has a pest
which the service member seemed to influence problem (see Table 221.
the spouse was on being allowed to have en-
cosed outside storage (i.e.. responses were
more in favor if the service members or couples
answered).

Figure 30. Responses to housing operations
items

100_
90

80- % Agreeing70,
60___' Q % Disagree-

Percent 50 .ng

40 [] % Neutral!
3Nol Shown)

20-
10-
0

0152 Q153

Housing Operations Items

0152: There should be a "special" phone number to report 0153: All units in multi-unit buildings should be

playground problems and defects, treated for pests at the same time.



Table 22

Differences on Housing Operations Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item in Favor in Favor

0152: There should be a "special" phone number
to report playground problems and defects Schofield HickamPearl Harbor

Barbers Pt

Q153. All units in multi-unit buildings should
be treated for pests at the same time Pearl Harbor Hickam

Kaneohe
Barbers Pt
Schofield

Differences by Pay Grade Group. maintenance and repair. Figure 31 shows that
Responses to the housing operations items strong majorities of respondents favored the
were also different by pay grade group. Both services or suggestions made on the topic, es-
major enlisted groups E4-E9) were signticantly peciaily follow-up inspections and regular sur-
more in favor of both items than officers ;01- veys of maintenance needs.
06.) were.

Differences by Housing Area. Re-
Differences by Who Responded and sDonse cifterences by area were found on all

When First Assigned to Housing. Responses maintenance and repair items. In general. re-
to both of the housing operations tems vere spondents from the Pearl Harbor housing areas
different as a function of who responded As were most likely to favor more emphasis being
with housing office service items, responses to given to maintenance and repair. In particular,
operations items were higher if spouses re- Pearl Harbor residents most wanted more qual-
sponded alone or together with service mem- ity control of contractor work, follow-up inspec-
bers than if service members responded alone tons, maintenance surveys, and extension cf
Again, this seem to suggest that playground is- maintenance hours. Perceived need for more
sues and pest control have higher salience for reaaable street signs and quarters numbers was
spouses as well as spouses influencing the an- greatest at Schofield ',see Table 23).
swers given.

Differences by Pay Grade Group.
No response differences were found Responses to only two items in this section were !

by when the respondents first moved into significantly different by pay grade group. E7 to
housing. E9 personnel were more in favor ot follow-up

maintenance inspections than were 01 to 03

officers Perceived need for more readable
Maintenance and Repair street signs and quarters numbers was greater

among both major enlisted groups (E4-E9, than
Respondents were asked to indicate among commissioned officers.

their needs or wants on five aspects of
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Figure 31. Responses to maintenance and
repair items

9o0
80i Agree -g

60 -- [ 1 D sagree-
Percent 50. -- jn

3.0- C3 0o 'Neural(Not Shown)

0154 0155 0156 Q157 0158
Maintenance & Repair Items

0154: More quaity control of contractor work is needed. 0157: Maintenance hours should include evenings and
0155: Follow-up maintenance inspections should be done weekends.

after quarters have been occupied for a while. 0158: Street :igns and quarters numbers should be

0156: Maintenance surveys should be done regularly. easier to read.

Table 23

Differences on Maintenance and Repair Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item in Favor in Favor

01 54: More quality control of contractor work is needed Pearl Harbor Hickam
Kaneohe
Barbers Pt
Schofield

0155. Follow-up maintenance inspections
after quarters have been occupied a while Pearl Harbor All Others

0156 Regular surveys of maintenance needs Pearl Harbor Barbers Pt
Hickam

0157 Maintenance hours should include
evenings and weekends Pearl Harbor Kaneohe

Ft Shatter Hickam
Schofield

Q158: Street signs and quarters numbers
should be easier to read Schofield Barbers Pt

Ft Shatter Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor Hickam



Security and Safety

Differences by Who Responded and Five items were inciuded under the
When First Assigned to Housing. Three of topic of security and safety. Figure 32 shows
the items under maintenance and repair showed that relative to responses found on most other
response differences by who responded. How- topics, respondents were less interested in the
ever, no trend was evident Service members suggestions on security and safety, and their f
responding alone or together with their spouses responses were more mixed. in particular
favored follow-up maintenance inspections more installation of rumble strips and protective
than did spouses answering alone. When both fencing around housing areas was least popular.
the service member and spouse answered to-
gether, they were more in favor of regular Differences by Housing Area. Re-
maintenance surveys than when spouses an- sponses to all five of the items on security and
swered alone Finally, when both the service safety were significantly different by area.
member and spouse answered together, they Overall, residents of Hickam and Barbers Foint
perceived more need for better street signs and housing areas were least likely to favor the sug-
quarters numbers than when service members gestions made (see Table 24).
answered alone.

Differences by Pay Grade Group.
By date of move into housing, the ony Responses to all items under security and saft:!y

pre- and post-consolidation diference found was weru significantly different by pay grade group.
that respondents assigned before consolidation Both major enlisted groups (E4-E9) were more
perceived greater need for quality control of in favor of rumble strips and protective fencing
contractor work than those assigned since. With than officers were. Enlisted personnel and iu-
dates of move-in more specific those assigned nior officers (01-03) perceived more need for
during 1984 favored expansion of maintenance outside lighting and Neighborhood Watches than
hours more than those assigned since January did senior officers. And, in general, junior per-
1986, and the readability of street signs and sonnet were more interested in security check
quarters numbers was more of an issue among information than were senior personnel
those assigned before 1986 than those asstgned
after.

Figure 32. Responses to security and safety
items

100,
9 0 1
80' % Agreeing

6 Q % Disagree-

30- ,Not Showjn)

20.

Q159 0160 0161 Q162 0163

Security & Safety Items

0159: We need rumble strips in our housing area. 0162: We need Neighborhood Watch in our area.
0160: We need more street or outdoor lighting in our area, 0163: We need more information on how to do our own
0161: We need protective fencing around our area. security checks. I
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Table 24

Differences on Security and Safety Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item in Favor in Favor

0159: We need rumble strips in our housing area Schofield Barbers Pt
Kaneohe Hickam

0160: We need more street or outdoor lighting in our area Ft Shatter Hickam
Schofield Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor

0161 : We need protective fencing around our area Pearl Harbor Hickam
Kaneohe Barbers Pt
Schofield

0162: We need a Neighborhood Watch Schofield Hickam
Ft Shatter Barbers Pt
Pearl Harbor Kaneohe

0163: We need more information to do our own
security checks Pearl Harbor Hickam

Schofield

Self-Help
Differences by Who Responded and

When First Assigned to Housing. Responses Three suggestions were included
to all of the security and safety items were sig- about the self-help program. Figure 33 shows
nificantly different by who responded. In all that being allowed to use any self-help store and
cases, the items had greater salience to provision of more how-to-do-it materials were
spouses, and spouses answering together with the most popular.
the service members seemed to have influenced
the response (i.e., response scores were higher Differences by Housing Area.
when spouses alone or when both parties were Significant response differences were found on
the respondents than when service members all items, as shown in Table 25.
answered alone).

Differences by Pay Grade Group.
By housing move-in date, post-consoli- Responses were different by pay grade group

dation respondents were more in favor of on all three self-help items. E4 to E6 personnel
Neighborhood Watch and having more informa- were more in favor of being able to use any
tion to do their own security checks than those store and of having additional classes held than
who moved in prior to October 1983. Regarding were either senior enlisted or officers. Interest in
rumble strips in housing areas, those who more how-to-do-it materials was higher among
moved in during 1984 favored them more than both malor enlisted groups (E4-E9) and junior
those who moved in after January 1986. officers than among senior officers.
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Figure 33. Responses to self-help items
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Q164 Q165 Q166
Self-Help Items

0164: Residents should be allowed to use any self-help store. 0166: Self-help stores should provide more
0165: Self-help stores should hold more classes. "how-to-do-it" materials.

Table 25

Differences on Self-Help Items by Area

Most Least
Questionnaire Item in Favor in Favor

0164: Residents should be allowed to use
any self-help store Ft Shatter Hickam

Pearl Harbor Barbers Pt

0165: Self-help stores should hold more classes Pearl Harbor Schofield
Ft Shatter

0166: Self-help stores should provide more
how-to-do-it materials Schofield Hickam

5



Differences by Who Responded and Major Wants
When First Assigned to Housing. Two of Ine
self-help items showed response differences by In order to determine the terns of rrcci
who responded. Service members answering interest by residents for future ,hanqes or -A

alone or together with their spouses were more pansion, an analysis was conducted on ,t-ris r
in favor of being able to use any self-help store Part 3 to determine those that hac the higi,.est
than were spouses answering alone. In this positive response It should be noted that theo.:
case, the item seems to have been more salient items were considered without regard to lr
to the service member who then influenced the effects on general satisfaction.
spouse. Regarding increased classes through
self-help, however, it was spouses answering Table 26 shows a ranking of the tco
alone who were more in favor than service five changes desired by Service In many
members answering alone. Since most spouses cases, the pattern is similar to that found in
are females and probably have less experience Table 27, which is a breakdown of the terns oy
making repairs, they may feel they need classes housing area For example, the item most posi-
more As mentioned earlier, greater percent- five for all respondents in all categories is the
ages of Navy and Marine Corps spouses filled desirability of having all units in muiti-unit bu:id-
cut the questionnaire, spouses who are more ings treated for pests at the same time Also
ikely to handle household repairs during service consistently seen in the tables is the wish for
member deployments greater command support for the sponsor pro-

gram.
By date of assignment to housing, the

most recent assignees (since Jan 1986) were For a complete reporting of frequen-
more likely than those assigned during 1984 to cies of responses for all items by Service and
want to be allowed to use any self-help store. housing area, see the Supplement to this report.

In addition, Appendix C in this volume contains a
listing of the relative range of response means
by individual housing area.
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Table 26

Major Wants by Service I

Army Navy Air Force Marine Corps Coast Guard i

1 Treat all units 1 Treat all units 1 Treat all units 1 Treat all units 1. Treat all units t
in multi-unit in multi-unit in muli-unit in multi-unit in multi-unit

bldgs for pests bldgs for pests bldgs for pests bldgs for pests bldgs for pests
at the same at the same at the same at the same at the same
time time time time time

2 More command 2. Follow-up 2 A;Iow enciosed 2 More command 2. More command
support for maintenance outside support for support for
sponsor inspections storage sponsor sponsor
program program program

3 Follow-up 3 More commano 3 Foilow-up 3 Regular 3 Special phone
maintenance support for maintenance surveys of number to
inspections sponsor inspections maintenance report playground

program needs problems

4 Required pet 4 Regular 4 Regular 4 Folow-up 4 Follow up
registration surveys of surveys of maintenance maintenance

maintenance maintenance inspections inspections
needs needs

5. Regular 5 Maintenance 5 More frequent 5 Required pet 5 Greater pet
surveys of hours on notification 'egistraton control pet
maintenance evenings & of housing registration
needs weekends rule changes

t

i

I
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Table 27

Major Wants by Housing Area

Ft. Shafter Schofield Barbers Point

1 Treat all units 1. Treat all units 1 Treat all units

in multi-unit bldgs in multi-unit bldgs in multi-unit bldgs
for pests at the for pests at the for pests at the

same time same time same time

2 More command More command 2 More c-mmand

support for sponsor support for sponsor support for -ponsor

program program program

3 Follow-up 3 Street signs & 3 Fo,,ow jP
maintenance quarters numoers mairtenance
inspections easier to read inspect;ins

4 Regular surveys of 4 Required pet 4 Regular surveys of
maintenance needs registration maintenance needs

5 Street signs & 5 More frequent 5 Requred pet

quarters numbers notification of registration

easier to read housing ru!e changes

Pearl Harbor Hickam Kaneohe

I Treat ail units 1 Treat all units 1 Treat all units
in multi-unit bldgs in multi-unit blOgs in multi-unit bldgs

for pests at the for pests at the for pests at the

same time same time same time

2 Follow-up 2 Allow enclosed 2 More command
maintenance outside storage support of sponsor

inspections program

3 Regular surveys of 3 Follow-up 3 Regular surveys of
maintenance needs maintenance maintenance needs

inspections

4 More command 4 Regular surveys 4 Required pet
support of sponsor of maintenance registration

program needs

5. Greater quality 5 More frequent 5 Follow-up

control of notification of maintenance
contractor work housing rule changes inspections
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Summary Statistics

As with the items in Part 2 of the ques- determine strength of association with the gen-
tionnaire, Part 3 items were also factor analyzed eral satisfaction items in Part 2 No meaningful
to produce more meaningful item groups. Only relationships were found in these analyses and
two of the factors held up under reliability tests. item by item correlations also showed no rela-
Therefore. these factors along with individual tionship.
items were put into the regression analyses to

6
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Written Comments

Par 4 of the questionnaire invited re- opera, focd-eating parents who neglect
spondents to comment on any aspect of their their k:ds orjust assume someone else
living environment. Of the over 4,000 who did, will tedl them it their kids are in trouble?"
1.806 were selected randomly and analyzed.
These were categorized by topic area: housing Army, E-8, Schofieia
office services and policies, maintenance and
repair, security and safety, housing features and "As most parents, our main concern is the
facilities, loaner furniture and appliances, self- safety of our children. Oar street Is con-
help, and other. Some categories, such as stantly used as a drag strip. Is it going to
housing office services and policies, contained take the injury or death of a child to have
several subtopics. To discover problems that the speed limit enforced?"
were common to all housing areas and those
that were specific to only one location, Army. E-5, Schofield
comments were tallied individually for the six
major housing areas. Table 28 is presented at "People let their animals roam around and
the end of this section showing distribution of :hey use the bathroom anywhere they
written comments across the housing areas. want. it's unsanitary when children are

olayng in that arei."
While most of the comments received

expressed dissatisfaction or frustration, this Marine Corps, E-5. Kaneohe
pattern is very typical. Respondents who were
satisfied with their living conditions usually Many respondents felt that housing as-
expressed this through the response categories signment procedures were arbitrary and often
on the quantitative portion of the questionnaire. unfair. Unequal housing by family size was a
Many who did make complaints about services common complaint. Many reported cases in
or aspects of their living environment did, which large families were assigned to smaller
however, preface their remarks with phrases ike units than their neighbors with fewer children
"We really like our housing, but " Examples follow.

Housing Office Services and "Housing assignments are haphazard and
Policies inconsistent. There is no justification for

famt/,es of five !n a three-bedroom home
The most prevalent subjects of and a family of two in a four-bedroom."

comments within this topic area were the lack of
child supervision and need for more pet control Air Force, E-6, Hickam
and rule enforcement (including enforcement of
speed limits and yard cleanliness). Following "More attention should be placed on se-
are comments typical of those received on these lecting quarters for service members. At
subjects. this present time there are service mem-

bers living in townhouses (four bedroom)
"When we complain to security about lack with no children. If both services, Army
of child supervision (especially when they and Navy, are to 'ive in these quarters. it
are causing problems near our quarters) should also be equal as to what is avail-
we are told. 'Lady this is Hawaii, hang able."
loose. "' Army, E-5, Aharmanu

Army, W-2, Iroquois Point
Many comments were also received

about housing office service. A frequent
shouldn t the area coordinator be problem cited in written comments was difficulty

designated to have the authority to give dealing with the housing office due to
warnings and tickets to the lazy, soap- discourteous and unhelpful personnel. Many

respondents felt the housing office was not
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interested in their problems and gave them Other comments focused on 1he diffi-
incorrect information. Typical comments follow. culty involved in obtaining yard fenc:ng

"We are extremely pleased with housing
policies in general. It's the attitude and "The Self-Help program is a great idea.
conduct of the people that is terrble...... but a 7-month wait time is too long. If I

had wafted for a tool kit, the wait time
Marine Corps, E-6. Kaneohe would have been 8-10 months. Addtion-

ally, the government price for fencing is
"Regarding the housing office - I have no way too high."
complaints about the main office where Air Force, E-5. Hickam
we went to get our housing assignment.
However. our office at Barbers Point has
been somewhat stubborn and unhelpful" Maintenance and Repair

Navy, 0-3, Iroquois Point Of particular interest within this
category were comments about the problems of

"Hickam housing personnel are creative in excessiye delays and nonresponse by
their ways of being unhelpful. They are maintenance and repair personnel. Slow
definitely not part of the solution. In a response was most often mentioned in
quarter of a century of military service I connection with emergency repairs, but both
have never seen an organization be less problems were prevalent in routine repairs.
service oriented. I believe that overall Respondents often made comments ;ike the
costs of moving are increased for mem- ones that follow.
bers using Hickam housing just as a re-
suit of policies and procedures cited by "It seems ridicu/ous that 2-3 teams of men
housing personnel. A no effort outfit." survey and estimate a job and sx months

later a crew who has never seen or heard
Air Force, 0-6. Hickam of the job shows up to do it and doesn't

know v ,hat to do."
"I found the housing office ernptcyees at Navy, 0-6. Makalapa
Schofield very rude and unhelptul. The
employees at Barbers Point were cour!e- "When housing informs an occL.pant th at
ous - until we moved 'n. Then our com- worl will De done on their house. it should
plaints seemed to be a joke to them." be done without the spouse ca!!,ng up

three times a week until housing 's tired of
Army. E-4. Barbers Point hearing their name and takes action "

"Att:tude makes a big difference .n the re- Army, 0-4. Aliamanu
sponse of people in whom you deal with.
A bad attitude will bring forth a bad re- "I waited seven months to get a rotted.
sponse. In most of the contact I've had cockroach-nfested k,'tchen counter fixed.
with all departments of housing, I've had which was supposed to be repaired
to deal with the bad attitude. Regardless before I moved in. My inspector tod me I
of whether I received help or not. I feel wasn't the only person in COhu that
put-off because of the way I've been spo- needed her house repaired
ken to and treated. If I could 'reach out
and touch someone' in housing through Navy, E-6, Pearl City
the telephone receiver. I'd probably be in
jail."

Marine Corps, E-4. Kaneohe Closely related to the problems
iilustrated above, a substantial number of

complaints focused on poor quality maintenance
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work causing need for multiple visits to repair "Repairs are never accomplished/started
something adequately during the time frame. The time frame is

too wide to allow planning (i.e., 'Someone
"I feel that the procedures for obtaining will be over to fix that between 8 AM and
maintenance on our residence are 4 PM tomorrow.). The day after
impossible to deal with. I've had tomorrow somebody shows up to look' at
workmen out four times to fix my brand the problem. Also, several 'appointments'
new oven and it still doesn t work." before the actual work commences."

Navy. 0-4, Iroquois Point Navy, E-6, Halsey Terrace

"Repairs could be better: I asked for a Renovations done in the Fort Shatter
fuse to be replaced and they fixed the housing area were viewed by those who
outlet. Then I asked them to come again commented as unsatisfactory. Most of the
and fix the fuse and they told me it 'cost' problems reported focused on the quality of the
too much. i trunk two trips cost more than work and the materials used.
that fuse. "

Navy, E-6. Aiiamanu "I can t say enough bad things about the
absolute!y cusy upgrade' that was done
to our quarters in Feb-Apr 1985. Paint on

Improvement in the external exterior walls was blistering within 4-5
appearance of the housing units was also seen months (and 2 years later still hasn't beer,
as needed. Residents were unhappy with repaired). The quality of materials and
peeling paint on exterior surfaces and with hardware installed was horrid. Whoever's
inadequate marking of addresses and confusing idea it was to use linear fluorescent
quarters numbering systems. fixtures instead of 'round' fluorescent

lighting in the bedrooms should be shot.
'Since we have moved here (May 86) Who wants to feel like they're 'at the
neither the Police. Fire Department, or office' in their bedroom?"
Pizza man has been able to find our Army, 0-3, Ft. Shatter
house due to the unusual way the area is
numbered. On one occasion, we waited The length of time the renovations
over an hour for the tire department to required was also a problem to some.
answer a call (smoke detector)."

"At check-in the inspector said, 'In six
Navy. 0-2, Pearl City months we will remodel quarters and

cover lanais.' It is now 2.5 years later and
just completed renovation without lanai

Some problems reported were in covering."
specific locations. While the need for accurate
time frames to be given for repairs was noted by Army, E-8. Ft. Shatter
respondents in all areas, it was especially
prevalent in the areas subsumed under the
Pearl Harbor office. Security and Safety

"Our washing machine broke down and / A frequent comment on this topic was
was given a 5-6 day wait period and then need for more outside lighting. Respondents
had to take two days off work because the often said that ihey refuse to go out at night
workers didn't show up at all on the day or because of poor lighting.
time I was given. They tinally showed late
afternoon the second day. " "If you have any guests that come to visit

Navy, E-6, Catlin Park at night, they are lucky if they can find
your house. I am 7 months pregnant and
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I'm afraid to walk outside at night for fear Features & Facilities
of fallhng." Navy, E-5, Aliamanu Noise between units and lack of

privacy were seen as problems by many
The lack of adequate lighting causes respondents. And, although the majority cited

other inconveniences as well. lack of child supervision as the root of the
problem. a substantial number were directed at

"At night, I have to feel for the door lock the construction of the unit itself
on my car unless there is a full moon."

Army. 0-3. Ft. Shatter "Living In duplex with bedroom placed
next to each other (AB) is an invasion of

The Pearl Harbor housing areas had a privacy, does not allow shift workers ,,me

noticeably greater number of comments about for sleep. and sometimes is quite
gate guards and foot patrols compared to other entertaining."
areas. One possible reason for this was that Air Force, E-4. Hi kam
large numbers of comments were received from
housing areas subsumed under Pearl Harbor
Also. a rash of burglaries was reported in one of Other comments made in this cateqory
these areas, which may also have contributed to were about lack of sidewalks and screen docs
more expression of concern. Many respondents noted that installation of

screen doors would decrease the use of air
"The security of personal oroperty in my conditioners. However, others without air
housing area is atrocious. The area Is conditions felt their use woul3 help combat noise
completely open to auto traffic of civilians, problems
who obviously find our poorly patrolled
hous;ng area easy prey for vandalism and
theft. I personaily know of 13 people who "I feel ..ur housing meets our needs but I
yive in my housing area that were victims am puzzled by the fact that we have no

of theft in the last three months" screen door at the front. Because ot the
way our unit S:ts we must use the a~r

Navy. E-5. Hate Moku conditioner more because vve do ,ot have
enough air flow. Leaving our front dcor

"Halsey Terrace has a fence around it, but open Ai:,;out a sc,'een' causes the bugs t
was cuite a useless expenditure of money come ,n Also ive would have an eas,er
due to the fact that gates into the housing way to watch our children."
area are always open and no one moni-
tors who comes in and out. It would seem Navy, E-5. Pjuulo3 t

that the cost of providing gate guards that
control access to the housing area would "Soldiers should be allowed to use a~r
be offset by fewer theft claims against the conditioners, many other bases ;n Hawai'
government. " nave them A.so ,tis a Io cueter f you

can close your windows"Marines Corps, E-7, Halsey Terrace cnloeyu i-ws"I

Army. E- 7. Schoiel
Many respondents also expressed a

need for more secure homes. The majority of
the comments on this topic reflected a need for Along wth other unit improvements
replacement of the louvered windows with some many respondents wanted improved plumbir,
that are more secure. Many respondents told ol and indoor lighting Most comments however
entering their own locked units and having no were made about unequal distribution of air
trouble doing so without using the key. conditioners and heating units
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"Currently there is no heating. With two what boredom can do to growing acuts
children under 15 months of age this give them some benefits too""
causes the children to come down with
colds and flu more often than they should. Navy, E-6. Iroquois Point
Space heaters are not only unauthorized
out definitely not the answer. This is
especially true during the October through "Our unit is a six-plex and we have
April time frame." another six-plex adjacent to ours. There

are 28 children that must share a
Navy, E-6, Moanaloa Terrace common courtyard. There is not a

playground close to our area. Why can t
A major problem expressed under the we have a play area closer to our quarters

topic of housing facilities was need for more than 4-5 blocks? That is tco far for our
maintenance of and equipment for playgrounds younger children to play and travel
and common areas. Respondents often cited unattended."
exampleg of rusty equipment and overgrown Air Force, 0-4. Hickam
lawns.

"Our playground is always terrible. To a somewhat lesser extent, respon-
M..aintenance hardly ever comes out to cut derits also reported need for more parking.
c*ass or trim around equipment. Our Most problems were a result of residents having
swing chains are very rusted and only one parking space, but owning two vehicles
dangerous and the jungle gym is in need and using a visitor space for their second car,
of drastic repair." thus leaving no spaces for guests. Need for ad-

ditiona: pdrking spaces per unit was mentioned
Army, E-5, Scnotield frequently and usually in the frustrated tone of

the following comment.
"A imost a year ago they tore down The
wooden playground equipment but have "Tnere is no place to park on Schofield
rot replaced it. I submit that one swing but the MPs are no help. They give out
set with two swings and a slide is grossly parking tickets like aspirin."
inadequate for the children in this housing
area." Army, E-6. Schofield

Air Force. 0-3, Hick am

Additionally, it appears that when Many comments pertained to need for
maintenance is done, it is sometimes various unit improvements. Most requests were
unsatisfactory, for larger and upgraded quarters. This included

more bathrooms (with emphasis on need for one
"The playground's not cleaned before downstairs in two story units) and remodeling of
mowing, leaving cut up soda cans for kids kitchens and other rooms.
to walk on."

Navy. E-8. Halsey Terrace 'Moar'aica Terrace should be con-
demned, need lots of new adequate

Not only was maintenance of facilities housng for military families in Hawaii."
considered a problem, but many respondents
expressed a need for more recreational areas. Navy, E-5, Moanaloa Terrace
including playgrounds, pools, youth centers, and
adult recreation.

Other comments referred to more
"I believe that the teenagers of these specific problems.
areas deserve to have more activity such
as pools, a mini-theatre, etc. We all know
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"Our quarters are 50 years old and look it. Self-Help
New windows, kitchen cabinets, blinds
and plumbing would be a start.' Few comments were received on the

Self-Help program, many of which were positive.
Air Force, 0-6, Hickam By far the most prevalent request in this area

was for greater quantity of stocked items.
"We have one bathroom. It is in terriole Others expressed frustration with the stores due
shape. Needs to be modernized. The to waiting an extended period of time for an
molding is deteriorating, there is a hole in item.
the shower and walls, which ants enter
through." "Self-help is great because maintenance

Navy, 0-2, Little Makalapa from contractors is hard to get! Open
self-help on Mondays."

But not all written comments about
housing were negative. Navy, E-5, Radford Terrace

"Housing has improved greatly since the "Our self-help store very seldom has the
Army took over!" materials I need, i.e., weather stripping,

faucet washers, fertilizer, and most
Navy, E-6, Moanaloa Terrace common repair items."

"I have stayed in the same unit since 5/82 Navy, E-9, Iroquois Point
and overall I have enjoyed my quarters. It
is air-conditioned, close to work and
quiet." Other Comments

Navy. E-8, Catlin Park
The construction of a liquor store at

"We ve been in housing for over 8 years. Iroquois Point elicited some angry comments
As a spouse I can say thank God for from area residents. Of all the comments made

OCFHO. The improvements since you about the liquor store, it was unanimously felt
folks took over are too many to 'iSt. The that it would have an adverse effect on the
only thing we really neea are tose children and hait a facility for teenagers was
promised tot lots, soon .K.? needed much more.

Navy, E-6 Iroquois Point "Iroquois Point abusing area t, severeiy

lacking in facilities for chidreri over the
Loaner Furniture and age of 10. The teenagers have nowhere
Appliances to go for recreation. Instead of trying to

provide any of these things, toey build a
Loaner furniture and appiances liquor store Why / The mtiltarv is crack-

elicted the fewest comments of all the ing down on drunken soldiers and sa:lcrs
categories. Important considerations in this area but they let ocred kids wander the streets
wNere requests for an upgrade in the items 'or Ia_.i ot recreational fac;lnlies so they

offered, along with more variety. Many con save the drunks a trlp to the package
respondents felt that the items offered were of store at Barbers Point.
poor quality. Rusting of appliances due to the
salt air was seen as a major problem, which Marine Corps. E-8, Iroquois Point
ehcited the following suggestion.

"Iroquois Point elementary school is di-
"Suggest putting a thick plastic covering rectly across the street from the mini-marl
:n all windows to prevent the rapid rusting and a newly constructed liquor store.
c appliances." Feel that there is no reason for a liquor

store in housing, much less dire otly
Marne Corps, E-8, Kaneohe across from an elementai/ school Large

I
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l'iquor purchases can be made o7 base. "As a gcvernment hcusng occjpant, I re-
and beer wine are available at the mm- aly apprec;ate this quest onnaire. It g;ves
mart. It's a shame to spend so mucn me a sense that ycu guys really do lock
money on an unneeded liquor store, ,n after my family's and my well being. I re-
the name of convenience, so near to a ally appreciate It. Would apprecate feed-
school for our children. We might as well back on my survey and other government
take our drug and alcohol abuse pro- housing occupants compliments and
grams and just say no'clubs and shelve complaints. "
them until some progress is made in this Navy, E-4, Moanaloa Terrace
area. The children aren 't blind, and I
would much rather have a pay raise than "The real problem is the hierarchy does
a convenient liquor store." not care because they are not close to the

people they supposedly are serving. I
Navy, E-9, Iroquois Point think you may be on the right track with

things 'ike this survey. but please dc.,i t
Numerous comments were received stop here;"

about the survey itself, with most of them very Army, E 8, Ft Shatter
positive. Prevalent in the comments about the
survey was anticipation of better conditions "Thank you fcr taxing the time to ask
based upon the input provided by the survey re- these questions - we are noping our
spondents. answers will help make a cifference"

"The most encouraging thing about the Navy, E-6, Iroquois Point
housing situation is the fact that thi;
survey exists." "Keep up the good work. It will get

Air Force, E-7, Hickam better.
Army, E-5. Schofield
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COMPARISONS WITH

1985 ON-POST SURVEY*

Background

Approximately 88 items contained in percent. By comparison, the 1987 survey, as a
the 1987 survey were derived directly from the population survey. was distributed to all of the
1985 baseline survey. Those items not carried residents living in military family housing in
over from the earlier survey were discarded ei- Hawaii. It achieved an adjusted return rate ot
ther for their lack of current relevance or be- 38.8 percent. Examination of the primary de-
cause they failed to show meaningful differences mographics of the two samples shows them to
in the 1985 survey. New items were created in be virtually identical. This clearly lends cre-
the 1987 survey that reflected changes in poll- dence to the sampling techniques used in the
ces or procedures, written comments provided 1985 survey and to the representativeness of
by respondents in the earlier survey, or were their responses, suggesting sampling as the
designed to gather additional demographic data. preferable method for surveys. This is particu-
For a brief synousis of changes in the responses larly true when considering the economics of
ot-r time see Fable 29 at the end of this sec- surveys and the cost savings when dealing 4, m
ton For a summary of changes over time by smaller numbers of responses.
housing area. see Appendix B.

Figures 34, 35, and 36 show the distri-
One question in the 1987 survey bution of responses for the 1985 and 1987 sur-

asked respondents to indicate whether they had veys broken down by service, pay grade group.
oartlcipated in the 1985 study. Results indicate and housing area, respectively. As can be seen
that 17 3 percent (n=1 192) of the respondents to in these figures, the distribution on tl-ese dimen-
the most recent survey aso participated in the sions is very nearly the same. Most observed
earlier version. Analyses showed few differ- differences appear to be in the neighborhood of
ences on thits dimension with respect to overatt one percentage point. The largest difference
satisfaction levels. Notable exceptions are re- was observed when considering housing area.
ported in each subsection The Schofield Barracks area showed a three

percentage point increase in proportion ot the
The 1985 on-post survey was dis- total sample. This difference can be explained

tributed to a 50 percent random sample of ser- by efforts to distribute the questionnaire in a
vice members stratified by pay grade The ad- limeframe which avoided the "Team Spirit" ma-
;usted return rate of those responses was 40.9 neuvers

Figure 34. Sample distributions by service, 1985 and
1987 surveys
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Figure 35. Sample distributions by pay grade
groups, 1985 and 1987 surveys
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Figure 36. Sample distributions by housing
areas, 1 985 and 1 987 surveys
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The other two demographic variables surveys. It would appear that OCFHO has im-
date assigned to housing and time on waiting proved in getting residents into military family
list. are decidedly different in the two surveys. In housing within a month after being placed on the
light of the two year time span and PCS moves, waiting list. However, the proporlion of individu-
the proportion of respondents who were as- als in the 1987 survey who waited 7-12 months
signed to housing prior to October. 1983, was for housing has also increased b', approximately
expected to be considerably lower in the 1987 five percentage points over that seen in 1985.
survey than in the 1985 survey. See Figure 37 At the same time, the proportion of respondents
for a comparison of this item. who waited only 1-2 months or 3-6 months saw

a decrease in 1987. The survey data does not
Differences in distributions by time on readily offer an explanation for this difference.

waiting list are less actual demographic changes However, it is possible that the disparity is a
than a measure of service changes over time. function of the distribution of housing taken out-
Figure 38 shows the sample distributions by of-service for reasons such as renovation or re-
lime on waiting lists for the 1985 and 1987 pair.

Figure 37. Sample distributions by date of
assignment/move-in to housing 1985 and 1987

surveys
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Figure 38. Sample distributions by time on
waiting lists, 1985 and 1987 surveys
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Present Conditions

Housing Office Services

Figures 39 and 40 show comparisons decrease occurred with respect to quality of ser-
between 1985 and 1987 with regard to housing vice received in the housing office. There was a
office services. A few large gains were made in 17 percentage point decrease in satisfaction and
the delivery of services by the area housing of- an accompanying 13 point increase in dissatis-
fices. Satisfaction with processing time saw a taction in the 1987 data on this item. Other
14 percentage point increase in 1987, while smaller decreases were seen in the perception
satisfaction with availability of rules saw an 8-4 of the housing office efficiency, willingness to
percentage point increase. Likewise, a 5 per- work with the family while service member is
centage point decrease in dissatisfaction was deployed, and housing office informativeness.
observed in proper enforcement of rules Each of these items saw approximately 5 per-

centage point decreases.
However, losses in satisfaction were

also observed in this section. The largest

Figure 39. Response comparisons on housing office services items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)
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Figure 40. Response comparisons on housing office services items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

6. Housing office service is good even during
peak periods. Housing Office Services - Agree (Cont)

100

1985 (014) 90-

1987 (024) 80/

7. The housing office seems to be well run. 1985i

hous8n offc wasnoPercent 504

1985 (018) 617898171

1986 (025) 4.te

8. The time it took to process through the d

housing office was not a problem. 1

1985 (018) 6.n 7. 8. 9. 10. 1.

1987 (026) Item

9. Family housing rules are properly enforced.

Housing Office Services - Disagree
1985 (017) (Cont)

1987 (027) 1 :00

10. Family housing rules are enforced the same 804-

in all areas and services. 70.,

60- * 1985
1985 (019) Percent 5o-
1987 (028) 1987

3
11. Copies of housing rules are available at

area housing offices. JJJ
0

1985 (020) 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11
1987 (029) Item

Policies and Procedures

Of the three items in this section that decrease in disagree This would indicate that
were comparable, two showed changes some habituation has occurred as families have
between 1985 and 1987. Figure 41 shows the begun to adapt to the changing policies with
changes in agree and disagree percentages for regard to mixing of Services As new families
these items. The desirability of mixing Service move into housing with the existing rules already
branches within housing areas showed a 2 in place, there is likely to be more movement in
percentage point increase in agree in the 1987 the direction of agree.
survey and an accompanying 6 percentage point



Wait time for yard fencing approval, on Loaner Furniture and
the other hand, showed a 12 percentage point Appliances
decrease in satisfaction from 1985 to 1987 and
a 15 point increase in dissatisfaction. This The only comparison item .n this sec-
change in satisfaction level is probably the result tion, satisfaction with the time it took to get
of the influx of applications to the new program loaner furniture, showed a large gain in 1987--
and the accompanying impact on processing 86.8% of resoondents were satisfied in 1987.
time. compared with 73.1% in 1985. See FgL're 42.

Figure 41. Response comparisons on policies and procedures items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

Policies and Procedures - Agree
100,-

1. We like the idea of mixing services in 90

housing areas. 0

1985 (022) Pceri

1987 (033) 4 1987
3

104--

2. We like the policy that allows plants put in

by occupants to remain at move-out 1. 2. 3.
Item

1985 (026)
1987 (035) Polic:es and Procedures - Disagree

80,
3. Wait time for approval of yard fencing _ _

is not a problem. 50 ___ _ 1985

Percern 5C -
1985 (029) 40,--------C 98

1987 (039) 3c-

. 2. 3.
Item

Figure 42 Time to qet oarer furniture was not a
proDiem

100- ---------------- -

801- . . .. ..

i_ 60--- [] C"85

Percent
40--- 0 '

2 0 .... .. . ... . .

Agree Disag'ee

I
I



Housing Operations

The policy regarding cleaning of quar- cleaning of quarlers. This change moved per-
ters at move-out showed the most dramatic ception of the impact of cleaning policy on ease
onange in satisfaction between 1985 and 1987 of move-out from 438%, agreement in 1985 to
During the interim period OCFHO has instituted 95.1% in 1987. See Figure 43.
a policy change that allows for government

Figure 43. Response comparisons on housing operations items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

Housing Operations - Agree
100-

1. Government cleaning of quarters will go-

make our move-out easier.

1985 (023) * 1985
1987 Q56) Percent 40+-- [ 1987

Poor work by contractors is usually

fixed quickly.

1.2. 3.

1985 (Q30) Item
1987 1057)

Housing Operations -Disagree

3. Our trash pick-up is good and on 90,

schedule, 80_

1985 1070) * 1985

1987 061) Percent 50- -4o0 [ 1987

2 3.

Housing Referral Item
Figure 44 shows changes in agree and nformation received whie in 1987, only 3.) 8'

disagree percentages for the two comparison were satisfied
items in the housing referral section Both ,ter.

showed a decline in satisfaction from 1985 to The perception of availability of

1987 The largest decrease occurred in the accurate housing lists snowed lesser decreas ,

question regarding satisfaction with information in satisfaction Agreement on this item showed

received about buying, leasing, and contracts for a 6 percentage point drop. while disagreement

civilian housing In 198, 54 7 1, of respondents showed a nearly 9 purcontage point increase

reported being satisfied with the amount of



Figure 44. Response comparisons on housing referral items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

10 Housing Referral - Agree

90,
1. We were given up-to-date, accurate lists _____________+_____

ot civilian housing when we arrived. __________________

1985 (031) Pecn
1967 (064) 18

2. The housing office offered us information on

buying, leasing, and contracts for 2

civilian housing. Item

1985 (033) Housing Referral - Disagree
1987 1066) ____ _____

~0-1985

0 2.
Item

Features and Facilities

Eight of the 22 items in this section Two 'tems with apparent changes in
sno,,wed improvement in sat:sf action from 1965 satisfactir n dleserve special mentionv T here apD
Io 1987 Figures 45 46, 17 and 48 show the peared !o te considerable imrprovement in 1987
:-omparisons between the two times Interest- in satisfaclion with the adequacy of existing all-
.ng'v. analysis ot overali satisfaction in this sec ages recreational facilities. Conversely, the ex-
ton showed a significant difference in mean st!erce of facilties in general showed consdor-

atfacinlevel in the 1987 survey when the iTl es atistact, on n the 198 u( e e-
r-?,,,cndent had answered the 1985 question results are prot-any -Iit acts of channes :n
iare Responses ot those answering the que, questicn whordling, ralther than true c '-ar~es i
onnaire ii* both times were significantlly lower sats !acticn The exaMPleS prcvided in th-,e
features mean=2 45. facilities mean=2 06) than questiions may h~av(. :nfiuercud respondert, lo

those answering only the later survey teatures arIF-ver difforer~lfi in i '
-neafl-2 54. facilities mean=2 22! This wou~d
seem to expiain the improvement in satisfactioin In general noreases in'0a'!c
for those iterns where no actual Changes had h'orn. :,8 tou' , tre ?) ie rajrlrj cf -7 to 93
been made People without prior experierict perceniale ;pcrts 'ti r-,eOl *rrin
with the questionnaire arpear to have lower ex- Occurred in salisfiction w N indo~w indi dor
pectafions than those Atio responded in '965 screernin mater. Ad u of -. tctien
also catinets and cc, ., on of appan3rct2



snozwed c-hanges inl the 5 percentage point improvement of family ious ing. This 'em
'ange showed a 7 percentage point drop in agreement

Other smaller decreases were seen in
Slight improvements were seen in sat- satistaction with plumbing, not needing kitchen

isfaction with bedroom size, quality of construc- or bathroom remodeling, proximity of the unit to
tion noise between housing units, and in ade- work, and maintenance of playgrounds.
quacy of playgrounds and playground inspec
tions. Increases and decreases in

dissatisfaction for this section were consistent
The largest decrease in satisfaction with the findings reported above.

occurred in the question regarding constant

Figure 45. Response comparisons on housing features and facilities items, 1985 and 1987
surveys (neutral responses not shown)

1. Family housing in our area is always being r-ousnrg Fea:l-'es and Facilities - Agree
improved.cc.___

1985 i034) 813_____

1987 (068)

2 Our housing unit is large enough for us.C3'8

1985 (036)
1987 (069) '0

3. Our bedrooms are large enough. lP

1985 1037) hl'sng Fea!,res and Facilities -
1987 1070) Disag ree

4. We have enough bathrooms 0 ___- ---- __- . -.

40.- - ___ ___

5 Our housing unit is well built. 3 O~i

198S (044) 1. 2. 3. 4 5.
987 (072) item
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Figure 46. Response comparisons on housing features and facilities items, 1985 and 1987
surveys (neutral responses not shown)

6. Our ftoor plan is good. Housing Features and Facilities - Agree
100, -

1985 (045) c
1987 (073 80, ___

60-U 1985
7. Our unit does not need kitchen or Percent 5

bathroom remodeling. 4 18

1987 (074)

6. 7 8 9Item
8. We have enough kitchen cabinet space. Ie

1985 (053)
1987 (075) Housing Features and Facilities -

Disagree
100,-

9. The plumbing In our unit is not a 0

problem.80-

1985 042) ;rl* 1985
195 04)Percent 50 O .

1987 1076) O -U - 97

198701 107)87e

32



Figure 47. Response comparisons on housing features and facilities items, 1985 and 1987
surveys (neutral responses not shown)

11. Our hot water supply Is adequate.

Housing Features and Facilities - Agree
1985 (046) 10p
1987 (078)

12. Window and door screen material now 18
being used is OK. Percert

1985 (054)W

1987 O79) 0

13. Our housing unit was ciean when we 1.1.1.1.1.1

moved in. Item

1985 (047)
1987 (080) Housing Features and Facilities -

Disagree
100,

14. Noise between housing units in our 90+
area Is not a problem. 8Sol______

1985 (040) 6oC---- * 1985
1987 (081) Percent so,

15. Our unit is close to my work. 2

1985 (041) 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16.
1987 (082 Item

16. There are enough sidewalks in our
housing area.

1985 (048)

1987 (083)

83



Figure 48. Response comparisons on housing features and facilities items, 1985 and 1987
surveys (neutral responses not shown)

17. We have enough tot lots and playgrounds

(swings, etc.) in our housing area.

1985 (035)
1987 (084) Housing Features and Facilities - Agree

1001

0
Ioo

18. Our playgrounds are well maintained. 80_ _

1985 (052) 60, 1985

1987 (085) 501 1] 987

3of-
19. Our playgrounds are inspected often enough. 20M

1985 (Q55) 011985 (055) 17 18. 19. 20. 21. 22.
1986 (086)

Item

20. Our playgrounds are far enough from roads.

1985 (Q56) Housing Features and Facilities -
1987 (087) Disagree

100-

21. We have enough facilities e.g., child care 8a -

and FSCS) in this area.

Percent 5ci
1985 (049)

1987 (088)30..

22. We have enough all-age recreational facilities & -

(e.g., pools, weight rooms) available to us. 17 18 19 20 21 22

Item

198S (057)

1987 (089)

54
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Maintenance and Repair

Some items within this section showed numbers on speed of service and the courtesy
considerable positive change. Figures 49 and of maintenance people also improved by 8 and 4
50 compare the 1985 and 1987 responses. As percentage points, respectively.
can be seen in these figures, changes in
disagree were consistent with those seen in Perceptions that repairs to the
agree. Higher satisfaction levels were reported quarters were done before move-in decreased.
in 1987 over 1985 with respect to timeliness of however, by 19 percentage points and the
response and manner of delivery of services, evaluation of maintenance quality decreased by
Agreement that a time frame for repairs is 15 points. Further, maintenance of common
usually provided increased by a substantial 28 areas was viewed to be less satisfactory, with a
percentage points. Good response to routine decrease of approximately 8 points. S;milar
and emergency calls for service each improved changes are reflected in the disagree
by approximately 11 percentage points. Two responses for these items.
others, the effect of provision of work order

Figure 49. Response comparisons on maintenance and repair Items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

1. Repairs to our quarters were done Maintenance and Repair - Agree
before we moved In. 1001-

1985 (028) 80-

1987 (093) 70,-
60- 1985

2. Quality of maintenance work is good. Percent 5 --
- 1987

1985 (066) 30- i

1987 (094) 20I

3. Housing units get regular preventive

maintenance. 1. 2 3 4.
Item

1985 (067)
1987 (095) Maintenance and Repair - Disagree

1 00'-----

4. Our common ground areas are well
maintained. 80

704-----_ -.-

1985 (059) 64- . 1985

1987 (096) Percent 5o-
40-[ 1987
3o4-

2. 3 4
Item



F_

Figure 50. Response comparisons on maintenance and repair items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not Shown)

S. We are usually given a time frame when
repairs will be made. Maintenance and Repair - Agree (Cont)

100
1985 (068)
1987 (098)

U1985
6. Maintenance people are polite. Percent 5

1985 (060) 3
1987 (01100)

7. Response to routine calls for 5 . 7 . 9
service is good. Item

1985 (062)
1987(0101)

Maintenance and Reoair - Disagree
(Cont)

8. Work order numbera given at the time of10
the call result in faster service. 90 -____

191.5 (064)
1987 (0102) 60 -- * 1985

Percert 50 m-

9. Response to emergency calls for service 20,
is good. 1- -

1985 (063) 5 6 7. 8. 9,
1987 (0104) Item
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Security and Safety

Figure 51 shows all of the security and points) was observed for enforcement cf spetu
safety comparisons. Of the four items in this limits.
section that were considered comparable in the
two surveys. two made relatively large gains in When overall satisfaction with saftly
satisfaction. The largest positive change in this and security in the 1987 survey) was examined
section was seen in the perception of the ade- for previous experience with the survey, s~gnf
quacy of patrols, which improved by approxi- cant differences were found Respondents who
mately 28 percentage points in agree A lesser had also answered the 1985 survey had a sig-
gain was seen in the observation of regular fire nificantly lower overall mean sjtisfaction level
inspections. In 1985, approximately 31% per- (mean=2.13) in this section than those who had
ceived regular fire inspections, while in 1987. not responded to the earlier study .mean= 2C',
390'. responded affirmatively This Nould seem to point aqgin to a differinq

level of expectation rather than a change in
On the negative side. a small policy

Jecrease in positive evaluation (2 percentage

Figure 51. Response comparisons on security and safety items, 1985 and 1987 surveys (neutral
responses not shown)

1. There are enough patrols in Security and Safety - Agree100,

our housing area.

1985 (082)
1987 (01 151). .

2 We have regular fire Inspections PeF'7: o-- r"' 1  7

in our housing area.

1985 (073)
1987 (Q107)

. 2 3
3 We feel that our housing unit Item

Is secure.

Security and Safety - Disagree
1985 (076) !00--

1987 (Q108_) g0

4 Speed limits are enforced in our 7_ _

housing area -...... •_985

Pe'co" 5t '
1985 (077) '987
1987 (0109) 3

2. 3 4.
Item



Communication

Only two items in this section were mately 7 5 percentage points in agree dunnqr
considered comparable for 1985 and 1987 (see two year period. Disagree showed changes
Figure 52). Of these two items, only one consistent with this finoing
showed noticeable change. The helpfulness of
the housing hotline showed a loss of approxi-

Figure 52. Response comparisons on communication items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

Communication - Agree
1. The Housing Hotline was helpful ,0e-

when we had a problem. _ _ __

1985 (082) 7_ ... .

1987 (0115)

2. The "Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper 87

is informative.

1985 (097)
1987 l0116)

1 2
item

Communication - D-sagree
O00.

Pe'ce't s.

1 2
Item

Self-Help

Self-help was the only section showing Other gains were se~n in the rer
ail positive changes from 1985 to 1987. Of the ception of the quality of service received and
tour items considered comparable in the two overall satisfaction with Self-Help These ,turn -

surveys, all four showed substantial gains (see showed ,mprovements in the range of 1 2 tc 14
Figure 53). The greatest improvement in satis- percentage points re"-pectively Likewise
faction occurred in the item regarding whether satisfacton with self heip.l ,re hours increaste:
the self-help store had the items needed, in- between 1985 and 1987 Changes in the
creasing from 52 percent agreement in 1985 to disagree porton for theso iems were alho
78 percent in 1987 consistent with the above
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Figure 53. Response comparisons on self-help items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

i The hours that our self-help store

is open are OK. Self-Help - Agree

1985 (Q84) '0_ _

1987 (0119) 80

2. Our self-help store has the items 604-t 985

we need. Percent 5

1985 (085) 30'-

1987 (0120) O-

3. Service is good at our self-help store. 2. 3

Item
1985 (086)
1987 (0121)

Self-Help -D sagree
4. 0 'erall we are satisfied with the I00 -

self-help program.
I 80,

1985 (088) -0"-
1987 (0131) 'm [* -985

Perceqt5,
__o-__ ___ __ ,987

30I

1 2. 3. 4

Item

Temporary Living Allowance
(TLA)

Figure 54 shows the percentages of 1985 survey 53.3 percent agreed that the TLA
agree and disagree responses for the two items program worked well, whereas, in 1987, 77 1
that were comparable in the 1985 and 1987 percent agreed This seems to indicate that
surveys. While satisfaction with the hotel list as items other than the hotel list accounted for .,
maintained by the housing office showed a de- satisfaction with TLA.
cline over time (approximately 14 percentage
points), overall satisfaction with the TLA pro-
gram improved considerably (24 points). In the



Figure 54. Response comparisons on TLA items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

TLA - Agree

90-
80_

1. Our housing office had a good . . .

hotel list. 6 , 1985

1985 (093) Percent 50'-

30- 198

2I
0-

1 2.
Itemr

2. Overall we are satisfied with the
TLA program. TLA - Disagree

1985 (093) -C--

1987 (Q131) 90,

_ _ _ _ _ _- '985
Pc'.cer:t 50-

1 2

Item

General Satisfaction

Six items in the general satisfaction Neghigible decreasus :n the f
Sectcn were standard items which could be percentage pcints, vere observed :n ,h-- ,'r
compared ;n the two surveys. Figure 55 shows ence for military hcusing and for current housr'o
the changes in these items over time. Of the area.
six. four showed gains in 1987

Prior experience with the 1985 survey
7Te agree responses on the two items was associated with statistica!- significant

measuring perceived effects of housing on job differences in the mean response to the 198-
performance and career intention each rose by items regarding preference for current nous,,
approximately 10 percentage points. Disagree area and overall satisfaction with the servic.:s
responses decreased to a lesser extent, imply- provided by housing. When responses to
ing that fewer people were neutral. preference 1o, current housing were analyzed

those having responded in 1985 had a higher
The other two items showing marginal mean than those who did not On the other

increases over time were service member and hand, those who participated in the elrler ,:u;,
spouse satisfaction with the housing unit. were less satisfied overall with the ser.-ices ct
Changes in disagree responses were consistent fered by the housing office
with the agree changes
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Figure 55. Response comparisons on general satisfaction items, 1985 and 1987 surveys
(neutral responses not shown)

1. We would prefer military over civilian
housing even if costs were not a factor.

General satisfaction -c Aee

198S (094) 00. .

1987 (132)
80 

-2. We prefer our currenl housing area over ,

any other in Hawaii.

1985 (095)

1987 0Q133) tiE0liii-i30-

3 Overall the service member is satisfied
with the housing unit. 2 3 4 5 6

Itern1985 )09te
1987 10134)

4. Overail the spouse is satisfied with

:he housing unit.

General Satisfac:on - Disagree
1985 (099) 'o.,,
1987 (0135) 90*

S Our living conditions are having a positive
effect on the service member s job 0 . ..... .. ... . • -

performance. P?'Cer' 50-

1985 (0100) 30-
1987 (O136) 20- IuII

6 Our living conditions are having a positive 0,-
effect on the service member's career 1 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
intention. Item

1985 (0101)

1987 (0137)



Table 29

Present Conditions Items Showing Gain, Loss, or No Change*
1985 to 1987

Malor Minor Major Minor No
Gain Gain L3SS Loss Change

Housing Office Service

Show Concern X
Informative
Uniform Assignment X
Rules Explained Fully X
Works with Family During

Deployment X
Service is Good XX
Office is Well Run X
Processing Time Okay XX
Rules Properly Enforced X
Rules Consistently Enforced X
Rules Available X

Policies and Procedures

Mixing of Services X
Plants Remain X
Wait Time for Approval

of Yard Fencing XX

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

Tme to Get XX

Operations

Move-out Cleaning Policy XX
Contractor Errors Fixed Quickly X
Trash Pick-up Good X

Housing Referral

Accurate Housing Lists XX
Information on Buying, etc XX

Features and Facilities

Housing is Improving X
Unit Large Enough X
Bedrooms Large Enough X

a1or gan aloss= 10% or moe (, ) 'or jninlo-£. 5C' -5 No- g irg e s. :"'.v 5



Table 29 (Cont)

Present Conditions Items Showing Gain, Loss, or No Change*
1985 to 1987

Major Minor Major Min~or No
Gain Gain Loss Loss Change

Features and Facilities (Cont)

Enough Bathrooms X
,jflit is Well-Buil! x
Fioor Plan Good X
Remodeling Not Needeu X
E"ncugn Kichen Cartrets x
Plumbing Okay x
Appliances Work WeHl
Ho-t Water Adequ ale x
Screen Material Okay x
Unit Clean at Move-;n X
Noise Not a Problem x
1,flit Close to Work x
Enough Sidewalks X
Eniough Playgrounds X
Playgrounds Maintained X
P'aygrounds Inspecleci X
Paygrounds Far Frcm ; caas x
Enough Facilities~ xx
Ail-Ages Recreational i-acilfles- XX

Maintenance and Repair

Repairs Before Move-in XX
Repair Quality Good XX
Preventive Maintenance [Done x
Common Areas Maintained X
Time Frame Given XX
Maintenance People Polite x
Routine Response Good XX
Work Order Numbers Speed

Response Time x
Emergency Response Good XX

Security and Safety

Enough Patrols XX
Regular Fire Inspections x
Housing Unit Secure x
Speed Limits Enforced X

' b sa loss = 10%., or more (i. minor gain loss 5 1O , t.1No change - ie Than 5', difrwceu
Apparent response changes may be artifacts of question worcl:rig or a resul (,,f aria c:At.'renct s (see appenc.



Table 29(Cont)

Present Conditions Items Showing Gain, Loss, or No Change*
1985 to 1987

Major Minor Major Minor No
Gain Gain Loss Loss Change

Communication

Housing Hotline Helpful X
Aloha Ohana Informative x

Self-Help

Hours Okay x
Has Needed Items XX
Service Good XX
Overall Good XX

TLA

Good Hotel List XX
Overall Good XX

General Satisfaction

Prefer Military Housing X
Prefer Current Housing Area X
Service Member Satisfaction x
Spouse Satisfaction X
Effect on Job Performance XX
Effect on Career Intention XX

Ma or gain,loss = 10% or more,. -) minor gainloss 6k. No change _!ess :tan 5> c .,ert ryc

~'1

I



What Should Be

Largely because new programs have Policies and Procedures
been instituted from responses received from
the 1985 "Should Be" section, relatively few Figure 57 shows that only one item in
items in the 1987 Part 3 section allow direct this section showed an increase in aesirability
comparisons between the two years. A review the item requesting the housing office to pro,,de.
of the satisfaction with newly instituted programs more freouent communication regarding rule
can be found in the "Satisfaction with Changes" changes. This item seems to be consistent win
section that follows, the responses seen in the Part 2 section on

communication. Satisfaction in this area as a
The most frequent direction of change whole has slipped in the past two years.

in responses from 1985 to 1987 in the "Should
Be' section was away from agree. Of the 15 Most other items in this section
terns compared, only two tended more toward showed decreases in emphasis. The perceiv'-.J
agree, the remaining 13 items showed a decline need for a neighborhood coordinator, the des,.e
in ,rterest This, in combination with the to be allowed to enclose outside storage. ar'a
responses seen in Part 2 may indicate that the the need for more command support of the
general level of satisfaction with the housing sponsor program all saw decreases in emprnas;s
otfice is improving. in tne range of approximately 5 percentage

points
Housing Office Services

The desire to house E1-E3 personnel
Figure 56 shows the agree and in existing housing remained at about the same

d;sagree portions of the only comparison item high level of 75%.
for this section, desirability of mandatory
brefings for the service member and family A
dramatic decrease in desirability for this item
was observed, from 62 6% agree in 1985 to
44 9% agree in 1987

F gure 56. Service members and spouses shoL!d be
required to attend family nousing oriefings

100
90

80-
70,
60-8-- n __95

Percent 50..
4 0 - -7 [] 98 7-

30

20
10Ar Disagree

Agree Disagree



Figure 57. Response comparisons on desired policy and procedures items, 1985 and 1987
surveys (neutral responses not shown)

1. Our housing area needs a neighborhood
coordinator. Policies and Procedures Wanted - Agree

lO

1985 (0102)

1987 (0144)

2. Some existing family housing should be set 6-- 1985
aside for El to E3 families. PE

44+- . _[ 987'

1985 (0104) 3Ot-981987 (0145) 20 -

3. Family housing residents need to be told of 01
housing rule changes more often. 1 2 3. 4. 5.

Item
1985 (0116)
1987 (0149)

4. Residents should be allowed to have Policies and Procedures Wanted -

enclosed outside storage. 00Disagree

1985 (0109) 8 0 i

1987 (0150) -0
6o! • 1985

5. Commands should support the sponsor Percent 5- _

program more. 40 .. 1987

1985 (0119) 2lni

1987 (0151) ___
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Item

Maintenance and Repair

The four comparison items are shown result may be explained by cnanges institutea at
in Figure 58. Two of the items demonstrated certain locations to expand the hours to accoir
virtually no change from 1985 to 1987. The modate working spouses
need for greater quality control of contractors
and for a survey of maintenance needs showed The perceived need for follow-up
little change, remaining at relatively high levels maintenance after the quarters have been
of desirability. occupied increased by about 5 percentage

points. This, again, is in keeping with Part 2
The question regarding expansion of items showing a decline in perceived quality and

maintenance hours showed a decline in interest availability of maintenance work
of approximately 8 percentage points. This



Figure 58. Response comparisons on desired maintenance and repair items, 1985 and 1987
surveys (neutral responses not shown)

1. More quality control of contractor Maintenance and Repair Waniec -Agree
work is needed.

1985 (0122)
1987 (0154) 3

2. Follow-up maintenance inspections should be Percent 50-

done after quarters have been occupied
for a while. 30.

20- ~
1985 (0122) ,-'-
1987 (0155) 231 2. 3 4

ltem
3. Surveys of residents' maintenance needs

should be done regularly.
Maintenance and Reoair War.:ed

1985 (0128) 'c Disagree

1987 (0156) ,-0,

4. Maintenance hours should Include evenings 70._,

and weekends. 60, _____ 935
Pe.co .: s- ___

1985 (0129) "C3 -] '987

1987 (0157) 30-.

1 2. 3. .¢

Itemn1

Security and Safety Self-Help

The three items in this section showed Figure 60 shows that both items in tts
a decline in interest from 1985 to 1987 (see section demonstrated declines in interest in the
Figure 59). Interest in protective fencing two year period. The wish for more instructioci
decreased dramatically from 63.3% in 1985 to programs, and the need for more "How-To"
39 8%'0 in 1987 Likewise, the perceived need for materials showed small declines in 1987 These
rumble strips and for Neighborhood Watch de- findings, in concert with those found in Part 2.
creased by approximately 7 or 8 percentage imply that the Sell help program is working, arid
points. As a whole. the 1987 sample seems residents appear relatively sat:sfied
less concerned with safety and security issues
than were the 1985 respondents



Figure 59. Response comparisons on desired security and safety items, 1985 and 1987
surveys (neutral responses not shown)

1. We need protective fencing around Security and Safety Wanted - Agree
our housing area.

1985 (0140) 60--- 1 _985

1987 (0161) Percent i98 Q 1987

2. We need Neighborhood Watch in our
housing area. 2. 3

1985 (0141) 
Item

1987 (0162) Sec..rity and Safety Warted - Disagree

3. We need rumble strips in our area.
80--

1985 (0111) - U "985
1987 (0159) Pe'ce't 11 3lJ82

2. 3.
Item

Figure 60. Response comparisons on desired self-help items, 1985 and 1987
surveys (neutral responses not shown)

Seif-Help Wanted -Agree

t Self-help stores should hold more 8 -. ... . ..... .....

classes. .

Percent
1985 (0147) 40.-- d
1987 (0165) 20-

1 2.
2 Self-help stores should provide more Item

"how-to-do-it" materials.
Self-Heip Warted -Disagree

1985 (0149) *2.. . . .. . . . .

1987 (0166) 3~----- --. -

-985
Percent

1 2.
Item



COMPARISON ITEMS
1986 OFF-POST AND 1987 ON-POST

HOUSING SURVEYS

Demographics

the he 1986 and 1987 surveys married, male sk-rice MeML _!S it 1cr .: -

~cuiysampied otiferent populations of to note the dtfterence n the d~t.JOlct

ndi. iduats a number of items were the same, pendents. A larger portion of the service m?
allowing comparisons between the two groups bers living in civilian housing had no chi-- n
Of particuolar interest were the extended one child. In military family housing o.,r
ciemnographic items that were available 'n the more respondents had at ieast two chldre,,n
1 ?86 and 1 %.7 zsurveys only Figures 61 The perception of higher niunmbers of 1h cr *'
-"'cugh 67 sflcA r1e comparisonis of the within military hous,, g aireais may rj.

cnoraph:_ moasures obtained from the two I etil uprs:ecmet ~
7Orups numbers of cildren needi 'Or :7gecitor ~

sion, and more o~~:j~arid ch
Not surprisingiy. a larger proportion of

h)e resrondents in militarY Iarnily hous;rng were

F gure 61 Sample cist, t)u,,ons t~y serv-ce. '0,86
andl '987 surveys

P..et50- ---- _

20-

Armry Navy Air Ma. ne

Se'vice

Fgure 62. Sample distributions by pay grade group
1986 and 1987 surveys

40-.---__ -- - - - . --

60-

20 r77-

EI-E3 E4-E6 E7-E9 WI- 01-03 04.
W4 06+

Pay Grade Group



F c-'e 63 Sampe ois!-but ens ny service memoe,
gender, 1986 and 1987 surveys

900-- ----

80--
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40,~' -1:ry

30---

Gender

F gure 64. Samaoe a~str butons Ov -a' tai sta:.s.
1986 and '98? survtey3

1.00--__ -----

80- -

40-- .~~
20---

Mar' ec L '-n- C
Martal S"3:-s

Figure 65 Sarrnie d.1:rb. or s cy % -Co'
dependents, 1986 ar-d 9.' sr eys
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A ,o Cf note is the Jilfererict inl spotus, i l o er parl5 -t !Iit irport ,re!o- rts
empovm ntcategories Service rntners in c.vii'ian '1LIuSr utLit, nucnl irc'!,r:

c:viianl housing were more likely to hive 0eern on the waiting '.Ft for 3'-!2"1:
wvouses who were employed. eithur fuil-time or vnereas those :n mitary fami:y .ousina
part-time Respondents in military housing, int mortj, often on the - ! tor iess Irr r i; r.;r
,he cther hand. were more likely to have This impi !hat a numoner of the rt: :der,
spouses who were unemployed by choice civilian housing may be there beciuse they

net been offered quirlers and, thus, M,! ' V A
Time on the waiting list for military committed to leases, making them unatie Io ac

housing is noteworthy. Perhaps it is a compo- cept quarters when ttrey do becomre avaidlcl
"ent in the choice phenomenon mentioned offten

Figure 66 Sampie ciStr but:ofls oy s2oUSe
employment status, 1986 arc '987 su~rveys

60- --- -m~a

80-- -- - '987- -

30- -

Miitari Partti.me Fulime Uremroi/ Cant
Choice F rd Jot)

Employment Status

F gure 67 Sample distr ionos by mine or ' "e
waiting list, 1986 and 1987. surveys

4 00-

80 ___

70___ 1986
______- __Civilan

Percent 50---I
40 - 1987

Under 1 1-2 3-12 Over 12
Number of Months

. This range is externdud t0 aiuw for conizarabIlity of the

,J1oicC options



Satisfaction with Present Conditions

Table 30 at the end of tW's section approximately equal tor the t'.Vo pCVL.l .'C" l C
shows the comparison of comparable items unit and bedroom size, arid ncie a- ' -,n u' n
between 1986 vlian housing residents and However, all other items were les- 1,-, cr.e Ir
1987 military family housingresidents Reported residents of mihtary family housr,' .''hile .c'-
n this table are the actual percentages of differences may reflect actual nsui,r:enc:e-s :
agree disagree for each item, as well as a rela the unit, residents of mihtary tarn iy rousir.'- a'e
tive rating that givens a quick point of reference also less likely to have a choice of jnts, !Ioor
with respect to the other population plans, etc. Denied that choice. they are likely to

be consistently less satisfied with the ph,.sicai
Housing Office Services aspects of their housing units.

Within this category most items With regard to facilities. 3.i .onmcar vc
showed a higher proportion of respondent items were more negative for residents of ml 11

satisfaction in the military housing population tary family housing These items inc!ude ha.,r
his is consistent with the esults of the 1986 adequate sdewalks playgrounds and al aI,

study lnd,,duals living oft base post have itf'e recreat:onal facilities These differeices c . J
oppcrtunity to utlize the services offered by the be affected by the disparity ;n the farn ly s:e
'ousirg otftce, and are usually limiteC !o the two popuiations of individuals
irprocessing Further, it they are not in civlan
nousing by choice this interaction may take on a Again. the patterns reporied heir ae
more negative aspect In lignt of this the the same as those found in the 1986 study
..fference is not surprising.

Maintenance and Repair
Loaner Furniture

Existence of regular previntve
Again, as with the Hous,ng Ottce S .r maintenance and response to rm ,;!i and

ces sect;on most comparisons were more emergency calls tor ser.ice &eri? a, mer,
;.oSth. e'tor rnmiitary family nousng resdents neqalvely i r t ir'! am,!y hc srg ' rts .s
.Snce more respondents to ine 1937 on post consistent N ih the comparisons m,:e beteer
survey reported not using the program, tWis the 1985 aria ti, r' irveys nr,ort, *r "
probaoly reflects differential use of the loaner and thereforp ,s rot ,nexpeced
lurniture program rather than actual saistactan
3r dissatislact;on with the program. Security and Safety

Housing Referral I he only :omparalte trm ,,as
satisfaction with the ecurity of the un,: Toe

Of the two items compared in this sec- respondents in mlitarv housing were rnoe
t on one was more favorable when rated by md- satisfied than thos liv:ng !n civilian housing
itary residents and one by civilan The patterns
observed are consistent with those found in the TLA
1986 off post survey The residents of civilian
housing are more satisfied with the accuracy of Three itms were compared tor dft.r
the civilian housing lists and less satisfied with ences between the off-post and current on-pc'::
the arnount of information they received on responses Military residents reported more ct
buying a home. ten being briefe.d on TLA in cortrast, service,

members in civilian housing were more sat s!eut
Features and Facilities with the accuracy of the hotel -st It is unlkt:v,,

that the differences result from d11erential e,pe
Only one item in the features and riences of the two populations In fact, it the

facilities section was more favorable to satisfaction levels are viewed across the three
respondents of military family housing -- years there has been a consistent decline i
proximity to work. Three items were



I

s3t:staction This may point to a need for review The perception of the posi!ive effect -f
Ot trie hotel iist. job performance and career intento.n however.

produced differing levels of agreement. Resi-
Satisfaction with the quality of the TLA dents of civilian housing more often responded

faclity was approximately the same for the two positively. It should be pointed out that these
populations of respondents. findings are consistent with what would be ex-

pected when considering the impcirtance of the
General Satisfaction influence of choice upon satistacton levels for

these individuals. It is also in agreement with
Two of the four comparison items in the findings of the 1986 study.

the overall satisfaction section were approxi-
mately equal in the 1986 and 1987 studies.
Service member and spouse satisfaction re-
mained stable across populations

I
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DISCUSSION

Desp t-e mhe fact !fhat oniv .4. percent of ccntlributed to past studies. encouraging ithem to
respondents !o the current study reported a respond in this case probably increased thef
preference for miliary, family nousing, over 70 participation What began initially as an atter:,;-
percent of the Service members were satisfied to improve response rates by promoting par!,cl-
Aith their hous~ng units This level of satisfac pation by families with deployed service niem-
tion is on the upswing, showing a modest in- bers resulted in added insights regarding the
crease over that seen in 1985. In addition con- client population and the direction of intluer':e
siderable increases were found when examining within the family with respect to housing sat-
the perceived effect of living conditions on lob faction.
performance and career intention. Positive re-
sponses on :hese items rose by approximately When responses wereanlz:
%-, percentage po~nt over 1:985 Servuie mnem- wfie!ter the responicort wvas th)e -
hers apcair to be increasingly satisfied with ber the spouse or the ccore resipcridc-ng
their ivina conditions. guther, interest ng cifferences emerged E

ent aspects of th-e ;virng environme!nta-o-c
V.'rer respondents reported a stirng :o gret salier.ce tc sc uses i Jr -ce

creforence for iving in mitary housing, satislac- members In many cases. ore menmer ft-
norn rose to ev.en higher levels As .,aS slicwn r. military couple ceemt~a to exert !(nic ) -rh
the 1986 survey of cvilian housing residents in Over the direction of responses Amcng
Hawaii Lawson Murphy, & Magnusson 1987 items in Part '2 !,r nsotorce. when aSSessmc--f
the element -01 choice appears to influence of Current ccniditocs xas :lhe goal. in re cornT
",ousing satisfaction. When individuals perceive riant pattern was !or ,r-slcrses cf service m-er
that :hey have a choice., hey lend to make hers answering, aicre 'o be more rc~itvr e
greater investments in beng satisfied wi ther those of ether c£-.ouses or c7r- . "!s r s -,

,coices. Hy finding ways to capitalize on this el- -ests thiat naf- of ',*e te ms .11IJ rc
em-enil of choice. housing satistar-tion can bep sai.ernce to r :nx ,ars an r serice rr7,t-
1,uenced postively, and Ithat souses rt,,. Cedthe direr-, :f

o'r~c nt-v ar rlhit 2 "co ci "-e
Confirmation for the irntluenco of wvas -rcnqest on ;t~rnis c~ang, wittn m,3rr-

hiaving a choice can be seen in the current Otucdv Z~ ~r~of hssn -c5j,.,cts cri - zc
.%ith the ovenshelming positive resoonses to t~cc~e~r -- .-- day r7u n
-cccupant-recuested programs and oicies 6e .:n . ic I. ro eaturtr
sponise to the changes in the mfove-out cleaning anq-rc anri-a stuatons and sec'r,
policy and the policy allowing occupants to in- and satlyC-enstv serv~ci2 members ::tr-
stall their own yard fencing has been extremely naps becautse ot ams- ncvst1,rm the hocust:
positive By responding to the suggestions of relinquish con:t-cI 1,1 tnt~ dorain to their
the residents OCFHO has allowed them a voice rcouses
in policy -making and thereby capitalized on a
component ot choice. Clear-9 thrtee finding have n'.cat

Ior Anat client pop .iaion 'the husing office a
Spouse satisfaction, compared to ser tually se"~es (Cifen nrt tccus *s on 'ne si-- -

vice member satisfaction. atso showec! modest Member as client ;t appears. at least Icr lto'e-
improvements over 1985. As seen in past spondents of this survey that spouse sat stac-
studies, however, spouse satisfaction was found tion may be even more important as a doeter
to be about 4 percentage points below that of mining factor in overali satistaction
the service member.

In order to increase spouse and
The current study, in Contrast to prior service member satisfaction, a number ofa .

studies, was able to identify the precise contri- that have been shown in the current study to
bution made by spouses to the findings by initia- have impact should be emphasized.
tion of a new policy to include spouses within the
target sample. Although 1t is likely that spouses



One area with considerable impact homes, spouses were &j a ,k.;' ',

upon sats action is that of housing office ,anie level O security
services. Interestingly, analysis of the current
data showed that when rating satisfaction with The tocic of ail-age recr, -v c-nm
the housing af!_e, respondents, contrar to fncilities showed increases in sati '_' r.
other categories such as maintenance and the two year perod espec:,O!y -n -:ar to
repair, did not discriminate between the service perception of adequacy S.,TIn,:'IOf .. h
provided and the manner of delivery of that playgruund nspecticns conn-,,nd
service. This suggests that, on the whole, negative responses, athough it appears to t,
housing office services are judged primarily in moving in the positive direction.
terms of the quahty of the interaction between
client and service provider The expanded demographics co~iect.:c-

in the 1987 sample allowed for additional ---nal,
Looking at ratings of satisfaction witn ses with regard to housing prferen. , .

the qualty of that interaction, aggregated across isfaction Results showed that mtar' y

all subgroups. responses on tne whole sho,'ed housing residents with experience if,
a decline netween 1985 and 1987 This is par- housing in Hawati were more s et,-,1 -
icularly true for those items related to cngoing military hcusing living COndi;ors f-u .
services Specifically, responses to items about with little or no experience in cvi!ian -.cu, ,'r
housing office efficiency quality of ser ice, and were less i'keiy to prefer cvernmeri- i- ', r
informativeness showed decreased positive re- and less ikely to De saisfied with thur t',:.c-

soonses On the other hand, individual items This suggests it may be reasonable to nc-a,-
iess directly related to the client-provider inter- efforts to :mprove housing referral ser..iceS
action, such as processing time and avaiiability Perhaps because of the unique socio-ecor~om-
of lists of rules and regulations, showed gains environment in Hawaii. sence members 2in3,

not be adequately prepared to make dnc-s~ons
Another imoortant determinant of regarding suitable housing choices w :rc,! ;c-

spouse and service member satisfaction was tlonal information, information crovided .roac
found to be performance and quality of mainte tively by ccunselors thoroughly tami;iar ',!Ttf
nance and repairs As mentioned earlier. analy- civilian houJsing market ard hcw -t ,it ,mEa> ' "-
sis indicated that respondents did differentiate contrasts with the miltary housing envrc-rmenr'.
between quality of service and quality of interac- By maximizing the information made ava:iabie
lion when maintenance and repair issues were military families, the housing re'erral office .-
being considered. While perception of the qual- can capitaize on ihe element ochoe. T,&-.
ity of repairs, per se, showed decline in the two findings are consistent with that found ,r -. e
year peri d tems indicating responsiveness study of personnel iving ott-post Law.cr 7.
and manner of delivery of service showed clear phy. & Magnusson. 198-
improvements

Satisfaction with living cond:!ions
Although not clear predictors of satis military famiy housing appears to be r'pro,ir-;

faction, cont,nued concern was shown by in Hawaii This is e,,idenced Dy increases in
spouses on issues related to security and safety perceived positive effects, as weil as by tlh
and facilities There was improvement during arger number of gains over 'os.es .n
the two year period, however, particularly in the respondent satisfacticn ratings OCFHO. as -I

area of security Increases in satisfaction with model installation, is in a unique position to
security were found, as demonstrated by higher develop and exoorl new programs and policies
satisfaction with patrols in the housing areas and Many of their experimental programs have ber
decreased desire for protective fencing and overwhelmingly successful ie g. self-help, the
Neighborhood Watch. Spouses did continue to occupant improvement policy, and the new
be more negative with regard to feeling safe in cleaning policy). This approach of encourac,r2
their homes than service members. For exam- occupants to be involved in the polcy-makri
pie, while service members felt comfortable with process is obviously successful and worthy of
the security devices they installed in their consideration at ott;,2r installations

9 l
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Fr ', ',P PPOR7 r-'.I'JAND .- AVAt

'pA'EU~~ AMIp.V HY ' IJj"ING (C'F ;CE
' HAFTEn HAWAII "6858-5OeO

APZV-OH 3 April 1987

NEMORANDUM FOR FAMILY HOUSING RESIDENTS

SUBJECT: Military Housing Occupant Survey

1. iilitarv family housing for all of the Services on Oahu has been manareed
by the Arm, since October 1983. The Oahu Consolidated Family Housing Office
(,CFHO', is responsible for providino the best possibia support to all service
members arc their families.

2. As part of our continuing efforts to improve fomily housing, OCFHO in
concert with the Na\'vy Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) in San
Diego, has conducted a number of surveys in the past to find out what should
be done to improve military family housing. Many programs now in place are
the direct result of what we have learred from our surveys. We are again
working with NPRDC to conduct another survey.

3. OCFHO needs to know if we are still moving forward. You are a vital part
in the success of our survey. Your answers will be used to rate satisfaction
with present housina progranis and to plan for future projects, programs, and
improvements.

4. The enclosed packet contains a questionnaire with an answer sheet and a
return envelope. Please complete the answer sheet within a reasonable amount
of time after you receive it - 5 to 10 days is about right. After vnu
complete the answer sheet, mail it back in the envelope provided. You may
throw the questionnaire away. Do not put your name on the answer sheet unless
you want feedback to your comments.

5. If you have questions, please call Or. Sandy McKeen at 438-266C or
433-2877.

6. Thank you for your participation.

Encl 4 NJAMI R. SC APAK
COL, EN
Director, Oahu Consolidated Family

Housing Office

A-i



OCFHO

iHuusimn, OfFic

ATTITUDE SURVEY OF

MILITARY HOUSING RESIDEINTS,

HAWAII 1987

PRIN AtA ACT STATENIVNI

Public La. 14 5"). called the l'nvacv Act 4 ( '4, equire uhac yow hinformed of Lhe purpostes 4mi -iqeq to qTd !e I' i. rl-mi!' I

hle Oahu Cconsolidated Family Hoiusing M.tice -( x'lH() ,, ollect the intrrnatin ee. 4uCltCl :' !lie Aut.nh .tIt IV-- u-zi 4

Residents under the muthonty of 5 United States Code 30 1
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in Hawaii

P'roiding informnation in this firm i% 'iIunmrv sIii O rri i i-dt arii pamicular jislirns- n-4 -suii in AirsPat

ecept the IAs.hl .aiI rpresentatiton m lour vie%,; j;, tlie iual results ant utcexnie



INSTRUCTi(ONS:

1. Please pull out the answer form from the rest of the questionnaire packet.

2. Read each question or statement and all possible an,,wers carefully before choosing your
answer.

3. Select the number of the answer that BEST applies to you or BEST expresses your opinion.
Print it CLEARLY in the space provided for the item, as shown below. All answers must be on
the answer form. For example:

Survey: 1. Service
Answer Form- !.

If vou are in the Air Force, your answer would be "4" nd you should enter a , in the hlank

provided for question 1.

Answer Form: 1. 4

4. Please notice that some items have answers with only one digit numbers (choices are U to 9?
Others have many more choices. If your answer is 8 (for example) on one of the items \kith
more than 9 choices, be sure to enter -08" on your answer form.

5. Please note that the survey may be completed by the spouse or service member. For du.,l
career military families, "service member" should be considered to mean the higher ranking
service member.

6. Use the back of the answer form for ,our comments, adding extra ,heets as needed.

- Mail only your completed answer form and written comments in the return envelope to the
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center. You may, throw away the remainder ,, :)t
questionnaire packet.

Developed by

Oahu Consolidated Family Housing Office
Fort Shafter, Hawaii 96858-50X

and

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center
San Diego, California 92152-68(X)

A-3
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OCFH O
Oahu Consolidated Family lhousing Office

ATTITUDE SURVEY OF MILITARY HOUSING RESIDENTS, HAWAII 197

Answer Form

PART 1 -
BACKGROUND Policies and Housing Maintena,ce

Procedures Referral and Repair
1. (Cont)
2. 33, 64.
3. 34. 65. 99.
4. 35. 66. 100.
5. 36. 67. 101.
6. 37. 102.
7. 38. Features and 103.
8. 39. Facilities 104.
9. 40. 105.
10. 68.11. Loaner 9. Security

12. Furniture 70. ant, Safetv
13. _and Appliances 71.
14. 72. 106.
15. 41. 73. 107.
16. 42. 74. 108.
17. 43. 75. 109.

44. 76. _110.

45. 77. 111.
PART 2 -. 46. 78.
MILITARY 47. 79. communication
IIOUSIN; & 48. 80.
HI(OUSING 49. 81. 112.
SER% ICES 50. 82. 113.

51. 83. 114.
Ifeusing 52. 84. 115.
Office 53. 85. 116. _

Serv ice 86. 117.
Qperations 87. 118.

18. 88.
19. __ 54. ___ 9. __SfIl

20. 55. 90.
21. 56. 91. 1IQ.
22. 57. 92. 120.
23. 58. 121.
24. 59. Maintenrance 122.
25. 60. and Rej.pjr 123.
26. 61. 124.
27. 62. 93. 125.
28. 63. 94. 126.
29. 95.
30. 96. Please continue
31. [ 97. on the back of
32._ 98. this form



TLA PART 3 - Policies and Securitv
WHAT SHOULD BE Procedures and SajtrhN

127. (Cont)
128. Housing.Office 159.
129. Service 149. 160.
130. 150. 161.
131. 139. 151. 162.

140. 163.
General 141. Operations
Satisfaction 142. _ _Self-Hel)p

143. 152.
132. 153. 164.
133. Policies and 165.
134. Procedures Maintenance 166.
135. and Rep ir

136. 144.
137. 145. 154.
138. - - 146. 155.

147. 156.
148. 157, _15 _

158.

PART 4 - WRITTEN COMMENTS

WHAT HAVE WE MISSED? Please use the space below to make any comments You wish - ahbot
your housing, the housing orice. etc.. Add more sheets if needed.

Send this answer sheet and your written comments in the enclosed envelope. You may throw the
questionnaire away.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP

A-5
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ATTITUDE -SURVEY OF MIliTARY HOUSING RESIDEINTS.
IIAW All 1987

Rea~.d tile que%tions cartfull. %lark your ans'vtvr- ( )N IIE FORM)~ prov ide~d. All aw'%% ers and
commnts must h.e on tile ans%%er form.

1."* pue -~ ciii.in i t-penldent spo)use

2. For dual career nmihit.ir% Ster' ice me'mber" highetr ranking memht'r, and

-SpouS&' tileh m'er ranking member.

PART I IIA(:K(ROI MI)

1. Vho is jIns'sering this questiInaire

I SA:rA i,:c n,- m c r

Boh crN ice niCnit)cr and '1,,u L

2. St-riice iscc nowt .ih)i'! if Ada ix fl iihtjr

-\mv A wi- tiot) 4 Air I 1 - :

-- \r:>',Iir \larin (rp

%i Othcr

3.Pa,, Gra~de -CA TIOI JINOA: it dual -ircer mniliuir\

F I -

09 F. A)i ;kv

4. 'time in sers.ice.

I Less han I car 6 8-12 years
21-2 years 2' 12-16 cars

1. -1 %C~rA 8. 16-20) vcars
43--4 vcars 9. Ov.er 21) year.,

5. -- years



5. Sex of service member.

I. Male
2. Female

6. Marital status.

1. Married
2. Separated, divorced or widowed
3. Single, never married

7. Is spouse living with service member?

0. No spouse
1. Yes
2. No

8. Are child(ren) living -ith service member?

0. No child(ren)
1. Yes
2. No

9. Does the service member have other dependent relative(s)?

1. Yes, living with us
2. Yes, living elsewhere
3. No

10. Number of family members (dependents) living with service member.

0 None 5. Five
1 One 6. Six
2. Two 7. Seven

,. Three 8. Eight
4 Four 9. Nine or more

11. Spouse employment.

0. Does not apply (no spouse)
I. S[xuse military
2. Working part time - civilian

Working full time - civilian
-. Unemployed by choice
5. Can't find ajob

12. llo'% long were you on the waiting list before your FIRST OFtrVR of quarters'!

1. Less than I month 5. 6-8 months
2. 1-2 months 6. 8-12 months
3. 2-4 months 7. 12.24 months
4. 4-6 months 8. More than 24 months

A-7
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13. When did the service member FIRST move into family housing in Ilas aii?

1. Before Oct 1983 6. Jul 1985-Dcc 1985
2. Oct 1983-Dee 1983 7. Jan 1986-Jun 1986
-3 Jan 1984-Jun 1984 8. Jul 1986-Dec 1986
4. Jul 1984-Dcc 1984 9. Since Jan 1987
5. Jan 1985-Jun 1985

14. Has the service member ever lived in civilian housing in lljA'aii?

1. No
2. Yes. for less than 6 monLIIS
3. Yes, for 6-12 months
41. Yes, for 12-18 months
5. Yes, for 18-2-4 months
6. Yes, for over 24 mionths

15. Are sou living in quarters primarily biecause oif the high cost of ci% ilian hiousing"'

1. Yes
2. No

16. Did scr' ice member respond to the last aittitude survey for military family housing
residents (Spring 1985)?

0., Don't knov, or,!,xs not apply
1. Yes;

17. Name of pre';ent housing area.

(11 1A NIC19.) Rcd l1111
02 F, Sifter 20. Camp Smith

L-' Ft. Kam 22. Hospil Point
2t. Ford Island

0 Kilauea MC .2-1 MIarine lBarrcks
06. Schofield Barracks; 25. McGrew Poinit
07. Helemano 26. Nleanaloa Terrace

27. Pearl C'ity Pennisula
(G8. Barbers Point/

Barbers Point \lakai 2X %Ta nania
191. Piiuloa 21) Camp Stoner
10. Iroquois Point 3(0. NAVCANISFASTPAC
11, Lualualet/RTF 31. Radford Terrace
12. West Loch 3,2. 11alsey Terrace

33;. Catlin Park
13. Hale Moku
14. Hokulani 34. Hickamn AFB
15. Halawa 3S. Wheeler AFB
16. Makalapa ~t.Bellowvs AFS
17. Little Makalapa
18. Maloelap ;7. Kaneohe Baiy NiCAS
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PART 2 - MIIITARM II()SIN(; .ND II(USIN(; SERVICES

In tile foIlo\ ing items, use the ans%%ers be(hi% to ,ho(, if you AGREE or DISAGREE lsiIh each statement.

0 = Does not apply or don't know
I = Strongly disagree
2 = Disagree

3 = Neither disagree nor agree
4 = Agree

5 = Strongly agree

it(). SIN(; OFFI '1 SER% ICE

IS. Htousing ollice people h w onccrn hor ilitary lamilies;.
I Q ou ising office people Ire polite.
20. H tousing office people are lnloriaLVC.
2I. Family housing is a.s;igTL in a uniform manner.
22. I-he housing office explained housing rules fully.
23. Housing office people work with family members when the service member is away

kdCployed or TDY .
24. Housinv office service is good even during p.eak periods.
25 Tile housing otlice seems to he well run (scr'rce is fast. reliable).
2). The time it took to provcess through the housing office was not a problem.
27. Family housing rules are properly enforced.
2S Fani;ll housing rules are enfor,:cd the .ame in all housing areas and Services.
2 Ct q',e. til houiog rules are available at area housing olfi.c:.

C) (opies of waitine lists arc available at area housing offices.
1 "he housini Ioffi c etiat . x, her- quarters would be available was accurate.

12. i),,rall. '.e are 'uatiled with hou miiig office services.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

We ike the idea of mixing Services in housing areas.
3-4 TPi rule that yards he kept mowed and free of debris is strictly enforced.
I5 We IiKc the poIc that allows plants put in by occupants to remain when the, nlo,, oit
16 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements to remain at move oUt.

.7 We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be covered and screened.
39. We like the policy that allows yard fencing through %elf-hclp.
39 Wait time for approval of yard fencing is not a problem.

40 Overall. OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and wants
of family housing residents.
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Please keep using the answers below to show ifrvou AG;REEF or DISAGREF with each statement.

0 = Does not apply or don't know
I = Strongly disagree
2 =Disagree
3 = Neither disagree nor agree
4 = Agree

IL 5 =Strongly agree

LOA.NER FURNITruRF AND APPLIANCES

-41. The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem.
-:2. The proxessing time it Look us, to get appliances was not a problem,

4The loaner furniture we used was in good shape.
atThe appLinces we used wcre in good shape.

ct. \ had enouijh loaner furniture to meet our needs.
'A~ L: had loaner tur-niture long enough to meet our needs.

-:7 The ioarier furnoure program was fully explained to us.
-48 !he I -day, rice recijircd for oaner fu-niture pick-up was not a problem for us.

9 \were told at the hu)usoig office that washers and dryers are available for reS:ueL.tK' 0![ " L'7
and :ivilian housing.

('Nre sou usini: a zovernient washer' (if ver, answer "4." if no, answer '2")
', rc ',ou using a government diyr.r i'ff yes, answer IC l no, answer 2"

52 A, cou u'int d go,.ernoeni fishwasher.' 'If ves, answer '4.' If no, answer 2

-.,ral c f.e led'ie loaner furniture and appliance program is good.

OPEKRATIONS

541 Housing inspectors are polite.
55;. [lousing inspectors are on time.
-56. Government cleaning of quarters will make our move-out easier
57, Poor work by contractor,; is usually fixed quickly.
58 Housing, inspectors use the ,ame standards for all.

9.Housing inspection rules are the same for all.
00, Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quarters repairs.

61. Our trash pick-up is good and oin schedule.
62. We were given phone stickers wxith work order and emergency numbers by inspectors at chck-i

03, Overall, housing operations that we have observed seem to run smoothly.
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Please keep using the answers below to show ir'you AGREE or DISAGREE Aith each statement.

0 = Does not apply or don't know
I = Strongly disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Neither disagree nor agree
4 = Agree
5 = Strongly agree

Il1US'IN(; RI.FFRRAL

64 We were given up-to-date, accurate liss of civilian housing when we arnved.
6.. We were given maps and school information when we arnved.
00. TIh housing ol lice oflered us information about buying, leasing and coracL,, for civilian hu

67. ( erall, the housing referral program seems to work well.

F1.%TrI RES .AND FACILITIES

b8. Family housing in our area is always being improved.
60). Our housing unit is large enough for us.
70. Our bedrooms are large enough.
71. We have enough Iathrooms.

72. Our housing unit is built well.
7 3, Our floor plan is goxl.

74 Our unit does NOT riced kitchen or badroo)m remodeling.
75. We have enough kitchcn cabinet space.

76. The plunbing in our unit is not a problem.
77 Our kitchen appliances work well.
78. Our hot water supply is adequate.
79. Window and door screen material now being used is OK.

80. Our housing unit was clean when we moved in.
81. Noise between housing units in our area is not a problem.
82. Our housing unit is close to my work.
83. There are enough sidewalks in our housing area.

84. We have enough tot lots and playgrounds (swings, etc.) in our housing area
85. Our playgrounds are well maintained.
86. Our playgrounds are inspected often enough.
87. Our playgrounds are far enough from roads.
88. We have enough facilities (e.g., child care and family service centers) in this area.
89. We have enough all-ages recreational facilities (e g., pools, weight rooms, etc) available to Us
90. We have enough recreational facilities available for teenagers.

91. Overall, we are sausfied with most features of our housing unit (e.g., floor plan, apphan,:c,
92. Overall, we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area (e.g., play grounds, sidewaiks

A-1I
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Please keep using the answers below to show if you ACREE or DISAGREE with each statement.

0 =Does not apply or don't know
I =Strongly disagree
2 =Disagree
3 =Neither disagree nor agree
4 =Agree
5 Strongly agree

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

931. Rcpairs to our quarters were donec lefore we moved in.
94. Quality of maintenance work is good.
95. 1 ousing units get regular preventive maintenance.
06. Our common ground areas arc well maintained.
()'. We arc told in advance of contractor work in our area.
08. We are usually 4ivcn a rime frame when repairs will be made.
1)9 Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends.
100n. Maintenance people are polite.
101 Response to roaune call,, for scrvic, is go)od.
1 01 Work order rinmbrs even1 at the time o1 the call result in faster seriC.
1031. Emnergency phone calls get Uhrough promptly.
104O Response to emirrencv calls for service is good.

105. Overall, we are saii~twd %k ith maintenance and repair in our unit and housing area.

sIK(I'RIIlY AND SAFI li

I I hcre arc, cnouiwh parols, in our housing area.
Il-We have regular t ire aispcuuns in our housing area.
U .W" feel that our housing unit is eue

(it t Speed limits are entorccd in our hous;ing are
110,. We feel .,ale with the self-help security devices that we have installed.

11. Overall. we are satisfied xith scurits and safety in our unit and houoing area.

C0NU MI N I (A' I () N

112. The housing oflhice told us albout free storage of excess furniture.
I 1 WeC feel Lomfortable asking questions cf housing office people any time.
114. We have used the Housing Hodine.
115. 'The Housing flotine was helpful when we had a problem.
116. The "Aloha Ohana' housing newspaper is informativec.
117. We got a copy of "The Military Family Preview" ttrough our spo(nsor.

I IX. Overall. comminunic atiton between housing offices and hoasing residcntiu is good.

A-i12



Please keep using the answers below to show ir yo AG~REE or I)ISAGREE with each statement.

I 0 =Does not apply or don't know
I=Strongly disagree

2 =Disagree
3 = Neither disagree nor agree
4 = Agree
S = Strongly agree

SF L F - lII i

11-). Vhe hot)lr.s thaur e! I)-help store is open are OK.
12(). Our eClf-help store nas the itemsl we need.
I _I Servic:e is good at our self-help store.

12 ' We xere told about the self-help program at cheek-in.
23. We Ilikc having pestic Ides stocked at the self-help stores.
24. WNe like having -hrubs stocked at the self-help stores.

l We like having security itemns (e.g., dead-bolt locks. peep holes and window lock,,,
stocked at the self-help stores.

126 Overall, we are satisfied with the self-help program.

12 7 We were briefed on TLA at the housing otFice.
128 Our housing office had a good hotel list.
120 The TLA hotel we staved in was 0K.
I Y. Estimates oh TLA suys (luring majo~r repais on our military housing have been accurate.

13-11 Overall, we were sausfied with the ThA program.

(;PNERAL SATISFAcTION

112. We would prefer military over civilian hous;ing even if costs were not a factor

111 . We prefer our current housing area over any other in IHawaii.
11-1. Overall. the service member is satisfied with our housing unit.
1 ;5. Overall, the spouse is saushied with our housing unit.
13t6. Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service member's job perhurmance
1 iT Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service member's military c.areer intenTtions.

138. Overall, we are satisfied with most services provided by housing.
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PART 3- WHAT SHOULD BE

WHAT DO YOU THINK SHOULD BE DONE TO IMPROVE FAMILY HOUSING? Help O(-'i0 plan ..rx
,;erams by show kin if you AGREE or DISAGREE with the statements below.

0 = Does not apply or don't knowI = Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree
3 = Neither disagree nor agree
4 = Agree
5 = Strongly agree

tlOLSING OFFICE SERVICE

I 3) Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints.
140. Better pet control is needed in our housing area.
141. Children in our housing area need more supervision.
142. Service members and spouses should be required to attend briefings about family housing
143. Newcomer question and answer sessions on family housing should be held regulariy.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

1-4 Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator.
145. Soeni exijting familk housing should be set aside for EI to .3 families.
1-. Higher priority should be given Fl to E3 farnilies for future family housing urots.
147. Pet owners should be rquired to register their pets.
I4Q. Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been iound for pets bcf vi thcv 5' S

S1 inruln. housing residents, need to be told of hou.,ing rule chanics more uften
1 ResIdents should be allowed to have enclosed outside storage.
151 Commands should support the sponsor program more

O(PERATIONS

I5I There should be a ' special' phone nuimber to repirt play ground prohIcmn, and dc :,
I' '. All units in multi-unit buildings, should be treated At the same time M 10n M It1t !1,1 .ur ,. Ctt

or pest problem beyond the control ot the occ.upant.

MAIN'TENANCE AND REPAIR

154. More quality control of contractor work is needed.
155. Follow-up maintenance inspections should be done after qti.rters hao e been ov ipwd !,)t a ,hil
156. Surveys of residents' maintenance needs should be done regularly.
157. Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends.
159. Street signs arid quarters numbers should be easier to read.

A- IlA



Please keep using the answers below to show ir you AG REE or DISAG REE with e.1ch staternent.

0 = Does not apply or don't know
1 = Strongly disagree
2- Disagree

3 = Neither disagree nor agree
4 = Agree
5 Strongly agree

SECURITY A* ND SA FET Y

159). WVe need rumble strips in our housing area.
160. We need more street or outdoor lighting in our housing area.
161. We need protective fencing around our housing area.
162. We needl Neighiborhood With in our housing area.
163. We need more information on how to dot our own quarters sccunit chcks.

SELF-Il EL P

164. Resident,; should be allowed to use any sell-help store.
165. Sell-help stores should hold more clIasses.
166. Self-help stores should pro% de more "how -to-do-it' niatrials

PART 4 - WRITTEN COMMENTS

WI tAT HAVE WE MISSED? Plca, e let us know by making comments on tie kick of th l tcn I it,*,
comments may be on any topic. Adid more Thects it' you need more space.

Send your answer sheet and written commens in the encloscd envelope. Mail the return postcard SI'VARA V' 1,
You may throw the questionnaire away.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP



APPENDIX B

1985 - 1987 GAINS, LOSSES, AND NO CHANGE
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APPENDIX C

COMPARISONS OF RESPONSES BY THE INDIVIDUAL MILITARY FAMILY

HOUSING SITES
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COMPARISONS OF RESPONSES BY THE INDIVIDUAL MILITARY
FAMILY HOUSING SITES

In the following series of tables, the attitudes, opinions, and perceptions of survey participants
from the 35 individual housing sites from which responses were obtained are shown in coded form,
according to the mean responses.

In Part 2 of the questionnaire, a low mean (or negative) response indicates dissatisfaction or a
perceived problem, while a higher mean (or positive) response indicates that all is generally well. In Part
3, a low mean (or negative response shows less desire for or interest in the proposed change, while a
high mean (or positive) response indicates that the proposed change to improve living conditions was
popular among the respondents.

The codes in the tables should be interpreted as follows:

Mean Score Code Interpretation

1.00-1.95 NN Part2: Very negative, very dissatisfied.
Part 3: Very little desire or perceived need.

1.96-2.79 N Part 2: Negative, generally dissatisfied.
Part 3: Little desire or perceived need.

2 80-3.19 0 Part 2: Neutral, no concensus of agreement
Part 3: Neutral, no concensus of agreement.

3.20-3.99 P Part 2: Positive, generally satisfied.
Part 3: Desired, need generally perceived.

4.00-5.00 PP Part 2: Very positive, very satisfied.

Part 3: Highly desired, high perceived need.

In both parts of the questionnaire, the strongest indications are shown by the double positive
(PP) or double negative (NN) codes, followed by the single positive (P) and negative (N) codes. Neutral
codes (0) represent items on which respondents either mostly marked "neither disagree nor agree," or on
which there was no concensus of agreement.

The reader is cautioned to note the number of individuals responding from each housing site
The smaller the number, the more extreme the responses tend to be. Also, as the population gets
smaller, the required number of respondents in the sample increases in order for the results to be
considered representative of the population. Therefore, sites where the sample sizes were high relative
to the resident population at the time are the more reliable indicators of attitudes at that site.

Because of the small number of individuals who responded from some of the housing sites. no
statistical analyses were Performed at this level. The "eyeball" comparisons on the following pages are
included ONLY as a management tool, to suggest where problems or desires for change may be most
prevalent.
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FORT SHAFTER AREA

Fort Foil

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS TAMC Shafter AVR Kam

(n 97) (n=243) (nz828) (n=4)

Housing Office Services

018 Housing office people show concern for military families. 0 0 P N

019 Housing office people are polite. P p P P

020 Housing office people are informative P P P N

021 Family housing is assigned in a uniform manner 0 0 0 )

Q22. The housing office explained housing rules fully O 0 p N

023 Housing office people work with family members when tte

service member is away (deployed or TDY, N 0 0 pp

Q24 Housing office service is good even dunng peak periods N C 0 0

025 The housing office seems to be wel run

/service is fast. reliable) 0 0 0 0

Q26 The time it took to process through the housing office

was not a problem P P P O
027 Family housing rules are properly enfo'ced 0 N N 0

028 Famty housing rules are enforced the same in all housing

areas and services. 0 N N PP

029 Copies of housing rules are available at area housing offices P P P pp

Q30 Copies of waiting lists are available at area housing offices P P P Pp

031 The housing office estimate of whetn quarters would be

available was accurate p P P

032 Overall. we are satisfied with housing office services P p P 0

Poicies and Procedures

033 We like the idea of mixing services in housing areas p P P Pp

034 The rule that yards be kept mowed and free of debris
is strictly enforced 0 P 0 0

035 We like the policy that allows plants put in by occupants
to remain at move out Pp PP PP PP

036 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements

to remain at move out pp pp pP Pp

037 We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be

covered and screened pp Pp Pp PP

038 We like the policy that allows yard fencing through self-help PP Pp PP Pp

039 Wait time for approval of yard fencing is not a problem N 0 0 pp

040 Overall, OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and
wants of family housing residents P P p p
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FORT SHAFTER AREA

Fort Fort
QUESTIONNAIRE :TEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS TAMC Shatter APAR Kam

(n=97) (n=243) (n-228 ; n=4;

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

041 The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem PP PP PP PP
042 The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem PP PP P PP
043 The loaner furniture we used was in good shape P P P P
044 The appliances we used were in good shape P P P PP
045 We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs P P P p
046 We had loaner furniture long enough to meet our needs PP P P P
047 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us P P P PP
048 The 5-day notice required for loaner furniture pick-up was not

a problem for us P P P p
049 We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

available for residents of both military and civilian housing 0 0 P

053 Overall, we feel the loaner furniture and appliance program is good PP PP P P

Operations

054 Housing inspectors are polite P P P P
055 Housing inspectors are on time P P P P

056 Government cleaning of quarters will make our move-out easier PP PP PP np
057 Poor work by contractors is usually fixed quickly C N 0 P
058 Housing inspectors use the same standards for ail C 0 C 0
059 Housing inspection rules are the same for all 0 0 0 a
060 Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quarters repairs 0 N 0 P,
061 Our trash pick-up is good and on schedule PF PP p N
062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency

numbers by inspectors at check-in 0 N N

063 Overall, housing operations that we have observed
seem to run smoothly P P P P

Housing Referral

064 We were given up-to-date, accurate lists of civilian housing when
we arrived. P P 0 PP

065 We were given maps and school information when we arrived 0 0 0 PP
066 The housing office offered us information about buying. leasing, and

contracts for civilian housing. N 0 N P

067 Overall, the housing referral program seems to work well 0 P 0
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FORT SHAFTER AREA

Fort Fort
CUESTIONNAIRE '7EMS CURRENT COND~IDONS TA MG S hoi vr A-MR r~r

ln=9
7

) n=243) fr. 3281 (r-4

H
4ousingo Features and Facilties

068 Famrily housing in our area is always being improved 0 P P P
069 Our housing unit is large enough tor us P p P P P
00I Our bedrooms are large enough P 0 p PP

071 We have enough bathrooms P P P o
072 Our housing init is built well P 0 0 PP

073 Our floor plan -s good P 0 P PP

07 4 Our unit dies NOT need kitchen or bathroom remodeiing N N 0 N
'75 We huivo enoughi lutchn cabinet space~ P P 0 N
0 7E The plumbing n our unit is riot a prcole.rn N N P N
Q'7 Our Kitchen appliances work weill P P P P
Q 7" Our hot water supply is ddertuate PP P P PP

079 Window and door screer mattrial now boing usud is Of( P 0P P

080 Our housing unit was clean when we nciveo .n 0 0 0 0
181 Nose between housinj units n ocr area is not a problerm N N 0 PPD

282 Our nousing unit is ciose to my worx P Po P PP

083 There are enough sidewalks in o,;r housing area C P P Pip

0 84 We naveaenough tot lots and playgrounds in our housi g area N N 0 pP
085 Our playgrounds are well maintained NN N P

C86 Our Dlaygrounds are inspected often enough N N N PP
087 Our playgrounds are tar enough from roads N N P p
088 We have enough facfities (u g ,child care and FSCsI in this area NN 0 P PP

0J8? We have enough all-age recreational facilities e g Dools
weight rooms etc I available to us P P P P

090 We have enough recreational facilities for teenagers N 0 P P

D91 Overall. we are satisfied withi most features of our housing unit

(e g . floor Pla Pplacs p P PIP

092 Overall we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area

(e g . playgrounds, sidewalks) N 0 P 0

Maintenance and Repair

093 Rep~aar to our quarters were done before we moved in N * N N N
094 Quality of maintenance work is good. P 0 P p
095 Housing units get regular preventive maintenance N N a N
096 Our common ground areas are well maintained 0 0 0 N
097 We are told in advance of contr'actor work in our area 0 P P P
098 We we usually given a time frame when repairs will be made p p P P
099 Apphence repair is prompt even on weekends 0 0 0 pp
0100 Maintenance people are pokt. p p P pp
0101 Response tooutine calls for serviceis good. p p p p
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FORT SHAFTER AREA

Fort

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS TAMC Shatter AMR Kam

(n=97) (n=243 in=828) n=4)

Maintenance and Repair iCont)

0102: Work order numbers given at the time of the call
result in faster service. P P p

0103 Emergency phone calls get through quickly 0 0 p P

0104 Response to emergency calls for service is good 0 0 P PP

0105 Overall, we are satisfied with maintenance and repa~r
in our unit and housing area P 0 P P

Secunty and Safety

0106 Thera are enough patols in our housing area 0 0 P N

0107 We have regular fire inspections in our housing area N N N N

0108. We 'gel that our housing unit is secure 0 0 P P

0109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area N N P N

0110 We feel safe with the self-help security devices that we have installed P 0 P N

01' 1 Overall we are satisfied with secunty and safety in our unit and

housing area. 0 0 p N

Communicaton

0112 The housing office told us about tree storage of excess fu.rniture NN NN NN N

0113 We feel comfortable asi;ng questions of housing office people any time 0 p p P

0114 We have used the Housing Hodine N N N N
0115 The Housing Hotine was helpful when we had a problem 0 0 0 PP
0116 The "Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper is informative P P P P

0117 We got a copy of *The Military Family Preview' through our sponsor N N N P

0118 Overall. communication between housing offices and

housing residents is good 0 0 0 0

Self Help

0119 The hours that our self-help store is open are 0 K P p P 0

0120 Our self-help store has the items we need P P p p

0121 Service is good at out self-help store P P P P

0122i We were told about the self-help program at check in P p P N

0123 We like having pesticides stocked at the self-help stores PP PP PP PP

0124- We like having shrubs available at the self-help stores Pp Pp PP PP

Q125 We like having security items (e g., dead-bolt locks, peep holes,

and window locks) stocked at the self-help stores PP PP pp PP

0126 Overall, we are satisfied with the self-help program PP pp PP p
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FORT SHAFTER AREA

port Fort

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS TAMC Shatter AfAR Kin

(n=97) (n=243) (n 828) (n=4i

TLA

0127 We were briefed on TLA at the housing office P P P PP

0128 Our housing office had a good hotel list P P P P
Q029 The TLA hotel we stayed in was 0 K P P P PP

0130 Estimates of TLA stays dunng major repairs on our military
housing have been accurate 0 0 P PP

0131 Overall we were satist!ud with the TLA program P P P PP

Generaj Satisfa-tion

0132 We would prefer military over c 'Man housing even I costs
were not a factor 0 0 0 P

0133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawaii P 0 PP PP

0134 Overal. the service member is satisfied with our housing unit P P P PP

0135 Ov erall, the spouse is salisted with our housing unit P 0 P PP

0136 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service

member's lOb performance P P P PP

0137 Our living conlitons are having a positive effect on the service
member's career intentions P 0 P PP

0138 Overall. we are satisfied with most services provided by housing P P P P

QUESTiONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE

Housing Office Services

Q139 Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints P P P PP

0140 Better pet control is needed in our housing area. P P P 0
0141 Children in our housing area need more supervision P P P N

0142 Service members and spouses should be required to attend briefings

about family housing 0 P P PP

0143 Newcomer question and answer sessions on family housing

should be held regularly P P P PP
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FORT SHAFTER AREA

Fort Fort

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE TAMC Shafter AMR Kam

(n=97) (n=243) (n -828) (r,.4)

Policies and Procedures

0144 Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator P 0 P P

0145 Some existing family housing should be set aside for E: to E3 families. PP PP PP p

Q146. Higher pnority should be given El to E3 families for future family

housing units. P P P P
0147 Pet owners should be required to register their pets PP PP pp P

0148: Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been found for

pets before they PCS P P pp pp

0149 Family housing residents need to be told of housing rulo
changes more often. PP PP PP P

0150 Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outsice storage P pp p pp

0151 Commands should support the sponsor program more pP PP pp po

Operations

Q152 There should be a 'special' phone number to report
playground problems and defects P p PP p

Q,53 All units in mult-unit buildings should be treated at the same time

when one unit has an insect or pest problem beyond

the control of the occupant. PP Pp pp PP

Maintenance and Repa

0154 More quality control of oontractor work :s needed p pP P 0

0155 Follow-up maintenance inspections should be done after
quarters have been occupied for a while P PP PP pp

0156 Surveys of residents maintenance needs should be done regularly PP Pp PP PP

0157 Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends PP P PP P P

Q158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be easier to read PP PP PP PP

Secunty and Safety

0159 We need rumble stnps in our housing area 0 0 0 0
0160 We need more street or outdoor lighting in our housing area P P Pp Pp
0161 We need protective fencing around out housing area 0 0 PP P

0162 We need Neighborhood Watch in our housing area P P P N

0163 We need more information on how to do our own quarters

security checks P p P P

Self-HelD

0164 Residents should be allowed to use any self-help store P P pp pP

0165. Self-help stores should hold more classes P P P P
0166. Self-help stores should provide more "how-to-do-it" materials P pp Pp o
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS AREA

Kilauea Scnofhecl

,UESTIONNAIRE ITEMS CURRENT CONDITIONS MC Barrack, Hri,--nno
(n=2) n -1 154) (n=6t

Hous~rq Office Services

018 Housing office people show concern for military famlies N P N

019 Housing office people are polite 0 P NN

020 Housing office people are informative N P N

021 Family housing is assigned in a uniform manner N P N

Q22 The housing office explained housing rules fully P 0

Q23 iousing office people work with family members wrren the

service member is away (deployed or TDY) NN 0 N

024 Housing office service is good even during peak periods N 0' N

C25 The frousing affice seems to be well run

(service is fast. reliable) N C N

026 The ume it took to process through the housing office

was not a problem P 0

027 Family housing rules are properly enforced P 0 NN

028 Family housing rules are enforced the same in all housing

areas and services. 0 N NN

029 Copies of housing rules are available at area housing offices PP P PP

030 Copies of waiting lists are available at area housing off:ces PP P PP

C31 The housing office estimate of when quarters would be

avalable was accurate C P 0

032 Overall, we are satisfied with housing office serwces 0 P N

Poli,zes and Procedures

033 We ike the idea of mixing services in housing areas 0 P P

034 The rule that yards be kept mowed and free of debns

is strctly enforced Pp 0 NO

035 We like the policy that allows plants put in by occupants

to remain at move out Pp Pp PP

036 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements

to remain at move out. Pp PP PP

037 We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be

covered and screened PP pp PP

038 We like the policy that allows yard fencing through self-help Pp PP Pp

039 Wait time for approval of yard fencing is not a problem NN N N

040 Overall, OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and

wants of family housing residents. PP P 0
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS AREA

Kilauea Scholield

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS MC_ Barracks Heernano
(n 2) (n=1 154) (n=6)

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

Q41 The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem PP P P

Q42: The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem PP P PP

043 The loaner tumiture we used was in good shape N P P

044 The appliances we used were in good shape PP P P

045 We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs PP P P

Q46 We had loaner furniture long enough to meet our needs PP P P

Q47 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us PP P PP

•48 The 5-day notice required for loaner furnirr.re pick up was not

a problem for us PP P P

049 We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

available for residents of both military and cvilian housing P 0 0

,53 Overall we feet the oaner furniture and appliance program is good PP P PP

Cperatlons

054 Housing inspectors are polite PP P P

055 Housing inspectors are on ,me N P P

056 Government cleaning of quarters will make our move out easer PP Pp pp

057 Poor work by contractors is usually fixed quickly N 0 PP

058 Housing inspectors use the same standards for al: P 0 PP

059 Housing inspection rules are the same for all P 0 P

060 Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quarters repairs N 0 N

061 Our trash pick-up is good and on schedule 0 0 Pp

062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency

numbers by inspectors at check-in N 0 0

063. Overall. housing operations that we nave observed

seem to run smoothly. P P Pp

Housing Referral

064 We were given up-to-date, accurate lhsts of civilian housing when

we arrnved. NN P P

065 We were given maps and school information when we arnved PP 0 N

066 The housing office otfered us information about buying, leasing, and

contrcts for civilian housing N N 0

067 Overall. the housing referral program seems to work well PP 0 P

A
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS AREA

Kilauea Schoieid

Q0 !ESTiONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS MC BarrIcs ri- 'ino
m= ) (n= 1541 (n 6)

Hous ng Features and Facilities

068 Family housing in our area is aiwa, s being improved P 0 N

069 Our housing unit is large enough for us N P PP

070 Our bedrooms are large enougn NN P PP

)71 We have enough bathrooms N P P

-:72 Our housing unit is built weil N P P

073 Our Iloor plan is good NN P 0

074 Our unit does NOT need kitchen or bathroom remodeiing NN N N

075 We have enough kitchen cabinet space 0 r 0
076 The plumbing in our unit is not a problum N P N

077 Our k'!chen appliances work well PP P P

078 Our hot water supply is adequate NN P P

079 Window and door screen material now being used is OK NN P 0

Q0 Our housing unit was clean when we moved in 0 0 PP

081 Noise between housing units in our area is not a problem 0 N N

082 Our housing unit is close to my work PIP P P

Q83 There are enough sidewalks in our housing area N P

Q84 We have enough tot lots and playgrounds in our housing area 0 N PP

085 Our playgrounds are well maintained N N N

086 Our playgrounds are inspected often enough N N NN

087 Our playgrounds are far enougn from roads P P P

088 We have enough facilities (e g.. child care and FSCs) in this area 0 0 N

089 We have enough all-age recreational facilities (e g pools.
weight rooms. etc ) available to us PP 0 0

090 We have enough recreational faclities for teenagers N N N

091 Overall we are satisfied with most features of our housing unit

(e g . floor plan. appliances) N P P

092 Overall we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area

(e g., playgrounds, sidewalks) N 0 N

Maintenance and Repair

093 Repairs to our quarters were done before we moved in P N 0

094 Quality of maintenance work is good 0 P P

095 Housing units get regular preventive maintenance N N 0

096 Our common ground areas are well maintained 0 0 NN

097 We are told in advance of contractor work in our area PP p O

098 We are usually given a lime frame when repairs will be made PP P N
099 Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends P 0 N

0100 MaInlnance people are polite PP P P

0101 Response to routine calls for service is good P P N
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS AREA

Kilauea Schoeld

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS MC Barracks e .r -

(n=2) (n=1154) ,n--,

Maintenance and Repair (Contl

0102: Work order numbers given at the time of the call

result in faster service. 0 P N

0103: Emergency phone calls get through quickly N P P

0104. Response to emergency calls for service is good PP P N

0105 Overall, we are satisfied with maintenance and repair

in our unit and housing area. PP P N

Securnty and Safety

0106 There are enough patrols in our housing area. N 0 NN

0107 We have regular fire inspections in our housing area NI! N 0

0108: We fee that our housing unit is secure N 0 NN

0109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area N N N

0110 We feel sate with the self-help security devices that we have tnstalled N C NN

0111. Overall. we are satisfied with secunty and safety in our unit dnd

housing area N 0 NN

Communication

0112. The housing office told us about free storage of excess furniture N NN NN

0113 We fee( comfortable asking questions of housing office people any time P 0 0

0114 We have used the Housing Hotfine 0 N N

0115 The Housing Hotfine was helpful when we had a problem C 0 0

0116. The *Aloha Ohana' housing newspaper is informative PP P P

0117 We got a copy of *The Military Fam~ly Preview' through our sponsor 0 N N

0118 Overall, communication between housing offices and

housing residents is good 0 0 0

Self- Help

0119 The hours that our self-help store is open are 0 K 0 P 0

0120 Our self-help store has the items we need PP P 0

0121 Service is good at out self-help store PP P PP

0122. We were told about the self-help program at check-in N P PP

0123 We like having pesticides stocked at the self-help stores PP PP PP

0124" We like having shrubs available at the self-help stores PP PP PP

0125. We like having secunty items (e g.. dea. y.olt locks, peep holes

and window locks) stocked at the self-he (t tores PP PP PP

0126 Overall, we are satisfied with the self-help program PP PP P
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS AREA

Kilauua Schofield

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS MC Barracks Helemarn
(n=2) (n=1 154) (n6)

7LA

Q127 We were briefed on TLA at the housing office PP P N

0128 Our housing office had a good hotel list PP p N
Q129 The TLA hotel we stayed in was OK PP P 0
0130 Estimates of TLA stays dunng major repairs on our military

housing have been accurate p P 0

0131, Overall, we were satisfied with the TLA program PP P 0

General Satisfaction

0132 We would prefer military over civilian housing even if costs
were not a factor N 0 0

0133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawaii 0 0 P

Q134 Overall the service member is satisfied with our housing unit 0 p P

3 135 Overal the spouse is satisfied with Our housing unit 0 P P
0136 Our living condions are having a posjtive effect on :he service

member s lob performance 0 p
-137 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the servce

member's career intentions 0 P N

0138 Overall wp are satisfied with most services provded by rokis gn P0 P P

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS WHAT SHOULD BE

Housing Office Services

0139 Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints 0 P pr
0140 Better pet control is needed in our housing area O p P

0141 Children in our housing area need more supervision 0 P P

0142 Service members and spouses should be required to attend briinrgs

about family housing N P P
0143 Newcomer queston and answer sessions on family housing

should be held regularly N P PP

C-13



SCHOFIELD BARRACKS AREA

Kilauea Schclield

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE iC Barracks He ,r-'r-
(nC2) n=1154) (n-v

Policies and Procedures

0144 Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator NN P p

0145 Some existing family housing should be set aside for El to E3 famihes PP P P

0146. Higher pnonty should be given El to E3 families for future family

housing units. PP P PP
0147 Pet owners should be required to register their pets N PP PP

0148 Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been found for

pets before they PCS PP PP P
0149 Family housing residents need to be told of housing rule

changes more often PP PP P

0 150 Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outside storage P PP PP

0151 Commands should support the sponsor program more PP PP PP

Operations

0152 There should be a "special" phone number to report

playground problems and defects PP PP PP
0 53 All units in muln-unit buildings should be treated at the same time

when one unit has an insect or pest problem beyond

the oontrol of the occupant. PP PP PP

Maintenance and Repair

Q154 More quaity control of ccntractor worK s needed PP P PP
0155 Follow-up maintenance inspections shouid be done after

quarters have been occupied for a while PP PP P

0!56 Surveys ot residents' maintenance needs should be done regularly PP PP P;

015' Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends PP P PP
0158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be easier to read PP PP PP

Secunty and Safety

0159 We need rumble stnps in our housing area PP 0 0

0160 We need more street or outdoor lighting :n our housing area PP P PP

0161 We need protective fencing around our housing area NN P P

0162 We need Neighborhood Watch in our housing area N P PP

0163 We need more information on how to do our own quarters

security checks N P PP

Self. Hel

0164 Residents should be allowed to use any self-help store PP P PP

0165 Self-help stores should hold more classes N P P

0166 Self-help stores should provide more *how-to-do-t" materials PP PP PP

1
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hate

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS CURRENT CONDITIONS Moku tiokulari Halaw tq-iPl

(n=t52) (n 72) (n=42i !'n 57i

r
4

ousmrlO Office Services

018: Housing office people show concern for military families 0 P 0 0

019 Housing office people are polite P P P P

G20. Housing office people are informative. 0 0 P C

021 Family housing is assigned in a uniform manner 0 p 0 0

022 The housing office explained housing rules fully P 0 P P

023 Housing office people work with family members when tme

service member is away (deployed or TDY) N 0 N P

024 Housing office service is good even during peak periods N 0 0 0

Q25 The housing office seems to be well run

i service is fast, reliable) 0 0 0 0

026 The time it took to process through the housing office

was not a problem P P P P

027 7amily housing rules are properly enforced N N 0 0

028 Family housing rules are enforced the same in ail housinq

areas and services N N N N

CZ9 Copies of housing rules are available at area housing offices P P P

030 Copies of waiting lists are available at area housing offices 0 P P P

031 "he housing office estimate oI when quarters would be

available was accurate. P P P P

032 Overall, we are satisfied with housing office services P P P P

- ic.es and Procedures

033 We like the idea of mixing services in housing areas p P 0 0

034 The rule that yards be kept mowed and free of debris

is strictly enforced 0 0 0 0

035 We like the policy that allows plants put in by occupants

to remain at move out. pp PP PP P

036 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements

to remain at move out. Pp PP PP pp

037 We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be

covered and screened PP PP PP PP

038 We like the policy that allows yard fencing through self help PP PP PP :p

039 Wait trime for approval of yard fencing is not a problem N N N N

040 Overall. OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and

wants of family housing residents P P P
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDIT;ONS MOku Hkulan, Halawa M, ..
in=152) (n=72) .'n 42) r_-57)

Loaner Pumiture and Appliances

041 The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem PP P PP PP

042 The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem P P PP P

043 The loaner furniture we used was in good shape 0 0 P 0
044 The appliances we used were in good shape P p PP P

045 We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs P P P P

046 We had loaner furniture long enough to meet our needs P P p PP

047 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us P p P

048 The 5-day notice required for loaner furniture pick-up was not

a problem for us P p P

049 We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

available for residents of both military and cvi ian housing 0 0 0 0

053 Overall. we feel the loaner furniture and appliance program is good PP P P p

SCoerations

054 Housing inspectors are polite PP P P PP

055 Housing inspectors are on time P P P p

056 Government cleaning of quarters wil make our moveout uasior P PP PP P0

057 Poor work by contractors is usually fixed quickly N N N N

058 Housing inspectors use the same standards for all P 0 0

059 Housing inspection rules are the same tar ail P 0 P

060 Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quarters repairs N D N N

061 Our trash pick up is good and on schedule P P P P
062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency

numbers by inspectors at check-in p PP 0

063 Overall. housing operations that we have observed

seem to run smoothly p p p o

"ousing Referral

,64 We were given up-to-date accurate lists of civilian housing when

we arrived N N D N

065 We were given maps and school Information when we arrived N 0 0 N

066 The housing office offered us information about buying, leasing, and

contracts for civilian housing. N N N N

067 Overall. the housing referral program seems to work well 0 0 P 0

I
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale

CUESTION'AtRE TEMS CURRENT CONDITIONS lioiu Hokulan 1_. jik'up/i

tn=152) (n=72) .n 42) (n=57)

Housing Features and Pachties

068 Family housing in our area is always being improved 0 P P P

069 Our housing unit is large enough for us P P PP P
070 Our bedrooms are large enough P P PP P
071 We have enough bathrooms P P PP P

072 Our housing unit -s built well P P PP P

O0 ,ur iloor pian s good P P P P

0'74 Our unit does NOT need kitcr',In or bathroom remodeling N N N NN
Q75 We nave enough kitchen cabinet space P N P P

O76 The pumbing !n our unit is not a problem 0 0 P N

_77 Our kitcnen applanoes work well P P P P

078 Our hot water suppiy ,s adequate P P P PP
079 Window and door screen matenal now being used ,s OK P 0 P P

080 Our housing unit was dean when we moved n 0 0 P N

,83 Noise between housing units i our area s not a potem P P P D

:82 Our housing unt s close to my work PP PP PP PP
383 There are enough sidewalks in our housing area P P op N

084 We have enough tot lots and playgrounds in our housing area 0 N P P

085 Our playgrounds are well mainLained N N 0 0

086 Our playgrounds are inspected otten enough N N N N

087 Our playgrounds are far enough from ioads N N PP P
088 We have enough facilities (e g , child care and FSCs) in this area 0 0 N P

089 We have enough ail-age recreational laclities te g pools
weight rooms, etc ) available to us 0 N N P

090 We have enough recreational facilities for teenagers N N N N

091 Overall we are satisfied with most features of our housing unit

(e g floor plan, appliances) P P OP 0

092 Overall, we are satisfied with tacilities i-i our mousing area

(e g . playgrounds sidewalks) 0 N P P

Miintenance and Repair

093 Repairs to our quarters were done before we moved in N N N N
094 Quality of maintenance work is good. N 0 N N

095 Housing units get regular preventive maintenance N N N N

096 Our common ground areas are well maintained 0 N P P

097 We are told in advance of contractor work in our area 0 0 P P

098 We are usually given a time frame when repairs will be made P 0 P P
099 Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends 0 0 0 0

0100 Maintenance people are polite P P P P
Qi01 Response to routine calls for service is good 0 0 0 0
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS M'kuj Hokular-i alaa Mipi ;:.l

(n 152) (n-72) n 4 n

Maintenance and Repair (ContI

0102 Work order numbers given at the time of the call

result in faster service. 0 0 0 P

0103 Emergency phone calls get through quickly P P P P

Q104 Response to emergency calls for service is good P P P P

0105 Overall. we are satisfied with maintenance and repair

in our unt and housing area 0 0 P C

Security and Saf..

0106 There are enough patrols in our housing area P 0 N PP

0107 We have regular fire inspections in our housing area N N N N

0108 We feel that our housing unit is secure N N P PP

0109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area N N N P

C110 We feel safe with the self-help security devices that we have installed 0 N P P

Q111 Overall we are satisfied with security 4nd safety in our unit and

housing area 0 N O p

Communication

0112 The housing office told us about free storage of . xcess furniture NN NN NN NN
0113 We feel comfortable asking questions of housing office people any tlime 0 P P P

Q1 14 We have used tMe Housing Hotli'e N N N N
0115 The Housing ,-otline was heipful when we had a problem 0 0 0 N

0116 The 'Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper is informatire P P P P
0117 We got a copy of 'The Military Family Preview' through our sponsor NN NN NN N

0118 Overall communication between housing offices and

housing residents is good 0 0 N

0119 The hours that our self-help store is open are 0 K P p P

0120 Our self help store has the items we need P p P p

0121 Service is good at out self-help store P P PP P

0122 We were told about the self-help program at check-in P P P P

0123 We like having pesticides stocked at the self-help stores PP pP pp pp

0124 We like having shrubs available at the self-help stores pP PP PP pP

0125 We like having security items (e g . dead-bolt locks, peep hoies

and window locks) stocked at the self-help stores PP PP PP pp

0126 Overall. we are satisfied with the self-help program pp p Pp p

I
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale

QUESTfONNAIRE TEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Moku Hokulan' Haawa a kap;3

(n=152) (n=72) (n=42) tn 57)

TLA

0127 We were briefed on TLA at the hous:ng office P P P P

0128 Our housing office had a good hotel list P P P P

0129 The TLA hotel we stayedi n was O K P PP P P

0130 Estimates of 7LA stays dunng malor repairs on our military

housing have been accurate P P P P

Q0131 Overail we were satisfied with the TLA program P P P

General Satisfaction

0132 We would prefer military over civiian housing even if costs
were not a factor 0 N 0 N

0133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawaii P 0 PP P

0134 Overall, the service member is satisfied with our housirg unit P P PP P

0135 Overall, the soouse is satisfied with our housing unit P P PP P

0136 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service

member's ob performance P P P P

0137 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service

members career intentions P P P P

0138 Overall, we are satisfied with most services provided by housing P P PP P

QUESTIONNAIRE iTEMS WHAT SHOULD BE

l-iousing Office Services

013g Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints P P P P
0140 Better pet control is needed in our housing area P P P 0

0141 Children in our housing area need more supervision P P 0 N

0142 Servce members and spouses should be required to attend briefings

about family housing. 0 0 0 N

0143 Newcomer question and answer sessions on family housing

should be held regularly P P P P



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE Moku Hokulani Haawa M:LkaLia

(n=152) (n=72) (n=42) ,n-57)

Oolicies and Procedures

0144: Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator P P P N
0145: Some existing family housing should be set aside for El to E3 families PP P P P
0146: Higher pnonty should be given El to E3 families for future family

housing units P P P 0
0147. Pet owners should be required to register their pets. P P P P
Q148: Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been found for

pets before they PCS P P P P
0149 Family housing residents need to be told of housing rule

changes more often. PP PP PP P
0150 Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outside storage PP PP P P
0151 Commands should support the sponsor program more PP PP PP P

Cperations

0152 There should be a "special' phone number to report
playground problems and defects PP P P P

0153 All units in multi-unit buildings should be treated at the same time

when one unit has an insect or pest problem beyond
the control of the occupant PP PP PP PP

Yin'enance and Repar

0154 More quality control of contractor work is needed PP PP PP PP
0155 Follow-up maintenance inspections should be done after

quarters have been occupied for a while PP PP PP PP
Q156 Surveys of residents maintenance needs should be done regularly PP PP PP PP
0157 Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends PP PP PP PD
0158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be easier to read P P P P

Secunty and Safety

0159 We need rumble strps in our housing area. P 0 N N
Q160 We need more street or outdoor lighting in our housing area P P 0 N
0161 We need protective fencing around our housing area P P 0 N
0162 We need Ne;ghborhood Watch in our housing area P P P N

0163 We need more information on how to do our own quarters

security checks pp P P 0

Self-Help

0164 Residents should be allowed to use any self-help store P P P P
0165 Self-help stores should hold more classes P P P p
0166 Self-help stores should provide more "how-to-do-it" materials PP PP PP P

i
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Little Camo

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Makalapa MaiokIp Red Hill Sm:'r
(n=20) (n=1 T, (nuit4) (n=7'

Housing Office Services

018 Housing office people show concern for military families P 0 F P

019 Housing office people are polite P P P P

020: Housing office people are informative P 0 0 P

021 Family housing is assigned in a uniform manner 0 N N 0

022 The housing office explained housing rules fully 0 0 0 P

023 Housing office people work with family members when the

service member is away (aeoloyed or TDY) 0 0 N

024 Housing office service is good even during peak periods 0 P 0 P

025 The housing office seems to be well run

(service is fast, reliable). p 0 0 P

026 The time it took to process through the housing office
was not a problem PP P P PP

Q27 Family housing rules are properly enforced. 0 0 0 P

028 Family housing rules are enforced the same in all housing

areas and services. N N 0 NN

029 Copies of housing rules are available at area housing offices PP PP P PP

030 Copies of waiting lists are available at area housing offices P 0 P

031 The housing office estimate of when quarters would be

available was accurate. PP P P 0

Q32 Overall, we are satisfied with housing office services P P P P

Polices and Procedures

033 We like the idea of mixing services in housing areas P P P 0

034 The rule that yards be kept mowed and free of debns

is strictly enforced. 0 0 0 P

035 We like the policy that allows plants put in by occupants

to remain at move out. PP PP PP PP

036 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements

to remain at move out PP PP PP PP

037 We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be

covered and screened PP PP P PP

038 We like the policy that allows yard fencing through self-help PP pp P P

039 Wait time for approval of yard fencing is not a problem 0 P 0

040 Overall, OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and

wants of family housing residents P p P P

* Indicates no respondents to that questionnaire item
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Little Camp

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Makalaa Maloelap Red Hill Smith
(n=20) (n=1"7) (n=14) in=7

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

041 The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem P PP P PP

042 The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem P PP P PP

043" The loaner furniture we used was in good shape. 0 P P P

044. The appliances we used were in good shape P PP P PP

045 We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs P p P PP

046 We had loaner furniture long enough to meet our needs. PP PP P PP

047 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us P Pp P N

048 The 5-day notice required for loaner furniture pick-up was not

a problem for us. P p P PP

049 We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

available for residents of both military and civilian housing N N 0 0

053 Overall, we feel the loaner furniture and appliance p'ogram is good p pp P Pp

.Oerations

054 Housing inspectors are polite P PP P PP

055 Housing inspectors are on time P P 0 0

056. Government cleaning of quarters will make our move-out easier pp pp PP Pp
057 Poor work by contractors is usually fixed quickly N N N N

058 Housing inspectors use the same standards for all 0 N N NN
059 Housing inspection rules are the same for all. P N N NN
060 Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quarters repairs N N N N

061 Our trash pick-up is good and on schedule P PP P P

062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency
numbers by inspectors at check-in 0 p P P

063 Overall. housing operations that we have observed

seem to run smoothly p 0 0 0

Housing Referral

064 We were given up-to-date, accurate lists of civilian housing when

we arrived N 0 p Pp

065 We were given maps and school information when we arrived N 0 O P

066 The housing office offered us information about buying. leasing. and
contracts for civilian housing. N 0 N N

067 Overall, the housing referral program seems to work well N P 0 P

hilli I l I~iI I I I I



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Little ] rr.

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS CURRENT CCNCI
T

IONS Mnj Ml'3iap Kn!-- P,
n 20) nn!T n 14) (n=-,

-ious:nq Features and Facilities

068 Family housing in our area is always being improved N 0 P p

069 Our housing unit is large enough for us P P P;3 P
070 Our bedrooms are large enough P P P P

071 We have enough bathrooms N P P PP
072 Our housing unit is built well N 0P

C-3 Our floor pan s good P 0 P Pp

074 Our unit does NOT need kitchen or bathroom remooling ' N .i N

Q75 We have enough kitchen cabinet soace I n 0 P

C-6 The plumbing in our unit is not a problem N N 0 N

077 Our kitchen appliances work weil P P O P

078 Our hot water supply is adequate PP P 0 0

079 Window and door screen material now being used ,s OK 0 O O P

030 Our housing unit was clean when we moved in N N 0 P

031 Noise between housing units in our area is not a problem P PC 0 P

082 Our housing unit is close to my work po op 0 PP

:83 -here are enough sidewalks in our housing area N N P P

084 We have enough tot lots and playgrounds in our housing area 0 P N PP

085 Our playgrounds are well maintained N N N N

086 Our playgrounds are inspected oflen enough N N N N NN

087 Our piaygrounds are far enough from roads N P O D

088 We have enough facilities (e g .child care and PSCsi in th:s area P P 0 PP

Q89 We have enough all age recreational faciities ie g porIs.

weight rooms etc ) available to us P 0 P -P

Q 4 We have enough recreational facilities for teenagers N N P N

091 Overall, we are satisfied with most features of our housing unit

(e g, floor plan appliances) P P P P

092 Overall. we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area

(e g , playgrounds, sidewalks) 0 P P P

Maintenance and Repair

093 Repairs to our quarters were done before we moved in N NN N NN

094 Quality of maintenance work is good N N N NN

095 Housing units get regular preventive maintenance NN N 0 NN

096 Our common ground areas are well maintained N N 0 PP

097 We are told in advance of contractor work in our area 0 N N NN

098 We are usually given a time frame when repairs will be made P P P NN

099 Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends 0 0 N 0

0100 Maintenance people are polite. P pp P PP

0101 Response to routine calls for service is good 0 P N NN
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Little Camp

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Makalapa Maloelap Rea Hill Srrith
in=20) (n=1 7) (n=14) tn-Y)

Maintenance and Repair (Cont)

0102. Work order numbers given at the time of the call

result in faster service P P N N
0103 Emergency phone calls get through quickly P P P PP
Q104 Response to emergency calls for service is good, P P P N

0105 Overall, we are satisfied with maintenance and repair

in our unit and housing area. 0 0 0 NN

Security and Safety

0106 There are enough patrols in our housing area N 0 O po

0107 We have regular fire inspections in our housing area NN 0 0 NN

0108 We feel that our housing unit is secure P N 0 PP

0109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area N 0 C PP
0110 We feel safe with the self-help security devices that we ,ave ,nstailed 0 0 0 PP

0111 Overall, we are satisfied with security and safety in our init and
housing area 0 0 0 PP

Communication

0112 The housing office told us about free storage of excess furniture NN N N NN

0113 We feel comfortable asking questions of housing office people any time O P 0 NN

0114 We have used the Housing Hottine N N N
0115 The Housing Hotline was nelpful when we had a problem 0 P P

0116 The 'Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper is informative P P 0 0
3117 We got a copy of *The Military Family Preview" through our sponsor NN N N

0118 Overall. communication between housing offtices and
housing residents is good N 0 N N

Se'f Help

01 19 The hours that our self-help store is open are 0 K P P PP

0120 Our self-help store has the items we need P P, P PP
0121 Service is good at out self-help store PP P -, P

0122 We were told about the self-help program at check, in P P P N

0123 We like having pesticides stocked at the self-help stores PP PP P PP
0124 We like having shrubs available at the self help stores pp pp P PP
0125 We like having secunty items (e g , dead-bolt locks peep holes,

and window locks) stocked at the self help stores )P PP PP Pp

0126 Overall. we are satisfied with the self-help program DP p P pp

* Indicates no respondents to that questionnaire item



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Little Camp

CUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS -CURRENT CONDITIONS Mai 0p ialofpao Ped Hil Sm th

(n=20') (n= 1 7, (n=14) (rn=7)

TLA

0127 We werebriefed on TLA a! the housing office. p p P NN

0128 Our housing ottichad agood hotel list p pp P

Q129 The TLA hotliwe stayed in wasO0K. P P P PP

0130 Estimates ot TLA stays durriq major repairs on our military
horiirg hav~e been accurate P 0 P

2;3' Overall we were satisfied with the TLA program P PP P PP

,."'iSatisfaction

Q!': W~Ae would prefer military over civilian housing even .f costs

were not a factor N N P PpZ

0133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawaii. P 0 PIP PP

0!34 Overall, the service member is satisfied witth our housing unit P P p N

Q135 Overail. the spouseis satisfied with otr housing unit p p P NN
0136 Our living cinditions are having a pos,ve effect on the service

mremiber's lob performance PPPN

013- Our iv~ng conditions are having a positive effect or the service
member's career intentions 0 P P N

CI38 Overail. we are satisfied with most services provided by1 housing P P p NN

CUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS WHAT SHCULD BE

Hcusinp Office Servies

0139 Housing office people should give more feedback oun complaints PP P Pp Pp
0140 Better pet control is needed in our housing area pp 0 PPZ 0
0141 Children in our housing area need more supervision P N P N

0142 Service members and spouses should be req~uired to attend bnietings
about family housing N N 0 0

0143 Newoemer question and answer sessions on family housing

should be held regularly P P PP Pp

*Indicates no respondents to that questionnaire item
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Lttle Camr

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE MakalaPa Maloelao Re . Sn,'.
(n=20) (n=1 7) in 14) ,q 7,

Policies and Procedures

0144 Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator 0 0 0 NN

0145 Some existing family housing should be set aside for El to E3 families PP P PP P

0146: Higher priority should be given El to E3 familes for future family

housing units. P P P 0

Q147 Pet owners should be required to register their pets. P 0 PP Pp

0148 Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been found for

pets before they PCS PP 0 PP PP

0149 Family housing residents need to be told of housing rule

changes more often P P P PP

0150 Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outsOe storage P PP PP PP

0151 Commands should support the sponsor program more PP P PP PP

Operations

0152' There should be a 'special' phone number to report

playground problems and defects P P P P

0 153 All units in mula-unit buildings should be treated at the same time
when one unit has an insect or pest problem oeyond

the control of the occupant. PP PP PP PP

Ma~;n!enance and Repair

3154 More quality control of contractor work is needed PP P PP PP

0155 Follow-up maintenance inspections should be cone after

quarters have been occupied for a while PP P P PP

0156 Surveys of residents maintenance needs should be done Pegulary PP P PP PP

0157 Maintenanoe hours should nciude evenings and weekends PP P PP PP

0158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be gasier to read PP P PP PP

Security and Safe9

-159 We need rumble strps in our housing area 0 N N N

C160 We need more street or outdoor ighting in our housing area 0 0 P N

0161 We need protectve fencing around our housing area N P P NN

0162 We need Neighborhood Watch in our housing area P P P NN

-163 We need more information :n how to do our own quarters

security checks N

Self Help

0164 Residents should be ailowed to use any Selt help store P P Pp P 0

0165 Self-help stores should hold more classes P 0 P P

0166 Self help stores should provide ,iore ow to do -I' matefwis p P r pp

I
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale Hospital ForJ Mar noi

3:, ESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Ai Pt !sIar.] a "r'
(n 4 in ,' (n=23i :/

Housing Office Services

018 Housing office people show concern for military laTIlles 0 P P 0

019 Housing office people are polite p PP P P

020 Housing office people are informatIve N P P P

021 Pamily housing is assigned in a uniform manner p 0 0 P

Q 22 The housing office explained housing rules fully oP P0 P 0

C23 Housing office people work with family memoers when 'the

service member is away ldeployed or TOY) P NN

024 Housing office service is good even during peak perccs N C P N

-25 The housing office seems to be well run

(service .s fast, reliable) P P P N

,26 The time it took to process through the housing office

was not a problem P p p p

027 Family housing rules are properly enforced P p

028 Family housing rules are enforced the same in all housing

areas and services N N N

.29 Copies of housing rules are available at area hous~ng offices PP p pp

C30 Copies of waiting lists are available at area housing offices O P pp

Q31 The housing offce estimate of when quarters would be

available was acurate. PPP N

,.32 Overall. we are satisfied with housing office services p p p 0

Policies ard Procedures

-33 We like the idea of mixing services in hous.ng areas 0 P p NN

034 The rule that yards be kept mowed and free of debns

is strictly enforced pp O N po

035 We like the policy that allows plants put in by occupants

to remain at move out pp pp pP PP

036 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements

to remain at move out. pp op pp pp

037 We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be

covered and screened pp PP pp pp

038 We like the policy that allows yard fencing through seif help pp PP PP p

039 Wait time for approval of yard fencing is not a problem 0 NN

040 Overall. OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and

wants of family housing residents PP p p

Indicates no respondents to that questionnaire item
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale Hospital Ford Marine
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Ali Pont Island 8rrcl

(n=4) (n=7) (n=231 (n-7;

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

041 The ttme it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem PP p p pD

042 The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem P P P PP

04.3 The loaner furniture we used was in good shape P p 0 PP

044 The appliances we used were in good shape PP P p pP

C45 We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs PP Pp p PP

046 We had loaner furniture long enough to meet our needs pp PQ p PP

Q47 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us N P P PP

48 The 5-day notice required for loaner furniture pick-up was not

a problem for us N N p

049 We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

ivailable for residents of botn miltary and ovilian nousing NN 0 N P

353 Overall, we feel the loaner furniture and appliance program is good P p p pp

Coeations

.54 Housing inspectors are polite pp PP p PP

055 Housing inspectors are on time P 0 P P

056 Government cleaning of quarters will make our move out easier Pp Pp Pp PP

C57 Poor work by contractors is usually fixed quickly N N N NN

O58 Housing inspectors use the same standards for all N 0 N

059 Housing inspection rules are the same for all N 0 N

060 Housing inspectors follow up or promises for quarters repairs 0 ; N N

061 Our trash pick-up is good and on schedule p P P p

062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency

numbers by inspectors at check-in N P 0

063 Overall. housing operations that we have observed

seem to run smoothly. P

Housing Referral

064 We were given up-to-date, accurate lists of civilian housing ,hen

we arrived. NN PP P N

065 We were given maps and school information when we arrived NN N 0 0

066 The housing office offered us information about buying. leasing. and

contacts for civilian housing NN PP NN

067 Overall, the housing referral program seems to work well NN OP P 0

I indicates no respondents to that qjes:ionnaire item



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale Hosp,tal Forj Marnu

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Alit Poirt Is!and narr.lc s
(n=4) (n=7) (n 231 in -7,

HousinQ Features and Facilities

068: Family housing in our area is always being improved PP N 0 N
069: Our housing unit is large enough for us. P Pp P P

070 Our bedrooms are large enough. P PP P P

071- We have enough bathrooms P 0 P P

072. Our housing unit is built well. PP P P P

073 Our floor plan is good. PP PP P P

074 Our unit does NOT need kitchen or bathroom remodeling N N N N
075 We have enough utchen cabinet space P PP P PP

076 The plumbing in our unit is not a problem N P N P
077 Our kitchen appliances work well P PP P PP

078 Our hot water supply is adequate. PP PP P PP
079 Window and door screen matenal now being used is OK P P 0 P

080 Our housing unit was clean when we moved in N N P N
081 Noise between housing units in our area is not a problem PP PP P PP
082 Our housing unit is close to my work PP P PP PP
083 There are enough sidewalks in our housing area PP N P PP

084 We have enough tot lots and playgrounds in our housing area. PP P PP
085 Our playgrounds are well maintained. N N P
086 Our playgrounds are inspected often enough N NN N
087 Our playgrounds are far enough from roads PP P PP

088 We have enough facilities (eg., child care and FSCs) in this area. PP PP N P

089 We have enough all-age recreational facilities (e g. pools.
weight rooms, etc ) available to us PP PP 0 PP

090 We have enough recreational facilities for teenagers N P N P

091 Overall. we are satisfied with most features of our housing unit

(e g . floor plan, appliances) PP PP P P

092 Overall, we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area
(e g . playgrounds, sidewalks) PP PP 0 PP

Maintenance and Repair

093 Repairs to our quarters were done before we moved in N NN N N
094 Quality of maintenance work is good N N N 0
095. Housing units get regular preventive maintenance N N NN N
096 Our common ground areas are well maintained PP N N 0
097 We are told in advance of contractor work in our area. PP P N P

098: We are usually given a time frame when repairs will be made PP P 0 P
Q99: Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends. PP P 0 N
0100. Maintenance people are polite. PP PP P P
0101 Response to routine calls for service is good PP P N P

- Indicates no respondents to that questionnaire item
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale Hospital Ford Marine

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Ali Point Island Barracks

(n=4) fn=7) (n=23) (n=7)

Maintenance and Repair (Cont)

0102: Work order numbers given at the time of the call

result in faster service. PP p 0 P

0103 Emergency phone calls get through quickly 0 P P pp

0104. Response to emergency calls for service is good 0 P P PP

Q105 Overall. we are satisfied with maintenance and repair

in our unit and housing area 0 N N P

Security and Salet

0106 There are enough patrols in our housing area. P PP p PP

0107 We have regular fire inspections in our housing area N 0 0 P

0108 We feel that our housing unit is secure P P P pp

0109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area P PP Q P

0110 We feel safe with the self-help security devices that we have installed P 0 P pp

O1t Overall, we are satisfied with secunty and safety in our unit and

housing area. P P p pp

Communication

01 1 ' The housing office told us about tree storage of excess furniture N N N NN

0113 We feel comfortable asking questions of housing office people any lime P P P P

0114 We have used the Housing Hotline N N

0115 The Housing Hotline was helpful when we had a problem PP 0

0116 The 'Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper is informative 0 p 0 a

0117 We got a copy of 'The Military Family Preview' through our sponsor N N NN N

0118 Overall. communication between housing otfices and

housing residents is good. P p 0 0

Self-Help

0119 The hours that our self-help store is open are 0 K pp P O P

0120 Our self-help store has the items we need PP oP p pp

0121: Service is good at out self-help store pP pP P Pp

0122 We were told about the self-help program at check-.n PP P p P

0123 We like having pesticides stocked at the self-help stores po pp pp pp

0124 We like having shrubs available at the self-help stores pp pp p pp

0125 We like having secunty items (e g., dead-bolt locks, peep holes,

and window locks) stocked at the self-help stores PP Pp p PP

0126 Overall, we are satisfied with the self-help program PP PP p PP

* Indicates no respondents to that questionnaire item

I
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale Hospitai Ford Muir no'

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Alil1 P!int !:sland -a rc~s

(n=4) (n=7,, (n=23) (n=7)

TLA

0127 We were briefed on TLA at the housing office. PP 0 P N

Q0128 Our housing off ice had a good hotel list PP P P N

0129 The TLA hotel we stayed in was O.K. PP PP P PP

0130 Estimates of TLA stays during major repairs on our military

housing have been accurate N PPZ PF)

0131 Overall, we were satisfied with the TLA program P P P PIP

Genleral -Satisfaction-1

Q0132 We would prefer military over civilian housting even if costs

were not a factor N Pi

Q-133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawaii. P PP PP PIP

0134 Overall the service memoor is satisfited with our housing unit P PIP PIP PP

a135 Overall, the spouse is satisfied with our housing unit P PP) P P

0 136 Our living conditions are having a pcsitive effect on the service

members lob performnance P PIP PIP PIP

0137 Our living conditions are having a posivve effect on the service

member's career intentions P P P P

0138 Overall, we are satisfied with most services orovided by housing PP P P

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS WHAT SHOULD BE

dousinq Office Servces

0139 Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints PP Pp P PP

0140 Better pet control is needed in our housing area N N 0 0

0141 Children in our housing area need more supervision N N 0 N

0142 Service members and spouses should be required to attend briefings

about family housing. N N p 0

0 143. Newcomer question and answer sessions on family housing

should be held regularly PP p P P
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Hale HOsprtal Ford Marrne

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE Alii Point Island _arl'nos

(n=4) rn7) (n=23) n-

Policies and Procedures

0144 Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator N N P N
Q145 Some existing family housing shooid be set aside for E 1 to E3 families. PP p P O
Q146 Higher pnonty should be given El to E3 families for future family

housing units. PP 0 P 0
0147 Pet owners should be required to register their pets P pP P PP
0148 Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been found for

pets before they PCS PP P P PP
0149 Family housing residents need to be told of housng rule

changes more often P P P
Q150 Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outside storage P P P P

0151 Commands should support the sponsor program more PP P P P

Cperations

0152 There should be a 'special' phone number to report

playground problems and defects PP Pp p p
0153 All units in multi-unit buildings should be treated at the same tme

when one unit has an insect or pest problem beyond
the control of the occupant PP PP pp pp

Maintenance and Repair

0154 More quaity control of contractor work is needed PP PP Pp pp

0155 Follow-up maintenance inspections should be done after

quarters have been occupied for a while Pp Pp pp pp
0156 Surveys of residents' maintenance needs should be done regularly P PP PP PP
0157 Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends P P pp PP

0158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be easier to read N PP P PP

Security and Sate

0159 We need rumble stnps in our housing area 0 N N N
0160 We need more street or outdoor lighting in our housing area N N N N
0161 We need protective fencing around our housing area N 0 N N

0162 We need Neighborhood Watch in our housing area 0 N N N
0163 We need more information on how to do our own quarters

security checks P N N N

Self-Help

0164 Residents should be allowed to use any self help store PP PP pp P

0165 Self-help stores should hold more classes PP P 0 0
0166 Self-help stores should provide more "how-to-do-it" materials PP P P P



I

PEARL HARBOR AREA

McGrew Moanaica Pearl C:y
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Point Terrace Pernisula

(n=89) (n=218) (n=244)

Housing Office Services

018. Housing office people show concern for military families. P 0 P
019 Housing office people are polite P P P

020: Housing office people are informative. 0 P P
021 Family housing is assigned in a uniform manner 0 0 0

022 The housing office explained housing rules fully P P 0

023 Housing office people work with family members when the

service member is away (deployed or TDY) 0 N 0
024 Housing office service is good even during peak penods 0 N 0

025 The housing office seems to be well run

(service is fast. reliable) 0 0 0

026 The time it took to process through tne housing office
was not a problem P P P

027 Family housing rules are properly enforced. 0 N P
028 Family housing rules are enforced the same in ail mousing

areas and services. N N N
029 Copies of housing rules are available at area housing offices PP P P

030 Copies of waiting lists are available at area housing offices P P P
031 The housing office estimate of when quarters would be

available was accurate 0 P P

032 Overall. we are satisfied with housing office services P P P

Policies and Procedures

033 We like the idea of mixing services in housing areas. P P P
0 034 The rule that yards be kept mowed and tree of debns

is strictly enforced. 0 P 0

035 We like the policy that allows plants put in by occupants

to remain at move out. PP PP PP
036 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements

to remain at move out. PP PP PP

037: We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be

covered and screened PP PP PP
038 We like the policy that allows yard fencing through self-help. PP PP PP

039 Wait time for approval of yard fencing is not a problem N N N

040 Overall. OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and
wants of family housing residents. P P P
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

McGrew Moanaloa Pearl City
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Point Terrace Pennisula

(n=89) (n=218) (n=244)

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

041: The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem. PP PP PP
042: The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem. P P P

Q43: The loaner furniture we used was in good shape. N P P
Q44: The appliances we used were in good shape. PP P P
045. We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs. P P P
046 We had loaner furniture long enough to meet our needs PP P P
047 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us. P P P
048 The 5-day notice required for loaner furniture pick-up was not

a problem for us. 0 P P
Q49: We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

available for residents of both military and civilian housing. 0 0 0

053 Overall, we feel the loaner furniture and appliance program is good P PP PP

Operations

054 Housing inspectors are polite. P PP P
055: Housing inspectors are on time. P P P

056: Government cleaning of quarters will make our move-out easier. PP PP PP
057 Poor work by contractors is usually fixed quickly N N N
058 Housing inspectors use the same standards for al. 0 P 0
059 Housing inspection rules are the same for all. P P 0
060: Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quartArs repairs N 0 N
Q61 Our trash pick-up is good and on schedule P P P
062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency

numbers by inspectors at check-in. P P 0

Q63: Overall, housing operations that we have observed

seem to run smoothly. P P P

Housing Referral

064- We were given up-to-date, accurate lists of civilian housing when
we amved. N N N

065 We were given maps and school information when we arrived N N N
066: The housing office offered us information about buying, leasing, and

contracts for civilian housing. N N N

067: Overall, the housing referral program seems to work well 0 0 N

C
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

McGrew Moanaioa Pearl C.ty

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Point Terraq.i Penr 1.. a

(n=89) (n=212) (n=244)

Housing Features and Facilities

068 Family housing in our area is always being improved P 0 N

069 Our housing unit is large enough for us N P P

070 Our bedrooms are large enough- 0 O P

071 We have enough bathrooms P 0 P

072 Our housing unit is built well N N 0

Q-3 Our floor plan is good P 0 P

0-4 Our unit does NOT need kitchen or bathroom remodeling N N N

Q5 We have enough Kitchen cabinet space P P P

Q76 The plumbing in our unit is not a problem 0 0 N

07- Our kitchen appliances work well P P P

078 Our hot water supply is adequate PP P P

079 Window and &)or screen matenal now being used is OK P 0 0

080 Our housing unit was dean *hen we moved in 0 0 0

031 Noise between housing units in our area is not a 7roblem P 0 0

082 Our housing unit is close to my work PP PP P

083 There are enough sidewalks in our housing area. N PP P

084 We have enough tot lots and playgrounds in our housing area P 0 0

"85 Our playgrounds are well maintained P NN N

Q86 Our playgrounds are inspected often enough P NN N

097 Our playgrounds are far enough from roads P 0 P

088 We have enough facilities ie g . child care and FSCsI in this area 0 0 0

089 We have enough all-age recreatjonal facilities (e g . pools.

weight rooms, etc ) available to us N N NN

Q90 We have enough recreational facilities for teenagers NN N NN

091 Overall, we are satisfied with most features of our housing unit

(e g.. floor plan, appliances). P P P

C92 Overall, we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area

(e g . playgrounds, sidewalks) 0 0 0

Maintenance and Repair

093 Repairs to our quarters were done before we moved in N N N

094 Quality of maintenance work is good. 0 0 N

095 Housing units get regular preventive maintenance N N N

096 Our common ground areas are well maintained 0 N N

097 We are told in advance of contractor work in our area P 0 P

C8 We are usually given a time frame when repairs will be made P P P

099" Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends P 0 0

0100 Maintenance people are polite P P P

0101 Response to routine calls for service is good 0 0 0
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

McGrew Moanaloa Pearl City

QUETIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Point Terrace Pennfsul3
(n=89) (n=218l (n=244)

Maintenance and Repair (ContI

0102: Work order numbers given at the time of the call

result in laster service P P 0

0103 Emergency phone calls get through quickly P 0 P

0104 Response to emergency calls for service is good P P P

0105 Overall. we are satisfied with maintenance and repair

in our unit and housing area p 0 0

Security and Safety

Q106 There are enough patrols in our housing area. NN 0 P

0107 We have regular tire inspections in our housing area N NN N

0108: We feel that our housing unit is secure NN N N

0109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area N N P

0110 We feel safe with the self-help secunty devices that we have installed NN N 0

Q 111 Overall, we are satisfied with secunty and safety in our unit and

housing area NN N 0

Communication

0112 The housing office told us about tree storage of excess furniture. N NN NN

0113 We feel comfortable asking questions of housing office people any time P 0 0

0114 We have used the Housing Hotline N N N

0115 The Housing Hotline was helpful when we had a problem N 0 0

0-116 The *Aloha Ohana housing newspaper is !nformative P P P

0117 We got a copy of 'The Military Family Preview' through our sponsor N NN N

0118 Overall, communication between housing offices and

housing residents is good. 0 0 0

Self Help

0119 The hours that our self-help store is open are 0 K P P p

0120 Our self-help store has the items we need P- P P

0121 Service is good at out self-help store P PP

0122 We were told about the self-help program at check-in P P P

0123- We like having pesticides stocked at the sell-heip stores PP PP PP

0124 We like having shrubs available at the self-help stores PP PP PP

0125 We like having secunty items (eg. dead bolt locks, peep holes.

and window locks) stocked at the self-help stores PP Pp Pp

0126 Overall, we are satisfied with the self-help program P PP PP
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

McGrew Moanaloa Pearl C i,

QUESTiONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Point Turrce Per',..
jn 89) In 218) (n=244)

TLA

0127 We were briefed on TLA at the housing office P O P

0128 Our housing office had a good hotel ist. P 0 P

0129 The TLA hotel we stayed in was 0K. P P p

0130 Estimates of TLA stays during malor repairs on our mitary

hous g have been accurate P P P

0131 Overail. we were satisfied with the TLA program P P p

General Satisfaction

0132 We would prefer military over civilian housing even if costs

were not a 'actor N N N

0133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawa i P N N

0134 Overall, the service member is satisfied with our housing unit P 0 p

0135 Overall, the spouse is satisfied with our housing unit P 0 p

0136 Our living conditions are having a Positive effect on the service

member's job performance p 0 p

0137 Our living condtions are having a positive effect on the service

members career intentions P O 0

0138 Overall, we are satisfied with most services provided by housing P p p

QUESTIONNAIRE JTEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE

Housing Office Services

0139 Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints p p PP

0140 Better pet control is needed in our housing area. O P P

Q141 Children in our housing area need more supervision P P P

0142 Service members and spouses should be required to attend brieings

about family housing. N P 0

0143 Newcomer question and answer sessions on family housing

should be held regularly P p P



PEARL HARBOR AREA

McGrew Moanalca Pear! C.

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Point Terr-jce Pern s1.a
(n=89) (n=218) (n=244)

Policies and Procedures

0144 Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator 0 P P

0145 Some existing family housing should be set aside for El to E3 families P P P

0146 Higher pnonty should be given El to E3 families for future famly

housing units P P P

0147 Pet owners should be required to register their pets P PP P

0148 Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has oeen found for

pets before they PCS P P P

0149 Family housing residents need to be told of housing rule

changes more often P PP P

0150 Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outside storage PP PP PP

Q151 Commands should support the sponsor program more P PP PP

Operatons

0152 There should be a 'special" phone number to report
playground problems and defects P PP PP

0153 All units in mulo-unit buildings shou!d be treated at the same time when one

unit has an insect or pest problem beyond the control of the occupant PP PP PP

Maintenance and Repair

Q154 More quality control of contractor work is needed PP Po PP

0155 Follow-up maintenance inspec tons should be done after

quarters have been occupied for a while PP PP PP

0156 Surveys of residents' maintenance needs should be done regular!y PP PP PP

0157 Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends P PP PP

0158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be easier to read P PP Pp

Secunty and Safety

0159 We need rumble stnps in our housing area N 0 N

0160 We need more street or outdoor lighting in our housing area P P P

0161 We need protective fencing around our housing area P P P

0162 We need Neighborhood Watch in our housing area OP PI P

0163 We need more information on how to do our own quarters

security checks P pp P

Self-HelD

0164 Residents should be allowed to use any elf help store P PI Pp

0165 Self-help stores should hold more classes P P P

0166 Self-help stores should provide more *how-to-do-it materials P PP Pp



PEARL HARBOR AREA

,"amo NAVCAMS

QUES'IONNAIRE iTEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Mariana Stover EASTPAC

(n il 15) n68l in 54)

Housing Office Services

'18 Housing office people show concern for military families P . 0
Q19 Housing office people are polite. P P P
020 Housing office people are informative. P 0 0
021 Farnly housing is assigned in a uniform manner 0 0 0
Q22: The housing office explained housing rules fully 0 0 3
Q23 Housing office people work with family members when the

service member is away (deployed or TDY) 0 0 N
324 Housing office service is good even dunng peak periods 0 N 0
025 The housing office seems to be well run

Iservice ,s fast. reliable) 0 0 0
026 The time t took to process through the housing f-,ce

was not a problem. p p
027 Family housing rules are properly enforced 0 N C
028 Family housing rules are enforced the same in all housng

areas and services N N
029 Copies of housing nes are availabe at area housing ctfices 0 0 0

030 Copies of waitirg ists are available at area housing ofices
031 The housing office estimate of when quarters *ouo le

available was accurate P 0 P

032 Overall, we are satished wth housing .tftce set ,ces P P P

Poices and Procedures

033 We like the idea of mixing services in rNousing areas 0
034 The rule that yards be Kept moweg and tree ol debns

is strctly enforced N 3 0
035 We like the policy that allows Diants put n by occupants

to iemain at move out DD pp p
036 We like the policy that allows some occupant mrorovermis

to remain at move out - 0" ;
037 We like the policy that allows approved ana,- 'o be

covered and screenedOP ;2
038 We like the policy that allows yaro fencing througi seit p PP PP ;p
039 Wait time for aporovai of ,ard fencing .$ not a problem N N N

Q40 Overal. OCFHO policies and procedures m.ee the needs jnc

wants of family housing residents p P p
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

CamD NAVCAMS
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Manana Stover EASTPAC

(n=t 15) (n=68) (n=54)

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

041 The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem PP PP PP

042: The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem. P Pp PP

043 The loaner furniture we used was in good shape P P P
044 The appliances we used were in good shape P P PP

045 We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs. PP P P
046 We had loaner furniture long enough to meet our needs PP PP P

047 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us P P P

048 The 5-day notice required for loaner furniture pick-up was not

a problem for us P P P
049 We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

available for residents of both military and ivilian housing 0 0 0

-53 Overall. we feel the loaner furniture and appliance program ,s good PP PP PP

Opera tions

054 Housing inspectors are polite P P P
055 Housing inspectors are on time P P P
056 Government cleaning of quarters will make our move-out easier PP PP PP

C57 Poor work by contractors is usually fxted quickly N 0 N
058 Housing inspectors use the same standards for all 0 P 0

059 Housing inspection rules are the same for all 0 P 0
060 Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quarters repairs N P N
361 Our trash pick-up is good and on schedule P PP P
062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency

numbers by inspectors at check-in 0 P P

063 Overall housing operations that we have observed

seem to run smoothly P P P

• -Ousmq Referral

064 We were given up-to-date, accurate lists of civilian housing when
we arrived 0 N N

065 We were given maps and school information when we amved N N N
066 The housing office offered us information about buying, leasing, and

cone-acts for civilian housing N N N

067 Overall. the housing referral program seems to work well 0 N N



II

PEARL HARBOR AREA

Camp NAVCAMS-
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Manana Stover EASTPAC

(n=1 15) (n=68) (n 54;

Housing Features and Facilities

068 Family housing in our area is always being improved p P 0
069: Our housing unit is large enough for us P P P
070- Our bedrooms are large enough P P P

071 We have enough bathrooms pP P P
072 Our housing unit is built well N P P
073 Our floor plan is good. P p P

074 Our unit does NOT need kitchen or bathroom remodeling N N N
075 We have enough k,.,chen cabinet space 0 N P
076 The plumbing in our unit is not a problem N P N

077 Our kitchen appliances work well P P pp
078 Our hot water supply is adequate. P P P
079 Window and door screen matenal now being useo is OK 0 P p

080 Our housing unit was clean when we moved in 0 0 0
081 Noise between housing units in our area is not a problem P P 0
082 Our housing unit is close to my worK. P P pp

C83 There are enough sidewalks in our nous)ng area P NN P

084 We have enough tot lots and piayground in our housing area 0 O P
085 Our playgrounds are well ma;ntaintid N N 0
086 Our playgrounds are inspected often enough N N N
087 Our playgrounds are far enough from roads P p p
088 We have enough facilities (e g . child care and FSCs) in this area N 0 P
089 We have enough all-age recreational facilities e g. pools,

weight rooms, etc ) available to us N 0 p

090 We have enough recreational faclities for teenagers NN N 0

091 Overall. we are satisfied with most features of our housing unit
(e g . floor plan, appliances) P P P

092 Overall, we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area

(e g . playgrounds. sidewalksl 0 N P

Maintenance and Repair

093 Repairs to our quarters were done before we moved in N N N

094 Quality of maintenance work is good N p O
095 Housing units get regular preventive maintenance N 0 N
096 Our common ground areas are well maintained N 0 0
097 We are told in advance of contractor work in our area P P N
098. We are usually given a time frame when repairs will be made P p p
099 Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends 0 0 p
0100 Maintenance people are polite P p p
0101 Response to routine calls for service is good 0 p0



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Camp NAVCAMS-

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Manana Stover EASTPAC
(n=1 15) (n=68) (n=54)

Maintenance and Repair (Cont)

0102: Work order numbers given at the time of the call
result in faster service. P P 0

0103: Emergency phone calls get through quickly. P P P
0104: Response to emergency calls for service is good, P P P

0105. Overall, we are satisfied with maintenance and repair

in our unit and housing area. 0 P 0

Secunty and Safety

0106. There are enough patrols in our housing area. pp P PP

0107: We have regular fire inspections in our housing area 0 N P
0108 We feel that our housing unit is secure P P PP

0109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area P 0 Pp
0110 We feel safe with the self-help secunty devices that we have installed P P P

Cl 11 Overall, we are satisfied with security and safety in our unit and

housing area. P 0 Pp

Communication

0112 The housing office told us about free storage of excess turniture NN NN NN

0113 We feel comfortable asking questions of housing office people any time P 0 0

0114 We have used the Housing Hotline N N N
0115 The Housing Hotline was helpful when we had a problem P N 0
0116 The 'Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper is informative P P P

0117 We got a copy of 'The Military Family Preview' through our sponsor N N N

0118 Overall, communication between housing offices and
housing residents is good 0 0 0

Self-Help

0119 The hours that our self-help store is open areO K P P P
0120 Our self-help store has the items we need P P p

0121 Service is good at out self-help store PP P P
0122: We were told about the sell-help program at checi in P P 0
0123 We like having pesticides stocked at the self-help stores PP pp PP
0124 We like having shrubs available at the self-help stores PP PP PP

Q125. We like having secunty items (a g. dead-bolt locks, peep holes,
and window locks) stocked at the self-help stores PP PP PP

0126 Overall. we are satisfied with the self-help program. PP Pp p



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Camp NAVCAMS

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Manana Stover EASTPAC

(n=1 15) (n=68) (n=54)

TLA

0127" We were briefed on TLA at the housing office. P P 0
Q128: Our housing office had a good hotel list. P P 0

Q129: The TLA hotel we stayed in was OK. P P P

0130 Estimates of TLA stays dunng malor repairs on our military

housing have been accurate P PP p

C131 Overall, we were satisfied with the TLA program P P P

General Satistacion

0132: We would prefer military over civilian housing even if costs

were not a factor 0 0 a

0133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawaii. P PP P

0134 Overall the service member is satisfied with our housing unit P P P

0135 Overall, the spouse is satished with our housing unit P P P

Q0136 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service

members lob performance. P P P

0137 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service

members career intentions P P P

0138 Overall. we are satisfied with most services provided by housng P P P

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE

Housing Office Services

0139 Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints PP P PP

Q140 Better pet control is needed in our housing area P P P

0141 Children in our housing area need more supervision P P P

0142 Service members and spouses should be required to attend briefings

about family housing. 0 P

0143 Newcomer quesbon and answer sessions on lamily housing

should be held regularly P P PP



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Camp NAVCAMS-
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE Manana Stover EASTPAC

(n=115) (n=68) (n=54)

Policies and Procedures

0144 Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator 0 P P

0145 Some existing family housing should be set aside for El to E3 families. P P P

0146 Higher pnority should be given El to E3 families for future family

housing units P P P

0147 Pet owners should be required to register their pets. P PP P

0148 Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been found for

pets before they PCS P PP PP

0149 Family housing residents need to be told of housing rule

changes more often. P P PP

0150 Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outside storage PP PP PP

0151 Commands should support the sponsor program more PP PP PP

Operations

0152. There should be a *special' phone number to report

playground problems and defects P P PP

0153 All units in mulbt-unit buildings should be treated at the same time when one

unit has an insect or pest problem beyond the control of the occupant PP PP PP

Maintenance and Repair

0154 More quality control of contractor work is needed PP P PP

0155 ollow-up maintenance inspections should be done atter

quarters have been occupied for a while PP PP PP

0156 Surveys of residents' maintenance needs should be done regularly PP P PP

0157 Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends PP p PP

0158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be easier to read PP PP P

Security and Safety

0159 We need rumble strips in our housing area. N 0 N

0160 We need more street or outdoor lighting in our housing area PP P P

0161 We need protecttve fencing around our housing area 0 0 N

0162 We need Neighborhood Watch in our housing area P P N

0163: We need more information on how to do our own quarters

security checks P P P

Self-Help

0164 Residents should be allowed to use any self-help store P P PP

0165 Self-help stores should hold more classes P P P

0166 Self-help stores should provide more 'how-to-do-ir materials P PP PP

I
- '.



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Radtord Halsey Catlin

QUEST;ONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Terrace Terrace Park

(n=138) (n=228) (n=163)

Housinq Office Services

018 Housing office people show concern for military families 0 P P

019 Housing office people are polite P P P

020 Housing office people are informative 0 P P

021 Family housing is assigned in a uniform manner 0 0 P

022 The housing office explained housing rules fully 0 0 P

Q23 Housing office people work with family members when the

service member is away (deployed or TDY). N 0 0

C-"4 Housng office service is good even during peak periods N 0 0

C25 The housing office seems to be well run

siervice is fast, reliable) 0 0 P

Q26 The time it took to process through the housing office
was not a problem. P P P

02" Family housing rules are properly enforced N N N
028 Family housing rules are enforced the same in all housing

areas and services N N N

C29 Copies of housing rules are available at area housing offices P P P

030 Copies of waiting lists are available at area housing offices P P

131 The housing office estimate of when quarters would be

available was accurate P p P

,32 Overall. we are satisfied with housing office services P P P

I,)!c tc's and Procedures

033 We like the idea of mixing services in housing areas P P P

034 The rule that yards be kept mowed and free of debns

is stnctly enforced N N N

035 We like the policy that allows plants put in by occupants
to remain at move out PD pp Pp

036 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements

to remain at move out PP PP PP

037 We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be

covered and screened PP P P PP

038 We like the policy that allows yard fencing through selt help PP PP PP

039 Wait time for approval of yard fencing is not a problem N N 0

040 Overall. OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and

wants of family housing residents p p



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Radford Halsey Catn
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Terrace Terrace Park

(n=138) (nz228) tn 16 3,

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

041 The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem pp Pp PP
042" The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem. p P P

043 The loaner furniture we used was in good shape 0 P P
044 The appliances we used were in good shape P Pp P
045 We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs P PP PP

046 We had loaner furniture long enough to meet our needs P pp Pp
047 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us P P P
048 The 5-day notice required for loaner furniture pick-up was not

a problem for us P p p
049 We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

avadabie for residents of both military and civilian housing. N 0

05,3 Overall, we feel the loaner furniture and appliance program is good PP PP PP

Operations

054 Housing inspectors are polite P p P
055 Housing inspecors are on time P p p
056 Government cleaning ot quarters will make our move-out ens,er p p p p pP
C57 Poor work by contractors is usually fixed quickly N N N
058 Housing inspectors use the same standards for all 0 0 0
059 Housing inspection rules are the same for all 0 0
060 Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quarters repairs N N N
Q61 Our trash pick-up is good and on schedule P P

062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency
numbers by inspectors at check-in 0 p p

063 Overall, housing operations that we have observed

seem to run smoothly p p a

Housing Referral

064 We were given up-to-date. accurate lists of civilian housing when
we arrived N N 0

065 We were given maps and school information when we arrived N 0 0
066 The housing office offered us information about buying, leasing and

contracts for civilian housing N N N

067 Overall. the housing referral program seems to work well N O P

I
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PEARL HARBOR AREA

Radford Halsey Ct n

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Terrace Terrace _Dik

(n=133i in0728) nz:r 3)

Housing Features and Facilities

Q68 Family housing in our area is always being improved. 0 P 0
069 Our housing unit is large enough fcr us. P p P

070 Our bedrooms are large enough P N P

071 We have enough bathrooms N pP p

072 Our housing unit is built vell 0 0 P
:73 Our floor oian is good 0 17

0.4 O .r unit docs NOT need kitchen or bathroom remodeling NN N

Q75 We have enough kitchen cabinet space P P N

-76 The plumbing in our unit is not a problem N P 1

077 Our kitc-en appliances work well P Pp P

C78 Our hot water supply is adequate. 0 Pp P

079 Window and door screen matenal now being used .s OK. N P 0

080 Our mousrng unit was Jean when we moved in 0 0
-81 No se between housing units in our area is not a problem 0 P P

Q82 Our housing unit is close to my work P PD PP

3S3 There are enough sidewalks in our housing area. P N P

084 We have enough tot lots and playgrounds in our housing area P P p

085 Our playgrounds are well mainvined N N N

086 Our playgrounds are inspected often enough N N N

087 Our playgrounos are far enough from roads P 0 P

'88 We have enough facilities (e g child care and FSCs) in this area 0 0 0

Q89 We have enough all-age recreational facilitjes .e g . pools

weight rooms etc ) available to us N N N

090 We have enough recreational facilities for teenagers N NN N

09t Overall. we are satisfied with most features of our housing unit

(e g.. floor plan, appliances) p P p

092 Overall, we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area

(e g. playgrounds, sidewalks) 0 C 0

Maintenance and Repair

093" Repairs~to our quarters were done before we moved in N 0 N

094 Quality of maintenance work is good. 0 0 0

095 Housing units get regular preventive maintenance N N N

096 Our common ground areas are well maintained N 0 N

097 We are told in advance of contractor work in our area P 0 P

98 We are usually given a time frame when repairs will be made P P P

099 Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends. 0 0 0

0100: Maintenance people are polite P p P

0101 Response to routine calls for service is good. 0 0 0



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Ractord Halsey Cati;n

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Terrace Terrace Par K

in=138) (n=228) 1.A63)

Maintenance and Repair (Cont)

0102: Work order numbers given at the time of the call

result in faster service. 0 0 P

0103 Emergency phone calls get through quickly P P P

0104 Response to emergency calls for service ;s good P P P

Q,105 Overall. we are satisfied with maintenance and repair

in our unit and housing area 0 0 P

Security and Safety

0106 There are enough patrols in our housing area O N N

0107 We have regular fire inspections in our housing area NN N N

0108 We feel that our housing unit is secure N N N

0109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area N N N

0110 We feel safe with the self-help secunty devices that we have ins:alled. N N 0

, 11 Overall, we are satisfied with security and safety in our ,nit and

housing area. N N N

Communication

0t 2 The housing office told us about free storage of excess furniture NN NN NN

0113 We feel comfortable asking questions of housing office people any time 0 P P

0114 We have used the Housing Hotline N N N

011 5 The Housing Hotline was helpful when we had a problem 0 N 0

0116 The "Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper is informative P P p

0117 We got a copy of 'The Military Family Preview' through our sponsor N N N

0118 Overall, communication between housing offices and

housing residents is good. 0 0 0

S elf-Help

0119 The hours that our self-help store is open are 0 K P P P

0120 Our sell-help store has the items we need P P P

0121 Service is good at out self-help store P Pp pp

0122. We were told about the self-help program at check-in P P P

0123: We like having pesticides stocked at the sell-help stores PP PP PP

0124 We like having shrubs available at the self-help stores PP PP PP

0125 We like having secunty items (e g., dead-bolt locks, peep holes,

and window locks) stocked at the self-help stores. PP PP pp

0126 Overall, we are satisfied with the self-help program PP PP PP

1



I
PEARL HARBOR AREA

Radford Halsey Catlin
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Terrace Terrace Park

(n=138) n=228) (n=163)

TLA

0127 We were briefed on TLA at the housing office P P P

0128 Our housing office had a good hotel list. P P P
0129 The TLA hotel we stayed in was O K. P P p

Q130 Estimates of TLA stays during major repairs on our miitary
housing have been accurate 0 P

Q13* Overall we were satisfied with the TLA program P P p

G,?eal Satsracton

Q132 We would prefer military over civilian housing even f costs

were not a factor N 0 N

0133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawaii. N P P

0134 Overall, the service member is satisfied with our housing un;it 0 P P

0,,35 Overall. the spouse is satisfied with our housing unit. 0 P P
0136 Our living onditions are having a positive effect on the service

members ob performance 0 p P

Q'.37 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service
members career intentions 0 P P

S138 Overall. we are satisfied with most services provided oy housing P P P

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE

Housing Office Services

0139 Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints PP P P

0140- Better pet control is needed in our housing area P P P
0141 Children in our housing area need more supervision P P P
0142 Service members and spouses should be required to attend briefings

about family housing p 0 p
0143 Newcomer question and answer sessions on family housing

should be held regularly P P p



PEARL HARBOR AREA

Radford Halsey Cathr

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS . WHAT SHOULD BE Terrace Terrace Park
(n=138) (n=228) (n=!6,53

Poitcies and Procedures

0144 Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator P 0 P

0145 Some existing family housing should be set aside for E l to E3 families. P P P

0146 Higher pnonty should be given El to E3 families for future family

housing units P P P

C147 Pet owners should be required to register their pets PP P PP

C, 48 Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been found for
pets before they PCS PP P P

Q149 Family housing residents need to be told of housing rule

changes more often PP P P

Q15C Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outside storage PP PP P P

_-!51 Commands should support the sponsor program more PP P P P P

cprations

0 152 There should be a 'special' phone number to report
playground problems and defects. PP P P

0153 All units in mulo-unit buildings should be treated at the same time when one

unit has an insect or pest probiem beyond the control of the occupant PP PP PP

Mairenance and Repair

Q154 More quality control of contractor work s needed PP PP PP
0155 Follow-up maintenance inspections should be done after

quarters have been occupied for a while PP PP Pp

Q 56 Surveys of residents' maintenance needs should be done regularly PP PP PP

0157 Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends PP PP PP
0158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be easier to read PP P P

Security and Safety

0159 We need rumble stnps in our housing area. 0 0 0

0160 We need more street or outdoor lighting in our housing area P PP P

016t We need protective fencing around our housing area P P p

0162 We need Neighborhood Watch in our housing area P P P
0163 We need more information on how to do our own quarters

security checks PP P P

Self-Help

0164 Residents should be allowed to use any self help store P P P

0165 Self-help stores should hold more classes P P P
0166 Self-help stores should provide more "how-to-do-it" materials PP P P



HICKAM & KANEOHE AREAS

OUESTIONNARE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Hickam Wheeler Kaneohe

(n=1057) (n=179) (n=703)

wousina Office Services

018 Housing ofice people show concern for military farilies. 0 0 0
019 Housing office people are polite P P P
020 Housing ofice people are informative 0 0 P

02' Family housing is assigned in a uniform manner 0 0 0
0,2 The housing office explained housing rules fully P 0 0
023 Housing office people work with family members when the

service member is away tdeployed or TDY) N N 0
H2Z4 Housing office service is good even during peak pienods N N 0

a5 The housing office seems to be well run
, service is fast, reliable) 0 0 0

' The rime t took to process through the housing otfice

was not a problem P P P
027 Fam0y housing rules are properly enforced 0 0 N
-9 Farily housing rules are enforced the same ,n all housing

areas and services N N N
C- ooes ot hiousing rules are available at area housing offices P P PP

030 Comies o waitng lists are available at area housing off,ces P P PP
031 The housing office estimate of when quarters would be

available was accurate 0 P 0

• 32 Overall we are satisfied with housing office services 0 P P

",,-c:es ind P' 'edures

033 We like the ,ea of mixing services in housing areas N N P
•)34 The rule 'hat yards be kept mowed and free ot debris

is stnctly enforced. P P 0

035 We like the p"licy that allows plants put in by occupants

to remain at move out. PP PP PP
036 We like the policy that allows some occupant improvements

to remain at move out PP PP PP

037 We like the policy that allows approved lanais to be
covered and screened PP PP PP

038 We like the "olicy that allows yard fencing through self-help PP PP PP

039 Wait time for approval of yard fencing is not a problem N N N

040 Overall. OCFHO policies and procedures meet the needs and
wants of family housing residents P P P



HICKAM & KANEOHE AREAS

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS -,:.m Wheiu ,j m

r,- 1257) ,n.217;)

Loaner Furniture and Appliances

041 The time it took us to get loaner furniture was not a problem P P P

042 The time it took us to get appliances was not a problem. P P P

043. The loaner furniture we used was in good shape P P P

044 The appliances we used were in good shape P 0 0

045 We had enough loaner furniture to meet our needs

046 We had loaner funiture long enough to meet our needs P P p

047 The loaner furniture program was fully explained to us P P

048 The 5-day notice required for loaner furniture pick-up was not

a problem for us P P
049 We were told at the housing office that washers and dryers are

available for residents of bcth mlitary and cviian housing P P

053 Overall. we feel the loaner furniture and appliance program is good pPP op

Operations

54 Housing inspectors are polite P P P

055 Housing inspectors are on time P P P

056 Government cleaning of quarters wil make our move-out easier P PP PP

057 Poor work by contractors is usually fixed quickly 0 0 N

Q58 Housing inspectors use the same standards for all 0 C
0sg Housing inspection rules are the same for all 0 O P

060 Housing inspectors follow up on promises for quarters repairs N C 0

061 Our trash pick-up is good and on schedule PP p P

062 We were given phone stickers with work order and emergency
numbers by inspectors at check-in P 0

063 Overall, housing operations that we have observed

seem to run smoothly. P p p

Housing. Referral

064 We were given up-to-date, accurate lists of civilian housing when

we arrived. P P P

065 We were given maps and school information when we arrived 0 0 P

066 The housing office offered us information about buying, leasing, and

contracts for civilian housing. 0 0 0

067 Overall, the housing referral program seems to work well P P P



HICKAM & KANEOHE AREAS

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS- CURRENT CONDITIONS HckaT Whieier
rn=1057) in=t1g 791°

wOusinq Peatures and Facilities

068 Family housing in our area is always being improved 0 0 P

069 Our housing unit is large enough for us. 0 P P

070 Our bedrooms are large enough 0 0 P

071 We have enough batrooms. P P p

C72 Our housing units built well p P a

073 Our floor plan is good P P P

Q'4 Our jnit does NOT need kitchen or bathroom remokifhng N N

-75 We have enough kitchen cabinet space C 0

Q 76 The poumbing in our init is not a problem N C

077 Our kitchen appliances work well P P D

078 Our hot water supply is adequate P p p

079 Winoow and door screen matenal now being used s OK 0 p o

080 Cur housing unit was clean when we moved m 0 N P

Q81 Nose between housing units in our area s not a problem 0 0 0

082 Our housing unit is close to my work p p Zp

783 There are enough sidewaks in our housing area P PP P

084 We have enough tot lots and playgrounds in our housing area N N C

085 Our playgrounds are well mantained N N N

086 Our piaygrounds are inspected often enough N N N

087 Our playgrounds are far enough from roads P P P

088 We have enough facilities (e g , child care and FSCs) in this area P P

089 We have enough all-age recreational facilities le g , pools.

weight rooms, etc ) available to us p p P
OYO We have enough rec:reationa facilities for teenagers 0 N N

091 Overall, we are satisfied with most features of our housing unit

(e g . floor plan appliances) p P P

092 Overall we are satisfied with facilities in our housing area

(e g playgrounds. sidewalks) P P C

Maintenance and Repair

093 Repairs to our quarters were done before we moved n N N N

094 Ouality of maintenance work is good P P 0

095 Housing units get regular preventive maintenance N N N

096 Our common ground areas are well maintained P p 0

097 We are told in advance of contractor worl in our area p 0 P

Q98 We are usually given a time frame when repairs will be made p 0 p

099 Appliance repair is prompt, even on weekends P p N

0100 Maintenance people are polite. PP P p

10 Response to routine calls for service is good p O O



HICKAM & KANEOHE AREAS

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Hickirn Wheeler Kaneohe
(n=1057) (n=179) (n 703)

Mainteance and Repair (Cont)

Cr02 Work order numbers given at the time of the call
result in faster service P P 0

C103 Emergency phone calls get through quickly P 0 N
] 04 Response to emergency calls for service is good P 0 0

Z' 5 Overail we are satistied with maintenance and repair

,n our unit and housing area P P 0

' There art enough patrols in our housing area 0 P 0
2 - We have regular fire inspections in our housing area P N 0

.'8 We teel that our housing unit is secure P P P
'109 Speed limits are enforced in our housing area N 0 0

C" ' We lee4 sate with the self-help security devices that we have installed P P P

Overall we are satisfied with secuntf and safety in our unit and
nousng area P p P

-' '2 The housing office told us about tree storage of excess furniture N NN NN
Cl! 3 We feel comfortable asking queslimns of housing office people any time 0 0 0

_i 14 We have used the Housing Hotline N N N
Q15 The Housing Hotline was helpful when we had a problem N 0 0
Ci r6 The "Aloha Ohana" housing newspaper s informative P P P

QI1 7 We got a copy of *The Military Family Preview' through our sponsor N N N

0118 Overall, communication between housing offices and
housing residents is good 0 0 0

Self-Help

0119 The hours that our self-help store is open are 0 K P P P
0120 Our self-help store has the items we need. P P p

0121 Servicei s good at out self-helpstore p P P

0122. We were told about the self-help program at check in P P P
0123: We like having pesticides stocked at the self-help stores PP PP PP

0124 We like having shrubs available at the self-help stores PP PP PP

0125 We like having secunty items (e g . dead-bolt locks. peep holes.
and window locks) stocked at the self-help stores PP PP PP

0126 Overall. we are satisfied with the self-help program P P PP

iI
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HICKAM & KANEOHE AREAS

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - CURRENT CONDITIONS Hickam Wheeler Kaneohe
(n=1057) (n=179) ln=703)

TLA

0127 We were briefed on TLA at the housing office P P P
0128 Our housing office had a good hotel list. P p p
0129 The TLA hotel we stayed in was OK. P P P

0130 Esomates of TLA stays during major repairs on our miltary

housing have been accurate P P P

0131 Overall. we were satisfied with the TLA program p P P

G eneral Satisfaction

0132 We would prefer military over civilian housing even it costs

were not a factor 0 0 0
0133 We prefer our current housing area over any other in Hawaii P p p
0134 Overall, the service member is satisfied with our housing unit P P p

0135 Overall. the spouse is satisfied with our housing unit. P P p
0136 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service

member's lob performance. P p p
0137 Our living conditions are having a positive effect on the service

member's career intentions P 0 P
0138 Overall, we are satisfied with most services provided by housing P P P

$ QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE

Housing Office Services

0139 Housing office people should give more feedback on complaints P P P
0140 Better pet control is needed in our housing area. P P p

0141 Children in our housing area need more supervision. p p p

0142 Service members and spouses should be required to attend briefings
about family housing. O p P

0143 Newcomer question and answer sessions on family housing

should be held regularly P p p



HICKAM & KANEOHE AREAS

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS - WHAT SHOULD BE Hic im Wheeler K :,'
(n=1057) (n=179) iZn=703)

Policies and Procedures

Q144: Our housing area needs a neighborhood coordinator 0 0 0

0145: Some existing family housing should be set aside for El to E3 families. o PP PP
0146: Higher prionty should be given El to E3 families for future family

housing units. P P P

0147 Pet owners should be required to register their pets P P P Pp

0148 Pet owners should be required to prove that a place has been found for
pets before they PCS P P P

Q!49. Family housing residents need to be told of housing rule
changes more often PP PP PP

Q150 Residents should be allowed to have enclosed outside storage. PP PP PP
0151 Commands should support the sponsor program more P P PP

Operations

0152: There should be a *special" phone number to report
playground problems and defects. P P P

0153 All units in mult-unit buildings should be treated at the same time

when one unit has an insect or pest problem beyond the control

of the occupant. PP PP PP

Maintenance and Repair

0154 More quality control of contractor work is needed P P PP

0155 Follow-up maintenance inspections should be done after

quarters have been occupied for a while PP PP PP
0156 Surveys of residents' maintenance needs should be done regularly PP PP PP
0157 Maintenance hours should include evenings and weekends P P P
0158 Street signs and quarters numbers should be easier to read P P P

Security and Safety

0159. We need rumble strips in our housing area N N 0
0160- We need more street or outdoor lighting in our housing area. P 0 P
0161 We need protective fencing around our housing area. 0 N P
0162 We need Neighborhood Watch in our housing area. P 0 P

0163 We need more information on how to do our own quarters

security checks P P P

Self-Help

0164 Residents should be allowed to use any self-help store. P PP P

0165. Self-help stores should hold more classes. P P P

0166: Self-help stores should provide more "how-to-do-it" materials P PP PP
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